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Road rubber 
Think emergency vehicles 
that zip on our highways 
use winter tires? Think 
again\NEWS A3 
Terrace teams up 
Dozens of local athletes 
head off to the Northern 
B.C. Winter 
Games\SPORTS B7 
~ ::.i': I/, i~i I :. Dinner is served • 
Three men competeilfor ~ 
one woman sa f fec t ions  
in the TLTrs 
latest\COMMUNITY B4 
$1.00 PLUS 7¢ GST 
($1.10 plus 8¢ GST 
outside of the Terrace area) 
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No budget miracles for trustees 
take Fridays off,' but there 
are still so many other de- 
tails to consider. 
Meanwhile, Thornhill 
school trustee Lorrie 
Gowen says parents need 
to start lobbying the pro- 
vincial government for 
more money. 
Gowen was the Coast 
Mountains chool board's 
delegate to a conference 
on school district funding 
presented by the B.C. 
Teachers' Federation, Lorrie Gowen 
. / • /  
and the minister o f  finance 
to say that we need to step 
up to the plate and~we 
need to fund these things 
adequately," Gowen said 
at a press conference las t  
week. 
School trustees hold a spe- 
cial board meeting later on 
this month to discuss the 
budget cuts. 
But it's possible any final 
decisions would be made 
behind closed doors.: 
That's exactly what hap, 
By JENNIFER LANG 
IT'S DECISION TIME for school 
trustees. 
They must chop as much as $5.3 
million from next year's operating 
budget o balance the books, an exer- 
cise that promises to usher in a new 
era in public education - one with 
fewer schools, less teachers and sup- 
port staff, larger high school school 
classes.and even a four-day school 
week. 
Even though the Coast Mountains 
School District has been investigating 
more than 50 different cost-cutting and 
wood confirmed Friday. 
Staffing costs represent 85-95 per 
cent of the district's roughly $50 mil- 
lion in operating expenses. 
Since the district expects enrolment 
to drop by 350 students next year, it's 
clear fewer teachers will be needed. 
Greenwood said increasing every sec- 
ondary class by just one student each 
would create about $300,000 in addi- 
tional savings. 
The other ideas - such as recruiting 
foreign students or corporate sponsor- 
ship - only create a significant budget 
impact when they're added up. 
the public would become more in- 
volved in the exercise. 
But as o f  last week most of the 
work had fallen to senior staff, who 
were scrambling to assemble fact 
sheets on the community and district 
impacts of dozens of ideas as tonight's 
Feb. 5 deadline loomed. 
"I am concerned that the details, 
the money, all of these things, need to 
be double-checked," Greenwood said, 
promising the fact sheets will be upda- 
ted over the next couple 'of weeks. 
Moving to a four-day-week, for ex- 
ample, might save the district as much 
as $1.2 million a year, mostly in bus- 
ing and custodial costs, Greenwood 
said. Students would attend classes 
about 45 additional minutes a day and 
• money-making ideas, those four op- 
tions • remain at the top of list when it 
comes to solving the budget shortfall, 
assistant superintendent Rob Green- 
Last month the district hosted a ser- 
ies of working committee meetings in 
Terrace and the four other communi- 
ties. Greenwood had initially hoped 
DEPUTY THORNHILL Fire Chief Wes Patterson surveys the burnt-out wreckage of a trailer in the Boulderwood Trailer Court in Thorn- 
hill after a fire Jan. 31. Terrace RCMP say Patrick Douglas Harrison, the owner of the mobile home, has been charged with arson. 
Man charged in trailer arson 
damage to neighbouring mobile 
homes may top $3,000. 
Twenty-two firefighters respon- 
ded to the blaze and many were 
on the scene past 5 a.m. By day- 
light, all that remained of the trai- 
ler was a smouldering heap of 
burnt debris. 
CUPE and the B.C. Fe- 
deration of Labour two weekends ago. 
"We need parents to write, fax and 
email both the minister of education 
vinciai court judge," said Sgt. Jas 
Basi• 
Harrison was formally charged 
Jan. 31 with one count of arson 
causing property damage. If found 
guilty, the charge carries a max- 
imum sentence of 14 years in jail. 
Local RCMP and the fire com- 
two neighbouring units• 
The Thornhill fire • department 
responded to the blaze at #89 
Boulderwood Trailer Court• just 
after 2 a.m. "I was actually one of 
the first ones on the scene and it 
was fully involved at that point," 
said Thornhill fire chief Art Hill. 
period with last yeads de- 
cision to close five schools in the dis '~ 
trict and to delay opening M0untain~ 
view Elementary in Terrace. : 
Fish fees 
may bite 
tourism 
By JEFF NAGEL creases will lead visiting 
A-..MAJOR increase inang lers  to-spend less"time 
fishing foes unveiled by - and less money - in Ter- 
Victoria will .dramat!ca!ly .,race, i " : ~ : i 
drive upthe  'COSt 0 f :a  : "That 's" :  a .... lot :'= of 
northwest fishing vacation . m0neY,",: Northc0ast.~ An, 
for out-of-province tourists, glers' owner Leona Murray 
Their fees to fish classi- 
fled waters herewill dou -• 
ble to as much as $40 per 
day. 
That alone adds up to 
an extra $400 for a family 
of four from Alberta that 
wants to fish a class 2 
river here for 10 days. It 
would be $800 more if 
they want to fish the area's 
prized class 1 rivers. 
And they'll also have to 
pay 40 to 50 per cent more 
for licences and other fees 
that are all slated to jump 
on April I. 
B.C. anglers won't be 
hit as hard. 
They'll pay $36 for an 
annual angling licence -a  
20 per cent increase• But 
stamps for steelhead and 
salmon are jacked 50 per 
cent to $25 and $15. 
Non-residents will have 
to pay $60 and $30 for 
steelhead and salmon 
stamps. 
Nobody else was in the home Tackle shops and other 
at the time of the blaze and no in- tourist'dependent busines- 
juries Were reported, sos here worry price in, 
said o f  the classified wa- 
ters daily prices.: "That's 
going:to ' really harm'this 
area for tourism. ...... ." .  
"The one .thing. we "had 
left was :-:fishing 'touriSm 
:and now we're going to 
chase ~ i t  away, ~ added 
"The one thing 
we had left was 
fishing tourism 
and now we're 
going to Chase it 
a way." 
Misty River Tackle owner 
Brian Patrick. : 
He said many visiting 
anglers will choose not to 
fish classified rivers to 
avoid the fees. 
Patrick said that will 
meanmore overcrowding 
at unclassified stretches of 
the Skeena like Ferry Is- 
land and at the Kitimat 
River. ' 
He noted the Kitimat 
Continued Pg. A12 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
A THORNHILL man faces arson 
charges after his trailer burned to 
the ground Jan. 31. 
Patrick Douglas Harrison, 61, 
turned himself in to RCMP offi- 
cers at approximately 2:30 a.m., 
just 20 minutes after Thomhill fire 
fighters were called to his home. 
"He was arrested and lodged in 
cells to appear in front of a pro- 
missioner are investigating the 
suspicious fire which levelled 
Harrison's trailer and damaged 
The fire was so hot it damaged 
cable and telephone lines in the 
area and fire fighters estimate 
Crash investigation took 
way too long, mother says 
Teen driver now charged 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
MORE than one year after high school student 
Hannah Kantola died in a car crash, her teenage 
friend who was behind the wheel faces a charge 
• of driving without due care and attention. 
The driver cannot be named because she was 
17 at the time. A conviction doesn't carry a cri- 
minal record because the charge is under the 
• provincial Motor Vehicle Act. 
The charge does little to ease the grief for 
Hannah's mother, Terri Ryan, who says the in- 
vestigation leading up to the charge was fraught 
with unnecessary delays. 
that a life was lost in the accident or the pain 
and worry such a long wait causes friends and fa- 
mily of the deceased. 
The accident happened shortly after 8 a.m. 
Jan. 24, 2002 near Thornhill as Kantola, also 17, 
and her classmate were driving to school. 
Kantola, an aspiring actress, was the passen- 
ger in the 1990 Eagle Talon that police say lost 
No end to the pain 
• See page A5 for a special report 
on the del=ys some say re-victimize 
survivors. 
"Now that the charge has finally been laid a 
year later, everything has resurfaced," Ryan 
says, adding the investigation's length had her 
wondering when there would be some resolution. 
The  first delay came early when the collision 
analyst charged with the investigation, Terrace 
RCMP Cnst. Eric Vachon, died unexpectedly in 
the first week of March - just five weeks after 
the crash. 
"Obviously ou don't count on those sorts of 
things," says Terrace RCMP Inspector Marlin 
Degrand. "It took some time for the notes, the 
measurements and the file he'd generated on that 
to be turned over and basically restarted and re- 
analyzed by another traffic analystY 
HANNAH KANTOLA poses with fellow actor 
Adam Kerby after Caledonia Sr. Second- 
ary's 2001. production of Crazy For You. 
"This is a lot of time and money being spent control while trying to pass another vehicle and All of Vachon's files were transferred to Smi- says of the collision report, adding he learned 
for undue care and attention," Ryan says, adding struck an oncoming Ford F250 pickup track. The thers RCMP Corporal Pat McTieman, the officer later it had yet to be completed. 
the year since Hannah's death has been difficult road conditions that day were extremely slippery, in charge of supervising traffic analysts in the "It was well into June before I was able to 
, , : * 4 i • e " and emotional for her whole famdy. Ryan learned Jan, 24 ,  the one year annwer-~ northwest. . . . . .  , . . . . .  start rewewmg h~s fd s. 
She doesnt dispute the Crown s decision.on sary Of her daughters death . . . . .  -that the teen driver ~'s~ Unfortunately' " When I rewewed,,these files I Meanwhile, Ryan says she heard nothing 
• the type of charge, But she says it doesn.'trefiect was charged in b~cember' ~ : :  Un~er.q06d it had been dealt ~ With,: McTlernan: : ..... i: : Continued Page A2 
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From front 
More compassion urged 
about the case from Ter- 
race RCMP in the inter- 
vening months. 
She says she went to 
the detachment twice in 
August and asked com- 
manding officers for an up- 
date. She says she never 
got a call back. 
"When you have offi- 
cial people with official 
positions of knowledge 
who don't return your 
phone calls, what are you 
supposed to do?" she asks. 
"I don't understand why 
they can't do those simple 
things." 
That's just one example 
of a justice system she 
thinks needs to be more 
compassionate with fami- 
lies who have lost loved 
ones suddenly, particularly 
when there is an ensuing 
police investigation and 
the possibility of charges. 
"I think we can do this 
a lot better," she says. 
"It's important for them to 
understand how incredibly 
important it is to keep 
communicating." 
On July 18, 2002 - five 
months after Kantola's 
death - police finished the 
investigation and recom- 
mended Terrace prosecu- 
tors lay charges. 
But because a death 
was involved, the case 
was then forwarded for re- 
charge is being laid, was 
axed by the province last 
year. 
Ryan says having a ser- 
vice like that in place 
would have helped her un- 
derstand the process better. 
She maintains the 
length of the investigation 
and the amount of agen- 
cies the ease went through 
is unreasonable. 
"By the time it went 
through Terrace, Smithers 
r Annua i  General  Meet ing  
of  the  
Ter race  Pub l i c  L ib rary  Assoc ia t ion  
will be  held at 7 :00  p.m.  on 
Thursday, February 20, 2003 
in the Willy Schneider MeeUng Room 
Elections to the Board of Trustees will take place and 
~ nominations for these positions will be accepted from the f loor .~ 
view to regional Crown and Prince George nobody 
Counsel in Prince George" is personally attached or : . ...... : . . . . .  
a practice prosecutors here 
say is routine in such a 
ease. 
The charge against the 
young driver was approved 
Dec. 11, 2002, though it 
took more than a month for 
Ryan to learn of it. 
That's because Crown 
Victim/Witness Services, 
a program that would usu- 
ally inform victims a 
locally attached to it," she 
says. "It's only a file." 
She says she won't pur- 
sue any sort of civil action 
against he teenager. 
"Oh, never. It is a place 
to put pain but it's not 
where I need to put mine," 
she says. 
"I need to forgive (the 
accused) so I can get past 
the accident." 
Grad rate behind the average 
ABOUT 70 per cent of students in the 
Coast Mountains School District comple- 
ted high school ast year. That's less than 
the provincial average of 77 per cent, ac- 
cording to new figures released by the 
education ministry. 
The number of aboriginal students who 
finished high school in the district is 39 
per cent, an improvement over previous 
years. But it's still lower than the provin- 
graduating, compared to the B.C. average 
of 73 per cent. 
• The percentage of non-aboriginal 
students completing high school in this 
district is 82 per cent. 
• About 39 per cent of aboriginal stu- 
dents completed high school ast year. 
A record number of students earned 
their high school diploma last year, the 
education ministry says. 
HELPING THE WORLD 
WRITE NOW 
CODE 
Self-sufficiency through 
literacy in the developing world 
For information, call 1-800-661-2633 
Hand-p icked  CWT Vacation Club packages  l eave  noth ing  to  chance ,  
 fI ORLD 
OF VACATIONS 
MAYAN RIVIERA 
Bahia principe Tulum 
24 Hour All Inclusive ***+ 7 nights 
Hotel Room REGULAR CWT PRICE 
Febluary 14, 21 .......;........s2069 s1994 
tKIDS STAY & EAT FREE 
VARADERO 
Brisas del Caribe 
24 Hour All Inclusive "k*'k* 7 nlghts 
Hotel Room REGULAR CWT PRICE 
Eeh,u.~ 0, 17,~4 ........ S1749 S1674 
tKID5 STAY & EAT FREE 
PUERTO PLATA 
Playa Naco Golf & Tennis Resort 
All Inclusive "*'* *+ 7 nights 
Hotel Room REGULAR CWT PRICE 
Februa~ 6. Ma,ch S ......$1529 s1454 
/ • • ,!i 
• i ~ "~ i 
• ~ ! r l  
cial average. Forty-three per cent of 
B.C.'s aboriginal students completed high 
school ast year. 
It is an improvement of nine per cent 
from 1996-97, but it still represents less 
than half of all aboriginal students. 
• About 71 per cent of girls in the 
Coast Mountains district finished high 
school, which is about 10 percentage 
points lower than the B.C. average. 
• Sixty-eight per cent of boys here are 
Nearly 700 more B.C. students finished 
high school ast year than ever before. 
The number of high school graduates 
in B.C. has climbed over the past 40 
years. In the mid-1960s, just 47 per cent 
of students in B.C. finished high school. 
The ministry's 2001 Dogwood comple- 
tion rate summary is based on the propor- 
tion of students who obtain a Dogwood 
Certificate within six years of entering 
Grade 8 for the first time. 
Kitsumkalum chief 
won't run again 
KITSUMKALUM chief councillor Diane 
Collins will not run again in a band elec- 
tion set for March 6. 
She was nominated for both chief 
councillor and for  band council but der.~ 
clined both nominations. "" ' ' ' 
Her husband, Art Collins, is,one.bf fiVe. 
candidates running for chief councillor. 
The other four are Vera Dudoward, Ja- 
nice Robinson, Susan Spalding and Steve 
Roberts - who is a former Kitsumkalum 
chief councillor and present band man- 
ager at Kitselas. 
• Spalding is also running for one of the 
band council positions. 
It's possible to be elected as a coun- 
cillor and as a chief councillor, says Kit- 
sumka[um electoral officer Geraldine Ro- 
binson, but in practice it's never hap- 
pened. She also notes candidates can 
drop out up to the end of election day. 
Their names aren't removed from the bal- 
lot and any votes they get are void. 
There's no requirement that a chief 
councillor be a band member either, says 
Robinson. Dudoward, for instance, isn't a 
band member, but is Tsimshian. 
Other band council candidates include 
Stewart Bolton and John David Christian- 
sen - both incumbents -plus Russell 
Bolton, W. Edward Brown, Donald Ri- 
chard Cooley, George Cooley, Ernest. 
Gerow, Charlotte Gun.o and Adam Mc- 
.:~(~arron -,~, ~ . ' - . , ,  . 
Chie f  .couneil[6r~!and:band:councir;po .... ~' 
i sifi0hs a're for!two ~years . . . .  ,~.: ~ 
Bus depot targeted 
PAPER CURRENCY and approximately 
] 
$200 in .quarters was taken when the 
Greyhound bus depot was broken into 
early Feb. 1, report Terrace RCMP. 
Substantial damage was caused during 
the entry and inside the building itself, 
police add. Information is welcome at 
Crimestoppers, 635-8477. 
It wasn't an accident 
FIRST REPORTS that a power pole was 
struck in a motor vehicle accident result- 
ing in a widespread outage Jan. 25 were 
incorrect. 
Instead, officials say the pole snapped 
off. Power was out in portions of Terrace, 
in the rural area and south to Lakelse 
Lake. 
I 
HAWKAIR 
Sweetheart Seat Sale 
BUY ONE LEG AT REGULAR FARE 
GET THE RETURN FOR ONLY 
. . ' .  • 
i:: . : "5: 'YEAR,. .  :' 
REDEEIV lABLEGIC ~ 
,.:, :.." ...... :-.,,.q..,.:~ ":, ; : . . ' . . .  : 
' :. C•o.rn•pet it i"ve. 5:'y~fif'iates i::. :, 
' b.aii~i~ced-:RsP::i:)6i~f~fib": : 
• 9oo  
ON SELECTED FLIGHTS 
New bookings only, 3 day advance required, limited seating, restrictions apply 
Book February 5 through February 16 for 
travel between February 12 and March 12, 2003. 
Sorry, $99 fares not available an-line. Your Hawkalr fares include taxes and fees. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT OR HAWKAIR 
635-4295 1-866-HAWKAIR TOLLFREE (429-5247) 
PUERTO VALLARTA 
Crown Paradise Resort 
All Inclusive ***,k+ 7 nights 
Deluxe Oceanview REGULAR CWT PRICE 
S Fobruaff 18, 25 .............. $' 1649 4 5 74 
MANZANILLO 
Las Hadas Golf Resort & Marina 
All Inclusive ****  7 eights 
Deluxe REGULAR CWT PRICE 
S Februaff 15,22 ................ SI I J~  1829 4 "~A 
tKIDS STAY & EAT FREE 
Ask your Carlson Wagonlit Travel consultant for details on our worry-free vacations. 
Suite 2 - 4736 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
635-2277 
OPEN SATURDAY 
R# 3504-4  , 
"CWT V~ca ion Club ava ab e o Gold Points Rewa ds c~dhold~s on~ Rices ~lude $ 50 I~ couple ~aving~ Savings avaibb/e on sole. ~ Ixoper~. $150 ~ couple savings is left,,ted as "do l~ off" and available tot t~oki~s made up loA~xi130, 2003, 
oavd hun Febuan/I to October 31,1003, ~ end at ~p~ie~ season, tag, ,estxi~oes and avaita~lity may apply to ~ s~ aid eat kee aries. Some lest, k-tions may apply Ask your Cads~ Wag~fft )'lavel comulunt f~ furl detail~ 
IJ I:: i
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The flexibility to take 
on both the bull and 
..,:.! : . 
:'L •" " '.L . . . . . . . .  
• . .' : ".." -!::..:~,':::: ', _, 
The 5 Year Redeemable GIC: Maximize your rates, 
Minimize your commitment:' 
To survive today's markets, 
it's vital to have a balanced RSP 
portfolio which includes the 
security of GICs. That's why we 
provide the 5 Year Redeemable 
GIC. t It offers something many 
others can't - attractive rates 
and flexibility. 
Our GIC gives you guaranteed 
protection with guaranteed growth. 
With this strength and staying 
power, it's an excellent way to 
balance any investment portfolio, 
But unlike ordinary GICs, you're 
not locked in. Anytime after the 
first year, you may access your 
investment" o reinvest at the best 
available rate. Or free up your 
funds for other purposes. The 
choice is yours. 
To discover how easy it is to tame 
the markets, simply call us today. 
Take a seat. Call the number, 
W WW,I dcanadat rus[ .coln 
/ 
- . Canada Trus t  
min i  
. . . .  Banking can be this comfortable 
IMinimum investment Ol $2,500101HSPs Ond $S,000 Oul~tle On RSR HOt o~Jlob~ lhln oRIF, lqtereSt!i:£¢ £ulotd end pold annually, tlRedeemoble ofte the first ~r anniwrsow dole at pr~dbed roles 
sol ot lhe time of purchase which ate lower thun the 5 year rote. Minimum redemption amunt Is5500 fat ESP~ and $1,000 outside on liSP. 
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College eyes 
a Chinese 
connection 
TERRACE COULD soon be home to Chinese students 
learning English and taking other courses at Northwest 
Community College. 
While there would be some financial benefit o the fi- 
nancially-pressed college because .those students would 
pay much higher fees, college president Stephanie For- 
syth views the project as opening up the northwest to the 
world. 
"This is a great opportunity to internationalize the 
college and the community," she said lastweek. "The 
students would be part of the community. Home stays 
would involve people in the northwest." 
Forsyth began working on the project last fall after 
she and seven other community college presidents from 
across Canada toured China, taking part in symposiums 
and making presentations. 
"There's a huge eagerness by the Chinese to learn 
English because of its importance internationally," she 
said. Forsyth took CD Roms containing information and 
images of the northwest she handed out as gifts. 
"They were fascinated by the images. Haidi Gwai 
[the Queen Charlotte Islands], the Stewart Glacier, 
bears," said Forsyth of Chinese officials she encoun- 
tered. 
The northwest offers a lot of attractions to Chinese 
students in addition to taking college courses, Forsyth 
continued. "We have smaller communities, it's safe and 
we're friendly," she said. 
Forsyth struck up connections with three Chinese in- 
stitutions, Shanyang Institute of Technology, Hebei In- 
stitute of Vocational Technology and Beijing Union Uni- 
versity. The latter, the largest of the three and the most 
promising, is a merger of several smaller institutions and 
is larger than UBC, said Forsyth. 
"As a first opportunity, they want to send some tea- 
chers here and that could happen as soon as May, but it 
may not happen until September," she said. 
When here, the Chinese instructors would t~ke part in 
a symposium on teaching topics, styles and technology. 
At the same time, Beijing Union University wants to 
host college instructors for a visit and potentially have 
instructors from here live and teach there for periods of 
time. Instructor exchanges would then form the basis for 
having Chinese students come and live and learn in the 
northwest. 
In addition to a financial benefit to the college be- 
cause the students would be charged international fees, 
Forsyth says there would be economic spin-offs to the 
community. 
"There'd be more jobs at the college but there would 
be goods and services purchased in the community," she 
~ said. While Some students could live in dorms at the 
• college, Forsyth said others could take up room and 
"board in area homes. 
Developing programs for international students is 
well-established in lower mainland and southern Van- 
couver Island colleges and universities . . . .  . : . . . . . . .  
Many private institutions h~v61.als01sprung p~ffering 
English as a second language. But the concept,iSn't as 
well developed at colleges in other areas of the pro- 
vince. 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  Co l lege  registrar'  Br ian Loptson  and co l lege em- 
p loyee Glor ia  Ubdegrove  display gifts presented from Ch inese  post secondary  
inst itut ions to col lege president Stephan ie  Forsyth on a trip there last fall. 
Winter tire news came as surprise 
CITY COUNCILLORS were surprised last 
week to learn that ambulances and 
RCMP vehicles are equipped with all- 
~eason radials and not winter tires. 
Recent coroner comments on northern 
road death cases indicate that winter tires 
are preferred. 
Terrace ambulance unit chief Carl 
Wassink said all-season tires were quite 
good and noted that there isn't enough 
money to buy winter tires. 
Terrace RCMP Inspector Marlin De- 
grand also said his vehicles use all sea- 
son radials. The pair appeared before city 
council to present annual reports and 
Speak about :their bperations. 
Wassink noted winter tires wear much 
faster than all-season tires. 
Councillor David Hull said he was sur- 
prised at what he heard, adding the cost 
can't be that much. 
News of the tire situation has also sur- 
prised Kitimat councillor Jeanne Mon- 
aghan -who has crusaded for improved 
winter road maintenance in the region. 
She said an ambulance driver has told 
her the province will only pay for all-sea- 
son radials. "He said 'We've been asking 
and asking and asking and the govern- 
ment won't give us the money for winter 
tires,'" Monaghan related. 
"It's bizarre," she said. "These are the 
people who have to travel the roads no 
matter what. They have no choice and yet 
they do  not have ,the pr6per,.equipment~ 
that our police and our highway transpor-, :' 
tation people are telling us we should 
have." 
News In Brief' 
Police find booze cache 
TERRACE RCMP say they've uncovered a boot- 
legging operation after a 3 a.m. raid on a Kerr St. 
home Jan. 26. 
Police seized 11 and a half cases of beer and 
four 750 mL bottles of hard liquor - vodka and 
whiskey - while executing a search warrant. 
Charges'are being recommended for a 76-year- 
old man and a 61-year-old woman, both of whom 
live at the home, police say. 
"We've had a lot of information on these people 
from years previous," says Terrace RCMP Con- 
stable Tom Kalis. 
"Prior to executing the search warrant here were 
two seizures made in a 24 hour period from people 
leaving the residence in a cab." 
He says the alcohol is store-bought and being re- 
sold out of the home after hours. Selling liquor il- 
legally is a provincial offence and carries a max- 
imum fine of $50,000, up to a year in jail or both. 
Forest audit improves 
FOREST planning and compliance on Nisga'a land 
was much better last year, auditors ay. 
The Forest Practices Board audit, required by 
the Nisga'a treaty, gives Skeena Cellulose; West 
Fraser and Sire Can Forest Corp. good reviews. 
Skeena and Sim Can in particular fixed pro-  
blems highlighted in last year's audit, the board 
said. Skeena improved its silviculture planning and 
its forest practices near streams. Sim Can im- 
proved its road maintenance and bridge inspection 
practices. 
ATM mystery solved 
TERRACE police say they've closed the file on 
the case of a two locals who found about $3,000 
missing from from their bank account just after 
Christmas 2002. 
An investigation into the missing money re- 
vealed a relative withdrew the cash after being 
told the account's personal identification umber 
(P.I.N.), police said. 
The debit card belonging to one of the people 
went missing about the same time. ' 
No charges were laid because the PIN number 
had being given to the suspect by the account hol- 
ders, police said. 
Terrace RCMP remind debit card holders never 
to give out their P.I.N. number to anyone. 
New school on track 
THE NEW Skeena Junior Secondary will be ready ' 
for its first students in September. 
The majority of the construction work on what's 
currently northern B.C.'s largest capital school pro- 
ject will be completed by the middle of June, ' 
school district 82 official Robert Gilfillan said. 
That's •later than originally expected but still on 
? f l l  schedulo;,he said: Thi~ general conttactor,,Swag~er ; .o 
ConstrUction, had ,told the dis~iet i t  W0uld;'~:0~:~i " 
plete tile $9 million building by spring breal¢ :2003~ : ' 
You, pe THE JUDGE 
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T,o, a °or-  Juoge 
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Thelma laughed. "What a vivid imagination. 
Anyway, we're separated, remember? Let's just 
stick to being business partners." 
"Hmmmfff." 
"Lighten up," Thelma said. "Earnest Bradley 
will be hera soon to go over his marketing raped." 
"Bet you can't wait to See Mr. Gorge6us," 
Marty muttered. 
"Oh pleasel" 
Earnest appeared at the door. He cleared his 
throat awkwardly. 'Tm a little early..." 
Thelma ran up. "Come sit down." 
Bradley smiled graciously. "Well, aren't you 
looking lovely, Thelma." 
Thslma blushed. 
After the meeting, Marty pounced on Thelma. 
"Something's going on between you and 
Eamestl" 
Thelma rolled her eyes. "He's just e flirt." 
The next day, Thelma was taking an extra 
long lunch hour. 
Marly was suspicious. "She's up to some- 
thing." 
He called Earnest. He wasn't at the office so 
he tded his cell phone. 
Bradley answered breathlessly. "What's up? 
rm kind of busy." 
at her power yoga class. 
"Oh, Shirely," Thelma complained to her 
friend during the plough position. "Marty is 
impossible. I can't take it anymore." 
Thelma was back in the office an hour later. 
"Ahahl" Marty declared. 
"Ahah what?" Thelma asked. 
"You were at Earnest's...having an affairl" 
Marty yelled. "1 never want to see you or work 
with you again." 
"Pleassl I haven't been near Earnest. I was 
at yoga class. Oh forget itl" Thelma stormed 
out. 
That night, Marty called Thelma. "Okay, I 
forgive you. Please come back to the office." 
Thslma barked back. "Well .I don't forgive 
YOUI You're not a stable pa,tner. I want you to 
sell me your shar.e in the business." 
Marty gasped. "Neved" 
"Then see you in courtl" Thelma announced. 
IN THE COURTROOM 
"Your Honour," Thelma began, "Marty's 
obsession with my personal life has made me 
lose confidence in his ability to be a stable busi- 
ness partner. Make hi~ sell me his share." 
"Come on," pleaded Marty. 'Tve forgiven 
Thslma for all the problems we had and I think 
"You're having an affair with my wife as we we work well together. If she can't work with 
speakl" Marry accused, ms, she should sell me her shares. Why should 
"You're a lunatic," Eamest shot back. I lose all my hard work?" 
Marly began pacing. "1 know he's lying." Should Marly be forced to sell? Youl Be The 
Meanwhile, Thelma was sweating up a storm Judge. Then look below for the court's decision. 
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Our future 
BACK IN Quebec in the early 1960s it was 
called the Quiet Revolution- the assertion of 
French Canadians as a potent political, social 
and economic force. 
As laid out last week in The Terrace Standard 
and elsewhere in these pages this week, some- 
thing similar is happening here in Terrace. Na- 
tive people are establishing themselves as a 
growing and vital part of the city and its im- 
mediate environs. 
Unlike other signposts of development, com- 
mercial and industrial construction, for exam- 
ple, which offer more traditional, immediate 
and eye-catching symbols of growth, the native 
fact in Terrace is different but just as econo- 
mically vibrant. 
For the most part, the growth is being fuelled 
by federal tax dollars with the provincial gov- 
ernment acting as a player to a lesser extent. In 
public sector circles it's called capacity build- 
ing, the development of a social and educational 
infrastructure. 
As such Terrace• is home to any number of 
groups and organizations run by native people 
designed to provide the foundations of society. 
Consider the Muks-Kum-O1 Housing Society, 
a native run non-profit organization responsible 
for providing housing. For the number of 
apartments, townhouses and single family 
homes under its wing, the society is probably 
the single biggest landlord in town. And given 
the number of units it has when laid against the 
size of the city, it is one of the largest non-pro- 
fit native housing societies of its kind in the 
country . . . .  . .... : ..... ,~ 
Consider the Nisga'a treaty:. While we may 
not be able to point to anything tangible here, 
Terrace is a prime beneficiary of the treaty. 
Local tradespeople have work and. goods and 
material and services flow north to the Nass 
Valley. If even half of the recent construction in 
the Nass Valley had taken place in Terrace, 
there'd be dancing in the streets. 
And while the Nisga'a are building up the 
Nass, Terrace is a second home to many of 
them and it benefits from the resulting econo- 
mic activity. 
The next step involves the needed participa- 
tion of native people in the economy, Creating 
opportunity, value and wealth. 
The Kitselas and Kitsumkalum Tsimshian 
have their eye on tourism developments. New 
Skeena's Dan Veniez is to turn over portions of 
Tree Farm Licence 1 to the Nisga'a, as called 
for in the Nisga'a treaty, ahead of time. 
All of this - and more - is a strong message 
to all of us of the potential that lies ahead. 
Without the native presence, Terrace would be 
a much poorer place. With native people, it is 
stronger and more prosperous. 
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Freedom is eroc:led bit by bit 
VICTORIA - Law-abiding ci- 
tizens should have nothing to 
hide, said John Reynolds, Ca- 
nadian Alliance House leader 
in the Commons, as he threw 
his party's support behind the 
federal Liberal government's 
various initiatives that lower 
the levels of personal freedom 
and privacy Canadians enjoy. 
It strongly reminds me of 
my mother's account of the 
last so called free election in 
Germany after Hitler came to 
power. 
Instead of booths where vo- 
ters might have filled in their 
ballots in some privacy, there 
were long tables. 
As people prepared to mark 
their ballot, storm troopers 
looked over their shoulders, 
pointing to the name of the 
Nazi Party's candidate, say- 
ing, things like, "law-abiding 
and patriotic Germans put 
their 'X' right there. The others 
are shady characters." 
m ~n :to] LvA I i :  I :U~:l'-n I ~111 
HUBERT BEYER 
Canadians, Radwanski said in 
his annual report. 
"The fundamental human 
right of privacy is under attack 
as never before," Radwanski 
said. 
"The government is, quite 
simply, using Sept. 11 as an 
excuse for new collections and 
uses of personal information 
about all of us Canadians that 
"It is difficult to imagine a 
more flagrant disregard for Ca- 
nadians. This database is leg- 
ally wrong and morally 
wrong," Radwanski said. 
He demanded that the gov- 
ernment amend Bill C-17, the 
Public Safety Act, which was 
reintroduced last fall. It allows 
the Canadian Security Intelli- 
gence Service and the RCMP 
to access personal information 
held by airlines about all Ca- 
nadian air travellers on domes- 
tic and international flights. 
"The precedent set by this 
provision could ultimately 
open the door to practices i- 
milar to those that exist in 
societies where police routine- 
ly board trains, establish road- 
blocks or stop people on the 
street to cheek identification 
papers in search of anyone of 
interest o the state," he said. 
Radwanski also attacked 
proposals that would allow the 
government to monitor Internet 
torture, a drop at a time has ~the 
same result, i 
For instance, in British,'Co- 
Inmbia a memorable and isuc- 
cessful, assault on democracy 
was launched by Dave Bar- 
rett's NDP government, when it 
brought in a law limiting de- 
bates in the legislature. 
There was a certain justice 
in the fact that this legislation 
was also used effectively 
against hem after they lost the 
election. But that didn't do 
anything to restore the right of 
citizens to full debate of issues 
in the legislature. 
Benjamin Franklin had it 
right when he said: "They ,that 
can give up essential liberty to 
obtain a little temporary safety 
deserve neither liberty nor 
safety." ,., 
It's not just that I am ap- 
palled by these attacks on our 
personal freedoms in the' dis- 
guise of national security. 
The even greater danger is 
Some 99 per cent voted for cannot be justified by the re- activities and cell phone calls, that they establish precedents 
the Nazi party. I have no idea quirements of anti-terrorism statin "I do not e ea which could be used by future g: S,  any~ r - ~J L ~h I J how many did so Out of co'is : '~and that, indeed, have no . .. -, .; : .  ::= :::'governments for even more:ne- 
, , , son ,wJly ~,e malls saoulo oe , ,  :'Victibn; b ut'l'd6 'kno~'~hat ~y  placeihli~:fr6e hh~d ifmo~/~tti~7" L >~U=~: '.' " .. L : . . . . .  ) ~ "fafib~g"l~utposes. ..... ' : ' i !  'i 
, subject o a lower standard of parents were too scared to '  'society. . . . . . .  ~ ,  ' R'adwanski called forapub,  
He condemned the "Big privacy protection than letters lie outcry to stop the govern- vote for anyone other than the 
Nazi candidate. 
Lest I be accused of taking 
too strong a position on the 
erosion of personal freedom in 
Canada, I give you George 
Radwanski, the federal pri- 
vacy commissioner. 
Ottawa has "lost its moral 
compass" when it comes to 
privacy and is using the Sept. 
11 terrorist attacks as an ex- 
cuse to violate the rights of 
Brother" database maintained 
by the Canada Customs and 
Revenue Agency. The data- 
base contains detailed flight 
travel information, including 
destinations and what the tra- 
vellers like to eat. 
He said Elinor Caplan, the 
minister responsible for the 
database, has repeatedly re- 
fused to limit its use to anti- 
terrorism easures. 
or phone calls." 
And finally, he voiced 
grave concern over the immi- 
gration minister's calls for a 
parliamentary debate on estab- 
lishing a mandatory national 
identity card and the RCMP's 
use of video surveillance on a 
public streets. 
Loss of freedom doesn't 
have to occur in a single in- 
stance. Like the Chinese water 
ment's anti-privacy measures 
in its tracks. 
Oh, and he said Reynolds' 
law-abiding-citizens-have-no- 
thing-to-hide stance had the in- 
tellectual level of a bumper 
sticker. 
Beyer can be reached at!~ 
E-maih liubert@cooicom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
http://www.hubertbeyer.com 
,3ne ccll. , 'an  save  a person 
THE 1964 stabbing murder of 
Kitty Genovese in front of her 
Queens, New York apartment 
building while dozens of her 
neighbours watched and lis- 
tened to her screams for help, 
stand yet today as the top ex- 
ample of bystanders doing 
nothing to assist a victim. 
Next in line is the morning 
of December 7 lastyear when 
teenager Breann Voth's neigh- 
bouts heard her scream, "Help 
me! Help me!" for more than 
ten minutes while she was 
dragged to the Coquitlam 
River and killed. 
Not one of her 15 neigh- 
bours got up to look out, yell 
"Hey, what's going on?", or 
even dial 911. Some neigh- 
bouts said they mistook her 
screams to be partying teen- 
agers. 
Then January 24 of this 
year, about 1:50 a.m., a young 
woman was chased along 
Kingsway and down King Ed- 
ward Avenue screaming, 
"Leave me alonel Stop fol- 
lowing me!" as a man gained 
on her. 
Motorists swerved to avoid 
Ii I :  I - [o l l I t l :  I I  :!1 ; le lO : l L1  
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
other look, dialled 911, and 
shadowed her flight while he 
stayed in contact with the po- 
lice by cellphone. 
Why do bystanders fail to 
help victims? 
Two psychologists who 
have researched bystander 
passivity offer some explana- 
tions in a July 1993 McCall's 
article. 
Dr. Bibb Latane from the 
Florida Atlantic University in 
Boca Raton, and Dr. Ervin 
Staub at the University of 
ders witness a crisis unfolding, 
each as an individual feels 
less responsible for doing 
something. 
The result: no one steps in 
to help. Yet when only one 
person witnesses a crisis, that 
person feels responsible n- 
ough to plunge in and try to 
save the situation. 
The psychologists conclude 
witnesses avoid getting in- 
volved for several reasons: 
We don't want to risk look- 
ing foolish. Suppose the situa- 
tion isn't what we interpret it 
to be. 
Suppose it's a parent rying 
to rescue a street kid, not child 
abuse. We should ask ques- 
tions to determine the situa- 
tion. Ask if the "victim" needs 
help. 
Experts in the dynamics of 
assault and abuse emphasize 
that even the smallest inter- 
vention by a bystander can 
change the balance of power 
and allow the victim to es- 
cape. This is particularly so in 
domestic abuse situations. 
Of course, if the victim ad- 
mits to needing help, then you 
. . . .  t.,ot, ,,;th ,,roviding help, 
may wish to 
avoid. 
We also worry about con- 
tracting AIDS if there's a risk 
of scratches or a knife wound. 
And always there is the worry 
of retaliation by the aggressor. 
We all hesitate to intervene 
in child abuse or spousal as- 
sault, deeming those private 
family matters. Still we can re- 
port an incident to the police 
by phone immediately, or pass 
along a vehicle license number 
to police or child welfare, s 
We're more willing to jump 
in if the crisis occurs in' sur- 
roundings familiar to us. And if 
we've been coached taught, or 
prepared to deal with such in- 
cidents ahead of time. 
"Adults who feel responsible 
but powerless tend to deny the 
crisis rather than intervene," 
say the psychologists in the ar- 
t ic le.  
Trust your intuition. Don't 
worry about appearing foolish, 
Better to call police to a non- 
event than let a victim be 
harmed. 
If just one neighbour had in- 
tervened both Breann Voth and 
Kitty Genovese might be alive 
today. 
{ 
NANCY AND GORDON Lee lost their daughter Laura, 17, to a terrible car crash in June, 1999. They hope the provincial govern- 
ment will learn from their experiences and maybe make some policy changes, SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
Waiti ng for resu Its 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
WHEN Terrace's Gordon and Nancy Lee were 
invited to participate in a study involving sur- 
viving family members of people killed in the 
commission of a crime, they couldn't get in- 
volved fast enoug h. 
"We said, 'you bet,'" says Nancy Lee. 
The Lees' 17-year-old aughter Laura, was 
killed in a tragic 1999 car crash when the ve- 
hicle she and her Belgian exchange student 
boyfriend were travelling in was hit by Aaron 
Douglas, a drunk teenager behind the wheel of 
a stolen vehicle. 
"To be able to say what we feel, to say 
what our experiences are and hopefully have 
someone listen," Nancy Lee says is why they 
took part. 
They saw the study, called No End to the 
Pain, as a way to tell decision makers how the 
legal :system, support agencies and legislation 
might be improved based on their experiences. 
The study was paid for jointly by the federal 
and !B.C. governments just prior to the provin- 
cial Liberals taking office. Its 70 participants 
minated soon after being interviewed for the 
study. 
"Within a week or so of being interviewed 
we were told - and you wonder if this is an ex- 
ercise in futility," says Nancy. "I think the 
new government should not have touched 
CVWS, of all things, until all of this was 
done." 
The family consultations are the second 
part of the three-phase tudy. The Lees wonder 
if the report is being overlooked given that 
there's been little response to it by the provin- 
cial government. The report was delivered to 
Solicitor-General Rich Coleman more than 
seven months ago. 
His ministry communication officials say 
the report was never intended to be released to 
the public. They say the ministry would be re- 
miss in making any decisions before the third 
phase is complete. 
That third phase, where recommendations 
might be "implemented, has not yet begun. 
"There's lots of room for improvement here 
tion to lost wages. 
"There was a consensus among families 
that government is hypocritical in extolling 
victims' rights but not providing sufficient 
funding to support hem," says the report. 
I t  also calls for tougher sentences on im- 
paired drivers. 
"We want to see much tougher sentences 
for drinking drivers who cause death or injury," 
says Nancy. 
She says Aaron Douglas is scheduled to be 
released from jail September 2003 - just four 
years after Laura's death 
The report recommends a review of the cri- 
minal code to include more severe penalties, 
such as a category for vehicular homicide, for 
drunk drivers who kill someone while behind 
the wheel. 
It also calls for insurance settlements o re- 
fleet a fair assessment of loss. 
The study shows families "were shocked to 
find that compensation for loss of life was 
shockingly low, particularly for children." 
The Lees were offered in the range of 
evaluated a ,wide range,o,f,,,aggncies from the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~, :.::, ;t, ,. : " 'rr~ f: $20,00Qby ICBC after Laura died. 
I~ e.l~, h, jt  ' , The sued Aaron Dou las, and by default p0iiee to coroners to  Crown,.coudg~l '~hn- .  : ..... There  'are ,so many.  rocom- . : .  : : .  y . . . . . . . . . . .  : g : . . . . . .  
ties they had.contact with after their "loved -, mendatibns l e t ' s  see  them do , ICSC, and Oct. 18, 2002 a.jury decided the 
Lees should be awarded $100,000. That duet- one'sdeath. 
The nearly 150-page report urges the pro- 
vince to take a long, hard look at how victims 
are treated and implement change. 
The report slams the elimination of Crown 
• Victim/Witness Services (CVWS), which was 
axed by the B.C. Liberals in April 2002. 
That program and its workers were like a 
lifeline for the Lees as they went through com- 
plex court proceedings. When graphic testim- 
ony was to be given they were warned. When 
delays arose, the worker helped explain why. 
"When we were really angry, which was 
often, they were really good about letting us 
vent," Nancy says. 
ResPondents had the most contact with 
• CVWS over all the other 26 agencies evalua- 
ted - 84.7 per cent. It was also the most highly 
rated in terms of its helpfulness. 
The Lees learned the service had been ter- 
something." 
but nobody wants to study it or do anything 
about it," says Gordon Lee. 
The couple took part in the study hoping to 
affect real change in a system they see as 
being fundamentally flawed in many areas. 
That includes what they, and others, see as 
an imbalance of services available to the ac- 
cused over the victims. 
"Several families said it was highly stress- 
ful to realize they, as taxpayers, were paying 
for the defense lawyer (through legal aid) 
while it seemed the Crown prosecuting the 
ease of the victim was both overworked and 
underpaid," the report says. 
Families who want to attend court proceed- 
ings in another city or town have to buck up 
for travel expenses, lodging and food in addi- 
sion is under appeal. 
Any less than that, the Lees say, is a poor 
reflection of the grief and loss families suffer 
when they lose a loved one. 
Nancy recalls a local person approaching 
her and asking if she really thought her daugh- 
ter was worth more than anyone lse's. 
"Of course not," says Nancy. "We just 
think anybody's child is worth more than 
$10,000 or $15,000." 
They hope the jury's decision will be up- 
held in the court of appeal so it will set a pre- 
cedent for other families in the future. 
The Lees want the study to result in some 
policy changes but that won't happen until, 
and unless, the third phase of the report is 
complete and it hasn't yet begun. 
"There are so many recommendations, let's 
see them do something," says Nancy. 
Chief coroner wants reports faster 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
THE PROVINCE'S top coroner 
says he wants coroner's reports 
completed faster. 
Chief coroner Terry Smith says 
inquiries are taking too long and 
he wants to see the majority of 
them completed and forwarded to 
families within four and a half 
months. 
After that time, if a report re- 
mains unfinished, Smith says cor- 
oners will have to submit, a writ- 
ten investigative plan outlining 
• ~hat information is outstanding, 
where it should come from and a 
time estimate for completion. 
That should be good news to 
peoPle like Terrace's Marlene and 
George McLean who are still 
waiting for the coroner's report 
about the death of their four-year- 
old daughter Vicki, who died of 
virgil encephalitis nearly eight 
months ago. 
"They really are taking too 
long," Marlene McLean said. 
Vicki died at Mills Memorial 
Hospital July 1, 2002 after repea- 
ted Visits to the emergency room 
in the previous days. 
McLean said she was turned 
away from the hospital the first 
:tlmelshe brought Vicki in June 29, 
:2002;  She thinks if Vicki had 
'blood-work done or if she had 
been treated on that visit she may 
not have died. 
"I 'm hoping that it would an- 
swer some questions about what 
happened and could it have been 
prevented," she says of the out- 
standing coroner's report. "I know 
' i(c0tiid have been prevented." 
A coroner's job is to outline the 
facts surrounding a sudden death, 
not to find fault. Coroners may 
make recommendations stemming 
from their findings which may 
help prevent a death under similar 
circumstances in the future. 
Smith says getting the inquiries 
done faster is a priority, but some- 
times delays are unavoidable. 
Some eases involving a sudden 
death also have a criminal invest- 
igation under way. While the 
RCMP are investigating those 
eases the coroner's investigation 
is put on hold Until the police are 
done. 
Some eases also require spe- 
cialized toxicology or pathology 
tests to help pinpoint he cause of 
death, and they sometimes take a 
long time. 
"When it comes to forensic pa- 
thology we ate talking about an 
extreme specialty area," Smith 
says. 
He says the number of quali- 
fied practitioners is low in B.C. 
"There's a lot of eases for a li- 
mited number of qualified practi- 
tioners," he says. 
"We are working closely with 
the pathology community to en- 
sure that within the constraints 
they're saddled with, the reports 
are completed as quickly as they 
are capable of." 
Another issue contributing to 
lengthy completions is that most 
coroners in B.C. work on a part- 
time, on-call fee for service basis. 
That means most coroners also 
have other jobs and responsibili- 
ties, 
Ministry of Attorney General 
BC Coroners Service 
• .., :JUDGEMENT OF INQUIRY  : ;  
, : /5 ;  
- .  ..... INTO THE DEATH OF 
CORONER'S reports, called a judgement of inquiry, should be 
completed in a more timely fashion. 
With a pay rate of $20 an hour 
those coroners are almost always 
the lowest paid workers at the site 
of any sudden death, Smith says. 
He adds those people are virtu- 
ally volunteering their time and 
mostly because they feel a calling 
to the Job. 
"I need to say that the people 
out there doing the job are for the 
most part doing an exceptional 
job," Smith says. 
"Having said that, I think we 
can do better in terms of timeli- 
ness of completion." 
Smith spent the better part of 
January travelling the province 
telling coroners about he new po- 
licy in terms of completing inquir- 
ies faster. 
The McLeans aren't the only 
people in Terrace waiting for re- 
suits of coroner's inquiries from 
deaths which occurred more than 
five months ago, 
Smith says he'd like those fa- 
mi l ies  
tO see  
some 
closure 
by this 
spring. 
" I t  
wou ld  
be our 
expec-  
ta t ion  
hopeful. 
ly, by 
April 1, 
w e 
would  
have  
most of Terry Smith 
0 u r 
backlog cleaned up and if not, 
that we would have written time 
completion estimates in place," 
Smith says. 
"I think the important hing is 
we make sure the death is not 
overlooked." 
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Myths are all right 
Dear Sir: 
In reference to the letter writer who wondered why 
Centennial Christian School would pull Harry Potter 
from its library shelves yet stage The Hobbit as a 
school production, there's a slight difference between 
the two. It has to do with the world views of the 
authors. 
J.R. Tolkien, who wrote The Hobbit, used the saga 
of myth to deal with the absolutes of good and evil. It 
might surprise people to learn Tolkien led C.S. Lewis 
to Christ. Both of Lewis' books on Narnia and 
Tolkien's works on Middle Earth were influenced by 
each author from a Christian perspective. 
In Narnia, Asian the Lion symbolizes Jesus. In 
Tolkien's work Gandolf resurrects as did Christ, after 
saving the Fellowship in the dark tunnels of Moria. 
Aragom, who becomes King of Middle Earth at the 
end of the Lord of the Rings, is named after a great 
Christian king of Europe. 
Saruman, the evil wizard, is in the spirit of 
Antichrist; and Sauron is the satanic overlord of the 
rings. 
J.K. Rowlings' Harry Potter does not have the 
absolutes of Tolkien except that friendship, not 
sorcery, is what save us. 
Harry Potter is about he importance of friendship, 
as the solution to the evil tide rising around us. H.P.'s 
magic is only special effects. 
Should we ban the Wizard of Oz because it has a 
witch and a wizard in it? Should Alice in 
Wonderland, written by a minister of the Gospels, be 
banned because it has talking animals? 
Are children so stupid they can't tell fantasy from 
reality? When was the last time you saw a kid turn 
someone into a toad? 
Brian Gregg, Terrace, B.C. 
Harried Potter 
Dear Sir: 
What a muddle poor Harry Potter has caused. You 
would think he has cast a spell on everyone. Or 
maybe it was GandolL Whoever it was, he certainly 
jinxed poor Debbie Kennedy (letter to the editor, Jan. 
29). 
In writing "Catholics, Jewg, Muslims and 
Christians", she appears to believe that Catholics are 
not Christians, which is not the first time I have come 
across this particular Protestant hubris, though usually 
it is slanderous rather than simply unknowing. What's 
her minister been telling her - or not telling her7 
Moreover, she and everybody else spooked by the 
wizardry of Harry Potter and The Eobbit - and Winnie 
the Pooh and Alice in Wonderland and who knows 
what else, too - have forgotten, if they ever knew at 
all, that pointy black hats and brooms and cauldrons 
that boil for trouble were banished from our collective 
psychosis by those same Christian churches in the 
17th century. 
If that information has not worked its way intci~ttie 
sermons of~the'preachers'around here, then'this town 
has a greater problem than Skeena and Veniez, who 
is something of a wizard himself, it seems, so maybe 
the concern is appropriate but just misdirected. 
When it comes to the magic that concerns 
Kennedy and others, they might compare the Bible 
itself for incredible stories. A yabbering snake? A 
burning bush that pontificates? Noah and all those 
animals? And Jesus and those miracles! 
Well, let's just call it poetry. Divine, yes, but it 
was Aristotle who called reason divine; and Jesus 
knew his Aristotle as well as his Torah. 
It is reason that Harry Potter or whoever has 
fiddled with here - a trickster at work somewhere, for 
sure. Any parent or preacher who objects to these 
books for kids needs education as much as they do. 
David Heinimann, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Joy didn't do it 
Dear Sir: 
In Hubert Beyer's Jan. 22, 2003 column, "Cut the 
Premier some slack," his comments about Joy 
MacPhail were wrong. 
While I have only met a few people who would 
qualify as "paragons of virtue" and I don't think much 
in politics would qualify one for sainthood, it is worth 
correcting that it was not Joy MacPhail who placed a 
mechanical dancing penis from a novelty store on 
Ted Nebbling's desk. 
It was two of his own Liberal colleagues, Linda 
Reid and Bonnie MeKinnon. 
Buyer's rather cheap shot at Joy MacPhail is 
misguided. Since he refers to this incident in 
justifying his opinion of her response on hearing of the 
Premier's arrest for drunk driving, it begs the 
question about how many lives were risked by a 
dancing mechanical penis. 
Now compare this to the risk of lives in the 
Premier's getting behind the wheel of a car when he's 
twice over the legal limit, according to the roadside 
breathalyzer. 
Gordon Campbell's problem is just that he held 
everyone lse in the House to a standard that he 
failed to live up to. Sitting across the floor from him 
the self-righteousness was often so evident in his rants 
at others. So now whether he does what he demanded 
of everyone lse (resign) or not, says more about his 
integrity than anything else. 
The other argument Hubert makes is that lots of 
people have gotten behind the wheel of a car after a 
few drinks and so why be so hard on the Premier. 
Hubert is probably correct but, this was not about 
getting behind the wheel after just a few drinks. 
The reports show he was hammered. There is a 
difference. 
Helmut Giesbrecht, 
Terrace, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
,address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 
5R2. You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail 
us at newsroorn@terracestandard, com. No 
attachments, please, We need your name, 
address and phone number for verification. Our 
deadline is'noon Friday or noon Thursday if it's a 
long weekend. 
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Remove fluoride? No way 
Dear Sir: 
Having just finished a busy 
day restoring little people's 
teeth at the hospital and then fi- 
nishing off the afternoon restor- 
ing some bigger people's teeth, 
the words of Dr. Fish, the dentist 
in the animated series Bob and Margaret, came to mind. 
After a busy day at his practice he is heard to say "I 
don't know what is going on around here. Has someone 
taken the fluoride out of the water?" 
To my horror I come home to discover while watching 
the local news that someone is trying to take the fluoride 
out of the waterl My question is why even consider this 
now? Fluoride is one of the great public health success 
stories. The rate of decay among the general population 
has steadily declined over the last fifty years. 
It might be argued that other factors like diet and 
antibiotics have been helpful but even the most skepti- 
cal men of science have to admit fluoride has helped 
dramatically decrease tooth decay. 
Debates on fluoridation of drinking water often deter- 
iorate into zealous and erroneous misinformation being 
bantered around about the over all benefits of fluoride 
Water fluoridation has been recognized by the Centres 
for Disease Control and Prevention as one of the 10 
great public health achievements of the 20th Century. 
Unfortunately dental caries is still very prevalent in 
this region and in some younger age groups within cer- 
tain segments of the population it has become almost 
epidemic. It is frustrating when a disease that can be so 
destructive and is so preventable continues to affect so 
many people. 
! have my own theory and it is all about vigilance. 
Dental care is an ongoing process during one's life. To 
be successful regular dental examination and preventa- 
tive care are essential. The use of fluoride toothpastes, 
floss and excellent hygiene are invaluable controlling 
this problem. Fluoridation of public water supplies en- 
sures an ongoing exposure to supplement these preventa- 
tive measures. It not uncommon to see individuals who 
have had good teeth because they have had good care 
experience dramatic increases in dental decay if this 
level is care is reduced. The young are particularly sus- 
ceptible and increasingly so are the elderly. 
What about the children who do not get regular dental 
visits, those with parents that cannot afford the 6-month 
checkups and cannot always afford the toothpaste. What 
about the elderly who loose their dental plans and do not 
continue regular care programs. The provincial govern- 
ment's refusal to properly fund dental care for low-in- 
come families is placing many children and adults at 
risk for higher decay rates. 
Currently a majority of poorer families are struggling 
to find the resources to make up shortfalls in funding for 
this vital part of their health care. Significant numbers of 
families in this community, through no fault of their 
own, have lost their dental coverage as employment 
benefits expire. Families struggling economically benefit 
greatly from fluoride in the water that they drink. 
Those with regular care and good hygiene achieve 
maximum benefits as the fluoride in the drinking water 
gives them optimum exposure. After all the trouble and 
expense the city has gone through to provide us all with 
great tasting drinking water, it seems a shame to stop 
supplementing the already natural concentration. Nature 
itself apparently already places up to .02 ppm of fluoride 
into our local water supply meaning a small increase to 
.08ppm would help nature along in providing us with a 
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natural remedy for making teeth resistant o decay. 
Perhaps when economic times improve, perhaps when 
the resources are there to ensure every child and adult 
can get regular dental care so all can equally benefit. 
Perhaps when the level of dental education ensures that 
all parents brush their teeth two to three times daily with 
fluoride toothpaste and they floss regularly and supervise 
their children's daily care. Perhaps then and only then 
we might take a closer look at the value of fluoridating 
the water. Fluoridation is by far the most cost-effective 
means of preventative dental care; its removal will have 
the biggest impact on those that can least afford to pay 
the consequences. 
Dr. Thomas Nenninger BSc. BScPT. DD$, 
Terrace, B.C. 
(;ll|tV|l; 
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Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for help to 
investigate a theft from the public library. 
On December 31, 2002 at approximately 
10:30 a.m., a younger male stole two large • 
books from the Terrace Public Library. 
The male removed a dust jacket from a 
Random House Dictionary (valued at $150.00) 
and took it with another book from a table in the 
library. The male then avoided security devices 
at the library an exited the building. 
The male is described as a Native 16-20 
years of age. He was wearing a light coloured 
"hoody" jacket, baseball cap and a dark 
coloured backpack. He may have been wearing 
headphones. 
Terrace Cr imestoppers  wants your: 
information, not your name. Any information Is 
valuable and may lead to the arrest and 
convlction of the offenders. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to $1,000.00 for 
Information loading to an arrest and charges being laid against 
an Individual In this or other unsolved crime. If you have any 
Information call Crime Stoppers st 635-TIPS that's 635-8477, 
Callers will not bo required to reveal their identity nor testify in 
court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
Call 635-TIPS 
~j~ ~y~,,.-- c,~14 ,, ~;~ =t . t~ 11't"" Home a Tenant"" ~ '~ l / ' / I P~ 
Commercl r r~ ' , .  'el • Liab'lity •Jer Boars -  ' '  h ,-~'e~' 
( ' .~  Mobile Homes • Travel _0~ J 
www.keenleyside.com L--~ ULU~I~"~ 
- ,, 
. . . .  . . . . . . .  
'._ ....... ....................... 
250 635 5232 
Fax. 250-635-3288 
4635 Graig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (Nexf To SAAN) 
i 
Winning Points is a plan you can 
stick with till you reach your goal. 
You can eat he foods you love, 
stay satisfied, and still ose weight. 
Now at Weight Watche~- 
get "In the Groove'- 
your a~lguide to getting 
free 
wi~lyouio~ 
JO IN  NOW FOR 1 /2  PR ICE  AND SAVE $22 
CALL 1 800 682 8011 WEIGHI"WATCHERS.COM 
Knox Urdted Church (Terrace) 4907 Lazelle 
Tuesday 9:30 am • Tuesday 5:30 pm, 7:00 pm 
~ iWf oeo idgha itlifWe.atcrhseu lrt s° 
Validfor|l imilldtirnl~, zrtklp~t rnel n ccltlonL 
@2003 Weight WatcMrl Int lmlt i~l l .  Ir~. ow~r o~the WEIG~i J WATCHERS trJdernl~ All I 9NI pll~fllld. 
less... 
Apples 
Red Delicious, Golden 
Delicious, Spartan or 
Mclntosh, Small, Fancy 
Grade, B.C. Grown, 
e 
Chicken Breast 
Boneless, Skinless, Fillet Removed, Tide Laundry Detergent 
Warehouse pack, Also Boneless, Powder (34 to 37 Use), Liquid 
Skinless Chicken Thighs, Fresh, (2.95 Litres) or Tabs (28's), Selected 
8.80/kg cardholders price 92s21-4 Varieties cardholders price FS28S-9 
59 
.86/kg y,,,0 
cardholders price 
Western Family 
Bathroom Tissue 
Single (24 rolls) or Double 
ib 
(1 2 Roils) cardholders price F3359.7 |': '= 
64.9 
ea  
99 
Ib 
SO MUCH ~ ~  IN 
Prices effective from Wednesday to Saturday, February 5 to 8, 2003. 
STORE 
I 
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Rec head job chopped 
as city trims budget 
Unpaid SCI taxes tagged 
as reason for the move 
THE CITY eliminated its superintendent of parks and re- 
creation last week as part of a new cost-cutting drive. 
Steve Scott left effective Jan. 29 in a move that will 
save $85,000 a year, city chief administrative officer 
Ron Poole said. 
But the savings will likely be at least a year in com- 
ing, because Scott - a 16-year veteran with the city - 
will get a salary buyout. 
_ Poole said negotiations over the buyout aren't fin- 
ished yet. But he said provincial guidelines uggest wo 
to four weeks of pay per year served. 
Scott's duties will be shifted to other city officials, 
including parks and facilities manager Wade Loukes. 
Poole said he and other senior managers - not council 
-made the decision to terminate Scott's job. 
"It is eliminated as opposed to him being released," 
Poole said. "It will not be filled." 
"It's nothing he did wrong," Poole added. "He did 
good service here." 
Because there are no other management vacancies, 
Scott has not been offered another job, Poole said. 
He said it came in part because not enough savings 
planned by council were achieved over the past year and 
there's pressure for new savings as part of the 2003 bud- 
get. 
"We need to reduce operating costs by $200,000 or 
$300,000," Poole said, adding most of that is coming out 
of services and staffing. 
Skeena Cellulose's failure to pay its taxes will leave 
the city nearly $2 million short by the end of this year. 
It's by far the biggest financial problem, Poole said, 
admitting Scott would still be on the job had SCI paid 
its taxes. 
He said there's also been a hiring freeze imposed on 
many union positions, which are being left open to save 
money. 
"We are probably down six to eight positions right 
now," he said. No other union layoffs or management 
terminations are planned, Poole said. 
I 
~ Charlie has 30 seizures a day 
~)~' Research may help change his li,f=e I 
NURSING 
Northwest Community College and UNBC 
are developing a proposal to offer a 
program leading to 
UNBC's Bache lor  of Sc ience  
in Nursing for the Nor thwest  
There will be a meeting to test critical 
aspects of the proposal: 
1. To determine demand. All interested 
in being a student should attend. 
2. To determine availability of local faculty, 
All qualified and Interested in 
teaching should attend. 
3. To determine institutional and 
community need and support. All 
health care administrators and 
Interested community members 
should attend. 
Everyone interested in this program - 
Students, Faculty, Hospital 
Administrators, Community members 
please come: 
February la ,  200~ 
6:00 p.nt, 
Come to meet Dr. John Cutcliffe, 
UNBC Chair o! Nursing 
At the UNBC Terrace Campus 
4741 Park Avenue 
For information, please call the 
UNBC Northwest Region, 
250-615-5578 or 1-800-697-~88. 
All Welcome 
Refreshments will be served. 
Steve Scott 
Love authorities 
charge local jeweler with 
ligl ting fires of love 
Rick McChesney questioned: insists he's guilty 
In a late-breaking story, Rick McChesney, owner of Cook's 
Jewellers of Kitimat, Terrace and Prince Rupert, was 
questioned by Love Authorities. Charges are being considered 
for lighting fires of love. MeChesney insists he did it, yet 
authorities are having trouble finding couples to press charges. 
McChesney's methods are powerful. He sends husbands 
home to their wwes with a little jewelery box from Cook's, 
Upon presentation of the box, the fire of love is lit, and reports 
have it that they're quite difficult to put out. Couple prefer to 
keep them burning. 
"Come see me for Valentine's. men!!" said McChesney. 
"We'll light the fired of love form!"  
~.~ : ..: . '  i: ,./2 :", v i.: .!: 'i i ~  -:.:.. : !  :: .. . i . . :~  " .i " ..i~.'." Kifimof.-: City: centreMal l  632-33 i3 .  
: ~  z-~ i ~ i ,~ . :  1 : '~  " ' "  ~r~,~ ~. #.,.: ~: L./~{. a...#-4 ,-.,: i: '~.. ~ Tel;race.., .Skeena ,Mall: 635:5.! 1.1 :" 
':-: ~ ..~21~,.]ej~li~: ; f~,~-[ :: : . i :~  ~ ~ .~-J(~6:GJr .  =" .~.';.:ii :PrinCe R6pert-:527-;3;d:Ave $124{51~3:i:: i 
less... 
Chicken Wings 
Fresh ;3,2g]kg .:,. li~ ;~;  ~,~ 
14,  
No. 1 Grade, Central Raisin Bread 
American Grown, 
":' '"' . . . . . .  ~, ' Baked In-Store, 454g 
. . . . .  : ;, cardhe lders  p r i ce  70477.5 
49 
ea 
¢-1  
- ' :  : '~ i  L I~  
Pork Loin 
Boneless, Whole or Half;. 
Centre Cut or Rib End, 
Fresh, 5.49/kg,,,,., 
Ask our friendly meat staff to slice into 
chops, complimentary . . . .  ,~1 
cardholders price , ": ....... :*,- ., .:.....;,..~:; 
: "L•  
.? - 
k 
f_ood s 
Prices effective from Wednesday to Saturday, February 5 to 8, 2003. 
. • • • . 
) 
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'Show us the money,' gov't 
body here urges Victoria 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THEY WANT it all. 
The Kitimat Stikine re- 
gional district board is of- 
fering to take over a range 
of provincial government 
services. 
But there's a catch. 
In return for taking over 
parks, forest service re- 
creation sites, schools, 
transit, mines, petroleum, 
fisheries and wildlife man- 
agement, he regional dis- 
trict also wants the power 
to set taxes, royalties, 
fines and fees - and issue 
regulations. 
"We feel that since this 
government is negligent in 
the management of our re- 
sources, we will do it for 
them as long as we can 
have it all," reads a mo- 
tion that "passed with en- 
thusiasm" at the Jan. 24 
board meeting in Terrace. 
Thornhill director Les 
Watmough said highways 
and hospitals would re- 
main under the jurisdiction 
of the provincial govern- 
ment. 
"They're trying to give 
us all the losers," said 
Watmough, who intro- 
duced the motion. "Well, 
we want some of the 
winners." 
He wants the regional 
district to ask its neigh- 
bours in Bulkley-Nechako 
and the Skeena-Queen 
Charlotte districts if they 
want to join in the offer to 
take over these services 
"since the province does 
not want to be responsible 
for ~ything." 
The board has grown in- 
creasingly frustrated with 
what directors complain is 
forced downloading. 
That turned to anger 
last spring when the board 
refused to step in to keep 
Exchamsiks Provincial 
Park open next year, after 
a confrontational meeting 
with Ministry of Water, 
Land and Air Protection 
official Hugh Markides. 
"'Make us an offer,' is 
the term he used," Wat- 
mough'said. "Well, here's 
our offer." 
Learning of impending 
cuts to transit budgets was 
the last straw. 
Watmough said the 
transit authority recently 
presented four options. 
"The option they got exci- 
ted about was that the 
three regional districts 
take over transit 100 per 
cent with a little help from 
Victoria but no funding," 
he said. 
Revenues would come 
from rider fares and a fuel 
tax. "I immediately said, 
'No way.'" 
Skeena MLA Roger 
Harris meets with the re- 
gional district board this 
month. 
He finds these face-to- 
face meetings useful, be- 
cause it's a chance to set 
the record straight on 
what's actually happening. 
"Part of my job is also 
providing information," 
Harris said. "I think it's 
important to talk about the 
facts - although some- 
times they get in the way 
of the discussion." 
He pointed to a debate 
that raged over rumoured 
closures o f  highway rest 
stops in the region- which 
Les Watmough 
turned out to be unfounded. 
"That's why it's impor- 
tant to go to these things 
and talk about the facts," 
Harris said. "Some things 
we may not agree upon, 
but that's OK." 
De,,,  
Read And 
flecyclel 
Northwest Smile 
Design Center 
&P.A.Oldmi, k 
Fomi~..,~5~, Fd ~ Ord~tics, T/,LI, 
• Serving I~e Norlhwesl for 10 years 
• Full Face Orlhodonlk Care 
Invlmfign, 15o invlmble 5rn(es 
, T, MJ, Treulment 
, Porcehin Crowns and Veneers 
. Teeth Whilening (Bleaching) 
, Latex Free Office 
Dr. Peter. A. Okimi 
200-4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
(250) 635-7611 
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6e;t first o¢~odon~/c sc~ening be~e age 7~ 
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YOU get: . 
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For men who think that 
candy is the perfect 
Valentine's gift. Sweet. 
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, Lucerne 
I i ~,1! 
0 Ili!!!!!ll!U!!!llll 4 
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TipRoast Strawberries 
lib. Package, No. 1 Grade. 
Product of  California. 
, ?  
N ,i 
~,, ....... One Of A Million More Prizes 
This Weekend Including... 
~/(: A Trip**** for Two 
:;i71/Anywhere in NoflhAmerica: , ' :v ?.':' , ::t~,~#': .~, " • 
I ! l l l l ,  : ~ ,.~3 I'i 
A Sharp ~ Camcorder* 
A Free Product* 
Travel Home Weekend 
Best Buy Lucerne 
Cheese Yogourt 
Assorted varieties, Assorted varieties. 
t %~m~l . , . ,  
Kleenex Safeway 
Bathroom Tissue Juice 
,...~.~- '~ ... .  ~ '~ " Or Cocktails. Select ,~'a; ........ ~ .  . 12 Rol l .  Or  12 
~. , '7 :  ( , . ~ ' ~  Doub le  Ro l ls  tbr  ~--~mn=~-...:~-.-'~. ~ varieties. Frozen 
$7.98. ( ~ ) ~ ~  concentrate, 355 mL. 
rFeb. 7,99 2003 
Orchids 
~:/f,):i,!~,!;:i/~i~i~i i/ili: :i~![ :i~ ~ 
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out & Chamber  
About takes  i ts  
'Working I fore oat:eyed ' own pu  se  
will designate 48 per cent 
of B.C.'s land base as 
"working forest." 
The 45 million hectare 
designation will also per- 
mit other uses - mining, 
ranching, tourism and re- 
creation. 
The move fulfills a Lib- 
eral election promise. 
Parks, protected areas 
and private land won't be 
part of the working forest. 
And sustainable re- 
source management mini- 
ster Stan Hagen said the 
designation won't limit 
treaty negotiations or af- 
fect the government duty 
to consult First Nations• 
CritiCs said it's too 
early to tell what if any ef- 
fect the designation will 
have or whether it will 
make it more difficult to 
create new parks en- 
croaching on industry turf. 
A discussion paper on 
the plan is on the govern- 
ment web site at 
www.gov.bc.ca/srm 
Public comments are 
being taken up until March 
14. 
More work 
PLUMBERS can thank the 
city for a bit of extra work 
coming their way. 
The city requires pro- 
tective devices to prevent 
contaminants from backing 
up into the city's water 
system from certain insti- 
tutional and business users. 
These include hospital 
and clinics with bio-hazar- 
dous materials. 
Council is passing a 
bylaw that will now re- 
quire the testing of those 
cross connection devices 
every year, to make sure 
they close and block off 
contaminants when they're 
supposed to. 
Olympics among hot topics 
THE CHAMBER of Commerce is polling its members 
on several contentious i sues. 
Members are being asked whether the chamber 
should encourage a big box retailer to build in Terrace, 
whether members upport he 2010 Olympics and whe- 
" ther they support power sales by Alcan. 
Whether businesses hould 
be allowed to open on stat ho- 
lidays is another question. 
The ballot says the ques- 
tions are being asked because 
the chamber is sometimes 
asked to provide letters of sup- 
port on various issues. 
But chamber president 
Sheila Love said there's been 
no request from 2010 Olympic 
backers to support he bid. 
"Nobody has approached us 
for letters of support," Love 
~ said. "But we feel that we may 
be asked." Sheila Love 
"We want to make sure an- 
. swers are based on what the members want." 
She said the chamber will send a letter either sup- 
'. porting or opposing the Olympic bid based on the poll's 
• outcome. 
Love said the poll idea emerged when one member 
suggested writing a letter inviting Wal-Mart to Terrace. 
• The chamber has already hosted a couple of presenta- 
tions on the Alcan power issue 
- both by Kitimat officials and 
the company. 
Love said there are fears in- 
creased power sales could 
mean a shut down of some 
aluminum production and jobs. 
"Should we support it? We 
want to find out from our busi- 
ness community." 
Terrace Tourism is another 
local group that has yet to 
take a stand on the 2010,.Win-,.:~ 
ter Olympic bid. : ....... 
Society president Annalee 
Anna lee  Dav is  Davis said several other 
groups in the north gave con- 
ditional support -with strings attached. 
The Council of Tourism Associations of B.C. last year 
announced broad support from tourism organizations pro- 
vince-wide. 
"We kind of passed on that," Davis said. "I think 
most of us feel like [city] council here does - we're just 
unsure." 
i 
Held Over By Popular Demand/ 
f f  . 
STEAK SANDWICH 
.... ~ ~  : ~ l  :~:l ~ [a~l ys  ~ ~ ~.: ,;.
February 1st o 28th, 2003 ~: [l: ~ :~ :~::::~:I~'A:W~k~ --'~l[:'::~'~:: : '~ 
The Back Eddy. Pub 
32 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-5336 
LAN rave l  i 
~na and Tibet evening 
day, February 25 at 7:00 p.m. 
Skeena Volley Golf Course 
me're about this fascinating destination 
ur 23 day tour departing Oct. 17, 2003. 
~m includes: a video, information talk on ~c~a, 
and our tour, refreshments and Chinese . 
635.2281 or emaU: ~.clark@elan.traveLcom 
~rrace  K i t imat  
Luke lse  Ave .  231  Ci tyCent re  ~5-2281 632-2135 
I -800-772-6394 
wvv~v.elantravel.ca 
I Rock 
candy., 
Our rock candy ,~#~ 
starts at just $129. 
Sweet. ~ 
Devawn Rimes 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT ! 
McAlpine & Co. Chartered Accountants 
congratulate Devawn Ramos on successful 
comple!ion of her accounting exams. This 
outstanding achievement marks the beginning of a 
rewarding career as a Chartered Accountant. 
Devawn was recently interviewed in "CA 
M..agazine':, a national publication which is 
distributed monthly to Canada's Chartered 
Accountants. Devawn p< ~rl icipated in a nation-wide 
educational project de~eloped by the Canadian 
Institute of Chartered Accountants as part of its 
education reform. In the article, Devawn was asked 
to evaluate theCA certification program based 
upon her participation in the project. Devawn 
stated "The opportunity to join the project has paid 
off. What w'e"re learning is definitely more I 
functional. The pro.qram maEes us more valuable to 
empoyers and cfients because in addition to 
learning the technical material, we are also 
applying the knowledge." 
McAIpine & Co. has been iding ~ full 
spectrum of business services to r ~estern ?,ritish 
Columbia for over 35 years. Devawn's achievement 
Odds another professional to our client service team. , 
I 
I 
I 
. I 
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Ju-st try and stop us. . .  
it's Play ff Time!! 
-~-~"  : "~ I 
• . . , i .  , 
~i! • ; IC , !  
GAME #1 
On the road at Fort St, James 
t GAME #2 '~~~tin~ 
Sponsored by N. W. Docu-Plus 
• Saturday, February 8 - 8 p.m. 
Tarnitik all¢l 9 
GAME #3 - (~ needed) i ~ 
February 9 I 2:30 p.m..  
WIN!  
?8 
Youth (5-18 yrs) . . . . . . . . . . . .  s5~ 
Seniors (60+) . . . . . . . . . . . .  $5 
Purchase your advance tickets at: 
All Season's Super Valu 
(Terrace) (Kitimat) 
Act ion  Spor ts  Tami t ik  
(Kitimat) Arena 
~ ~ l ¸ 
. 
i • . . . . .  • ,:!:" 
Stacks  and  s tacks  o f  sav ings!  ~ 
Get the best sleep~you'vo ever had or we'll take back i 
the mattress~!Wi~'these fabul0us eaVings and our: ' i{! :'~ii~;  
' 30 Day Comf0d: Guarantee and 60Day!PHce Gua~nte~!~ i!ii!0~i 
you~'  ~Stassured that a Coun~fest Ma~ess Js!~ii!~i  
COU'NTRY"R-EST tli~PsljuStrigh~foryo.. 
comfort at a pdce that won't keep you "~J ~ ~ ~ I~l~ ~  ! / 
Qu~n ~97 Full ~57 '~i~:i ,:.!i':!.} i'!", ~ 
WOODBURY ~ / i/ , 
Outstanding comfort, quality and durab$ly set the 640 ; I l l  g I F  
conlinuoua coil mattress apart, Great support for ~ D ~ ~'  
those tired bonesl Twin $497 Full $547 
• ~ ~ . . . .  i I 
CHIROPRACTIC IMPERIAL - - ~ - -  
Th'8 . l i ly  800 continuo~s coil, piflow top mattress ~ ~  O T O ~  ~ l' 
iS r~om~nded end endorsed by the Can~ion ~ ~ .~r  
Chiropractic Association. Twin $797 Full $897 ' 
reira's Countl ywide 
FURNITURE AND APPL IANCESI  ,0, Comm0,oi.,,ve, K , , =p :  (=~) ., .0, 
Aero~e the bridge for eaving~ ~ Ou! of town calf 1-8oo-e28-6604 HOURS l"uea,- Sat. 9:30 a,m..S:00 p.m, 
VALC/E ~# c,~ ~ ~t~P~/ ~.,, u. = www.ooun*~jw,de.t%~.~?7.,°.= = 
i 
News In Brief 
Kincolith road date set 
~IE NISGA'A Lisims government has set May 17 
; the date for the official ceremonial opening of 
te Kincolith road. Ceremonies were first planned 
~r last November but were put off when the road's 
nishing date was slightly delayed. - 
"We're basically picking up where we left off," 
isims official Eric Grandison said last week. 
Invitations will be going out again." 
In addition to local and regional officials, the 
isga'a will issue a general invitation to the re- 
ion. Also on the list are federal officials, up to 
~d including Premier Minister Jean Chretien, .and 
ro~incial officiaisr including Premier Gordon 
!ampbell. 
The 29km road connects Kincolith, located at 
te mouth of the Nass River, with the rest of the 
rass Valley and the Nisga'a Highway down to 
errace. Built for $33 million, it replaces a ferry 
.=trice between Kincolith and Prince Rupert. 
• i  
! 
Money trail followed 
HE MYSTERY of why a Terrace woman was or- 
ered to repay less money than she admitted tak- 
~g from the federal employment insurance pro- 
ram is becoming clearer, 
Colleen Helen Russell, a former employee of 
luman Resources Development Canada, plead 
uilty to stealing $73,875 by creating fraudulent 
employment insurance claims between Sept. 2001 
and April 2002. At her sentencing in a Prince 
3eorge courtroom Jan 9 she was only ordered to 
epay $66,441 - $7, 434 less than what she admit- 
ed to taking. 
Terrace RCMP Constable Tom Kalis says in the 
;ourse of the police investigation into the fraudu- 
ent claims, more than $7,000 of the stolen money 
urned up in a Winnipeg woman's bank account 
=nd was recovered. 
"I think that brings us pretty close to the total," 
~e said. 
On the buses  
['HE POSSIBILITY of a bus link between Terrace 
md Kitimat is under consideration by B.C. Transit 
It the request of the District of Kitimat. 
• The study won't cost Terrace council anything, 
mt it's expected the two towns would have to pay 
i ;he full cost of any service that's actually set up - 
0vith no provincial subsidy. 
The need for public transport to Terrace to get to 
, .he court house has become a factor in Kitimat 
i i  ;ince the province shut the courthouse there down 
Last year. .~, 
The potential new service has come up at a time 
:'when Terrace is cutting back some of its less used 
:transit runs because of a freeze on provincial con- 
tributions. City council was given the choice to 
~pay more or cut runs. 
i 
The University of Northern 
British Columbia 
Northwest Campus 
is planning the next intake for the 
BACHELOR OF 
SOCIAL WORK 
in Terrace beginning 
September 2003 
APPLICATION PACKAGES ARE 
AVAILABLE NOW 
from the Northwest Campus 
in Terrace and from the Registrar's 
office in Prince George. 
Applications will be accepted and 
will be reviewed until 
TUESDAY, APRIL 1, 2003. 
Please contact the 
Northwest Campus for information. 
4741 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, BC 
Telephone (250) 615-5578 or 
1-800-697-7388 
c//aaa, i 1 ,:.Z,, l.,I w,, ~." v- __ r~ 
Friday, February 14th 
Thornhill Community Centre 
Doors: 6:30 p.m. ~ 
Dinner: 7:00 p.m. 
Dance: 9pm-2am 
DJ tunes by 
Todd Bellamy ~  
(Sight & Sound Productions) 
Door Prizes" 50150 Draw I: 
& MldnlghtSnack 
Must be 19 years or over ~ t 
I 
Tickets $30 per person " 
at Ed Fairless Memorial Gymnasium ,~ 
I 
@b (#s-so91Cen =J "I 
3:00 pm- 7:30 p.m. ,~ 
, For more info. phone Brenda 635"5162 i( ! 
• 1' 
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Duo gets medals 635.TIPS 
AND EDNA Cooper °~www,temcestandard,com ,=;r(gqq--'l:llS 
are the latest Terrace and . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . 1 , : . .  
area residents to receive 
the Queen's Jubilee medal 
for community service. 
They received the Order 
of B.C. in 1995 and as such 
are included in the alloca- 
tion of more than 800 Jubi- 
lee medals provided to the 
provincial government. The 
medals were struck in hen- 
our of Queen Elizabeth II's 
50 years on the throne, 
which was celebrated last 
year. 
The Coopers have amas- 
sed years of volunteer and 
civic experience between 
them over the years. 
Born in Telkwa, just out- 
side of Smithers, Bob Co- 
oper moved to Terrace with 
his family in the 1920s. His 
father was the first forester 
in the area. • 
Edna Cooper was born in 
Saskatchewan, moving to 
the area in 1943 when her 
father got a job working on 
the highway between Ter- 
race and Prince Rupert. 
They first lived at Shames 
but moved into town. 
"We lived in a small 
tent, it couldn't have been 
more than 8 X 10, where 
the Almarlin Building is 
now," recalls Edna Cooper. 
"It had walls, but had a tent 
for its roof." 
Edna Cooper 
Bob Cooper 
The couple were married in 1947. Between them, 
they owned and operated a logging company called 
West Kalum Logging Ltd. 
Bob Cooper's volunteer experience included exec- 
utive positions with the local Legion, the curling club 
and a flying club. 
Edna Cooper was involved for years with the Terrace 
Little Theatre and with arts groups. She chaired the 
committee that undertook the construction of the library 
in 1967 as a Canadian Centennial project. 
Bob Cooper was a Terrace alderman beginning in 
1976, serving with the exception of one year until 1992. 
He's just started his second term as a regional district 
director for Area C, which takes in Lakelse Lake and 
surrounding area. Previously, Bob Cooper was on the re- 
gional district as a city appointee when he was an alder- 
man. 
Edna Cooper was also an alderman in the 1960s 
prompted, she says, by the desire to improve recreation 
and arts opportunities in the city. She also served on the 
school board and was its chair. 
The Coopers and other Order of B.C. recipients will 
receive their Jubilee medals from Lieutenant-Governor 
lona Campagnolo and Premier Gordon Campbell at a 
GovernmentHouse ceremony Feb. 25 in Victoria. 
They ' l l  be paying their own way. 
lV l ( ; l l ,  l ,~ ; I  1,/ I  %, , t , / l l l ,  l I J l e*e  I l i /141~le  
If you have diabetes, you have a higher risk of having a heart 
attack and stroke, and at an earlier age, than someone without 
diabetes - a risk that is two to four times higher than people wffhout 
diabetes. By properly monitoring your diabetes, you will reduce your 
risk of heart disease. 
To assist you, our pharmacy is hosting a Diabetes Day. Come and  
meet our healthcare team to discuss: ~ 
• The importance of good nutrit ion : i  . . . .  
• Meal planning 
• The importanle of carbohydrates . 
The vent w,, nd,,de: 
Blood Glucose screening = !:;~' ! : ~ : 
• Lifestyle tips 
• The proper use of diabetes me¢licatio n
Please Call to book your appointment oday. A nominal fe~ ; ! i i  
will be charged for this service, free with Save-On-More points, 
Date: Friday, February 7th i 
Time: 10:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m. : 
Location: 4731 LakelseAve.Terrace i i  ;i i ; 
Ph. 250-635-4021 .... , , 
save( )foods 
ihtlife TM Dlal~te$ Program is made possible through support from: 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
TER~" E TERSE 
OI  :HrVSLEI I ¢ ~ m  
www.terraceautomall.com 
T ER  'E Tq~ R~E ~ 
[el | I =~'~*l II =t :, 
info @ terraceautom all.corn 
TERRACE 
STANDARD 
advertising @ terreceetandord.¢om 
newsroom @ terracestanderd,com 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be  here!  
Contact  us  a t  638-7283 
i i 
Choose from Denny's awesome 10 Minute Menu between 
11 am and 2 pm weekdays, and • we'll serve your order with in 
10 minutes or it's absolutely free] What more can we say? 
:i:i Denny's. More than just great breakfast ! 
Available at padiclpatlng restaurants. Limited time offer, © : .... :: 
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Parks become pricier 
By JEFF NAGEL 
CAMPERS, anglers and hunters will 
all pay more to enjoy B.C.'s outdoors 
as a result of a series of fee in- 
creases unveiled last week. 
And parking fees that will be im- 
posed this year at 28 lower mainland 
and Vancouver Island parks may be 
expanded to other regions in future 
years, water land and air protection 
minister Joyce Murray said. 
"This is the first stage," she said. 
"We are looking at extending that 
next year," 
Camping will now cost $9 to $22 
per night - up from $8 to $18.50. 
"Yes camping fees are going up, 
but not much more than the cost of 
living in most cases," she said. 
But Murray says the new fees pri- 
marily aim to force day users to con- 
tribute to park services they now use 
for free. She said the 10 per cent of 
parks users who camp pay almost all 
the expenses. 
As a result, those who drive to 
southern B.C. parks Will have to start 
paying parking fees of $3 to $5 a day 
- or an annual parking pass that will 
cost $50 for the first couple of years 
From f ront  
before rising to $75. 
The increased parks fees are to 
generate an extra $2.5 million over 
and above the $11 million a year 
fees previously raised. B.C. govern- 
ment parks spending is close to $30 
million per year. 
But Murray said there are no 
plans to restore the free firewood or 
interpretive services that were elimi- 
nated last year. Restoring and en- 
hancing interpretive services was 
one of the recommendations of the 
Recreation Stewardship Panel. 
But rather than free education, 
Murray said parks operators may sell 
such services - one of a number of 
new business opportunities. 
Park contractors will be able to 
charge money for canoe and kayak 
rentals; rock climbing instruction, 
guided hikes and bird-watching or 
wildlife-viewing tours. 
Operators may also rent the use of 
yurts - tents or temporary structures 
to stay in. And they'll be able to set 
up stores or stands selling food and 
basic conveniences -within limits. 
"We will not be inviting fast food 
chains into the parks," Murray said. 
"We will be maintaining the charac- 
ter of the B.C. Parks system as we 
move ahead." 
She blames the financial crunch 
on the creation of many new parks 
under the NDP with no increase in 
spending. Murray said there's a $40 
million maintenance backlog of 
work that's required in parks. 
Now, she said, all fees raised in 
parks will stay with the parks system 
rather than go to general revenue. 
Parks will remain publicly owned, 
Murray said. 
A trust fund may also be estab- 
lished that would take contributions 
dedicated to enhanced park services. 
Skeena MLA Roger Harris said 
the new system will ensure fee reve- 
nues are spent on parks and not di- 
verted to general revenue. 
"The money you're going to pay 
is going to stay there," he said. "I 
think it's a good plan." 
Harris doubted the parking fees 
initiated in the south will ever be 
expanded to this area. 
"I'm not going to speculate on it 
because it's not going to happen." 
Angling fee hikes mirror 
ones NDP tried to impose 
River is an area already so 
jammed with anglers that 
human excrement fouls the 
adjacent woods. 
"You can't walk along 
the river there and breathe 
in the air," Patrick said. 
"It's disgusting." 
The fish fee issue is 
particularly contentious 
"They were pro- 
posing to kill a 
whole industry in 
northern B.C. for 
peanuts .  " 
here because the Skeena 
region is home to two- 
thirds of B.C.'s classified 
rivers. 
The increase of classi- 
fied waters fees to as 
much as $40 per day re- 
At that time Liberal en- 
vironment critic Christy 
Clark - now the deputy 
premier - flew to Terrace 
to lambaste the NDP's fish 
fee hikes and urged pro- 
testers at one of two rallies 
here to "keep the heat 
turned up on these guys." 
Environment minister 
Cathy McGregor ultimate- 
ly backed down from the 
fee increases, which Clark 
said would have pulled in 
just $1.2 million. 
"They were proposing 
to kill a whole industry in 
northern B.C. for peanuts," 
she said then. 
The fishing 'fee in- 
creases this time are ex- 
pected to raise $2.6 mil- 
lion. 
Hunters will also pay 
$32 for a hunting licorice 
this year, up from $21. 
turns the maximum daily No.n,resident hunters 
fee to the levels briefly will pay $75 to  hunt 
imposed• by the NDP in -$180 if they're from out- 
1997 until protests here of-country - plus game 
prompted a reversal, tags. 
OF TERRACE 
Annual 6eneral Meeting 
Thursday, February 27,  2003 
7:00 pm at 4711 Lazelle Avenue 
Nominations will be accepted from the floor. 
We are in need of new Board Members. 
Far mare information, please call 635-4232 
* Plus Size Bras 
SAVE 50% 
ON REGULAR PRICE 
INSTORE STOCK ONLY (WHILE SUPPLIES LAST) 
• ~ "  ' e . • - ' .  . HEALT~ 
~ G R E E N W O o D  I I : :,;.~.: ~ i : ~:. i ,~ 
CHiROPRACTiC S ERWCES , 
i;I :I[T"I :' ' " ' '  
* Emergency Care & X-Ray 
• Auto & Work Injury 
• Sports Injury . 
• Footmaxx Orthotics 
NO REFERRAL NECESSARY 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
4635 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-8165 
OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
N, E . .T  :lfl/ O 'R  K - C .L A .S :$  I F ! E .O ~. 
Expose Yourself 
l t t  Wi th  a Network  
~u Classif ied Ad, you 
2 3million , i  l i on  readers  in  over  
readers 100 newspapers  in  
B.C .  and  the  Yukon.  
I f  you  are  buy ing ,  
se l l ing  or  s imply  
te l l ing . . .  I t  pays  to  
spread  the  word .  
Cal l  th i s  paper  a t :  
. . . . . .  
Gift 
Certificates 
• Available 
CHRISTY CLARK led a protest rally here in 1997 
that helped force the NDP to back down from an- 
gling fee increases• Now her government has 
quietly hiked fees back up to similar levels. 
~ /G  with a 
ift Certificate 
from Images by Karlene. 
4718-B LAZELLE AVE,, TERRACE 
1-800-251-4997 
635-4997 
i ,.,,..: ~ ~. .~:  i ~ 
I i ' l l l  m l  l ~ l l l l~ ,  
l i  l~ l l  . I I  
i ~ com~:~~ 
L :  
~rn,turel 
i ~ ~ i/  :@/ii: 
:/~ •'i,i(: I:',
7~' i  : i,i( •~; 
~ JiJst'ffiin 
, in turn wi isbmeone~ 
!71~i'i!ii~'i::i~i~(••~:!i~!~!~i: ~¸~ ::  ~•••  ~ : i:ii~i::i:/~:~ : (~•17[:i!!~:~;!(ii~::~/i//(5~/: 
,;i !L ~.:i. ..... ~: ~ furmtOre and,  o f  ~ourSe: iegenda~ La;Z,Boy mc mers now 
ii:~ Think your old couch could be the ugliest one in town?- Prove It & Will- ¢ ~oUchl qui'L!p ~  "Y 
with the trade in on any sofa, Ioveseat or chair you will be entered in our first ~m aprize for 1 
::i ever "Ugly Couch Contest". The winner will receive $300 towards any 
,ii /OU:~:C uch or .  ( 
,: accessories ie: lamps, coffee and end tables, pictures, area carpets, tO finish off :t!et" ..... go~ of; 
your new furniture purchase. Lets do some math, somebody is going to get four- . . . . . . .  (yet). ~ ktf ireof youon 
:[~ hundred dollars for their "ugly couch" ($100 for trade-,n-discount plus $300 in I: iell u~i:!n!fi~: 
~:~'~ accessories and actually if someone trades in a sofa and a Ioveseat ($100 for why~you, lUSt,~can t ~ ~'~~""~::~~ . . . . . .  ' 
:'~ sofa- $75 for Ioveseat)that would bring the total to bur-hundred-and-seventy- co0ci~[(or Chair!0r I iii':!. 
~i: five-dollars for wur old furniture!) which we'll pick up and find a new home for ~et, We W!II also 
~:~ and make you a whole lot more comfortable than you are in now in moreways pr~eifor.~i.thei~;i :Ugl 
~ than one! - Who would of thought you could get all rOwn ~,~at,lS:istdl i
~' this for not so nice, or else just plato ugly furniture? .~ ~COme on in :  . for:fui/c 
!? ,  
,! with your 
..... ,Id :t?: You~iCou 
otir "b~i i~ l  
tuiie¸ 
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ALTHOUGH Terrace hosted some Chinese New Year events last weeK - inc lua ing mrs parat]e uy ,--. ~. 
Kenny students - Chinese faces here are far outnumbered by those of aboriginal or East Indian ancestry. 
Most Chinese, Japanese gone 
Census shows East Indians still top visible minority here 
By JEFF NAGEL 
WHILE aboriginal numbers are up, 
the number of people who identify 
themseh'es as visible minorities in 
greater Terrace dropped sharply in 
the 2001 census. 
The count found 825 visible min- 
ority people in greater Terrace. dov`'n 
25 per cent from 1.105 in 1996. 
That's a sharper decline than the 
close to five per cent drop of the 
general population here. The aborigi- 
nal'population i creased 37 per cent 
t0 3,085, making up 15.5 per cent of 
the Terraceand area population. 
Ab0ut1500 of the visible minori- 
ties::cdiinted here are identified as 
~;soU'tl~':ASian'" (East Indian). 
While their numbers fell by 65. 
most who left were of Chinese. Ja- 
oanese :or -Southeast Asian ancestry: 
The Chinese population fell from 
150 to 40 and the Japanese popula- 
tion dwindled from 75 to 10. 
(Numbers aren't exact as Stats Can 
rounds them to protect privacy.) 
The Chinese exodus means Ter- 
race's 95 Filipinos have replaced 
them as the city's second largest 
visible minority, followed by the 85 
blacks here. The new count found 15 
more Latin Americans, who nov," 
number 65. And it also measured 10 
Koreans here, up from zero in 1996. 
Ethnic minorities with family in 
other urban centres or readily trans- 
portable job skills are among the 
quickest to leave rural regions when 
the economy turns bad, analysts ay. 
Butdemographer Andrew Ramlo, 
of the Urban Futures Instititute, says 
the minority population drops here 
may not actOall3)(!'b'e~a~d'r:amatic s 
the numbers uggest. 
He says part of the numbers hift 
may be the result of people - espe- 
cially those born in Canada - in- 
creasingly identifying themseh, es as 
"Canadian" rather than by their Chi- 
nese or other ethnic ancestry. 
The stats also revealed some 
neighbourhood preferences. All the 
Fillipinos and almost all the area's 
500 South Asians live within Terrace 
city limits, while the Latin Ameri- 
cans live primarily in Thornhill. 
While Terrace and area has the 
most South Asians, Prince Rupert 
has much larger numbers of South- 
east Asians, Chinese and Fillipinos. 
Kitimat is similar to Terrace. v`'ith 
South ,Asians most numerous. 
The' number of foreign-born immi- 
grants in Terrace dropped 11 per 
cent to 2,340 in 2001 from 2,640 in 
the 1996 census. 
i 
Native labour 
ready to boom 
Aboriginal workers, not foreign imports, 
touted to solve future workforce shortages 
By JEFF NAGEL 
AN ABORIGINAL baby boom in 
rural regions is being called a wakeup 
call for federal officials who think 
more immigrants are needed to avert a 
future labour supply shortfall. 
Demographer David Baxter of the 
Urban Futures Institute says new census 
numbers released by 
Statistics Canada 
should make policy 
makers reconsider 
increasing immigra- 
tion to fill future 
jobs. 
The ageing of the 
Canadian population 
means the number of 
working people will 
fall in the coming 
decades, leading to 
a workforce shortage. 
But Baxter says 
immigration doesn't 
make sense - particularly to solve labour 
shortfalls in rural regions. 
"Why wouldn't we simply engage the 
First Nations communities that are al- 
ready there?" he asked. 
Aboriginal populations are growing and 
there are large numbers of children and 
youth who will move into the job market 
in years ahead. 
In Terrace, new census stats show 
more than 44 per cent of the aboriginal 
population is under 20 years old. 
"Someone from Guangzhou China isn't 
going to move to Terrace," Baxter said. 
"All you have to do is engage those 
young people in those First Nations com- 
munities and you've got an answer." 
Baxter noted companies in some areas 
have already imported large numbers of 
foreign v`,orkers to meet heir needs. 
Meat-packing plants in Alberta have 
brought in Somalis and Sudanese people, 
and the use of Mexican labour in North 
Dakota has made that state one of the 
largest Spanish-speaking enclaves outside 
City of 
change 
Second of a two-part  special 
report on our changing ethnicity 
the southwest U.S. 
Similar things could 
happen in northern 
B.C. at the expense 
of the Under-em- 
ployed aboriginal po- 
pulation already 
here, he said. 
"Rather than just let- 
ting it happen, we 
have an opportun- 
ity," he said. 
It makes more sense. 
Baxter says, to em- 
bark on an all-out 
drive to improve 
aboriginal education 
and employment skills. 
"We have to get that labour force en- 
gagement going no matter what it takes," 
he said. 
But education isn't the only barrier, 
according to Elmer Derrick. the Gitxsan 
chief negotiator who lives in Terrace. 
Employers' hiring attitudes are also a 
problem. 
"You don't find too many brown skins 
behind counters in Terrace," Derrick said. 
"It's bizarre. People either think we're 
lazy or untrustworthy with money., 
It's a difficult economy for hiring now, 
he admits, but merchants here didn't hire 
. Cont inued Page  B2  
Shopping couldn't ~-Valent]ne Dream Contest  
I ~ be easier at ~ i Drop off this entry coupon at this 
Shoppers Drug Mart , participating merchant's drop box 
I 
forValentines Day.,,.2.L, Na me: 
'Phones: I 
I Enter by February 12, 2003, 4:00 p.m. 
i Draw takes place February_l 3, 2003 
For t-hai sp-ecial Valentine in your life, our Cosmetic beauty advisors 
can help you choose the fragrance lust right for him or her. 
_ , _SHOPPERS Shopping  DRUG Center  
635-7261 
ADULTS 
 OHLYv 
mail@ebonys.net 
www.ebonys.net 
Valentine Dream Contest 
Drop off this entry coupon at this 
participating merchant's drop box 
Name: 
Phones: 
Enter by February 12, 2003, 4:00 p.m. 
Draw lakes place February 13, 2003 
EBON  
HIDDEN TREASURES 
#2-3237 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Toll Free 1 -888-638-1  070  
Cottonwood 
Massage 
Chna0 
Valentine Dream Contest 
Drop off this entry coupon at this 
participating merchant's drop box 
Name:. 
Phones: 
Enter by February 12, 2003, 4.'00 p.m. 
place F_ebruary 13, Gift CertJfkates - - .  - 
1/2 Hr. - s25.00 +tax 
1 Hr, - s45.00 +tax Cather ine  Har t  
SOMETHING 
DIFFERENT 
dalr"Jflueen'com 
4643 Park Ave., Terrace 
,~  * OUR PRIZE * 
Valent.ine'e Heart, Cake 
_ _ $18499yal_ue . . . .  
Valentine Dream Contest 
Drop off this entry coupon at this 
participating merchont's drop box 
Name: 
Phones: 
Enter by February 12, 2003, 4:00 p.m. 
Draw takes place February 13, 2003 
Phones ' -  
Enter by February 12, 2003,  4:00 p.m.  
Draw takes, p lace  February  13,  2003 
~Valenl~ne -D-r ~m-  (~onte~st 
~ ~ , ~  Drop off this enlry coupon at this 
participating merchant's drop box 
m ~ Name: 
Valentine's 
~i Day is the Phones: 
*perfect time to ~, Enter by February 12, 2003, 4:00 p.m. 
: send someone , Draw takes place February 13, 2003 
: . .  you lovea  ' _ . : - :~f l~  
blossoming 
bouquet of 
affection. 
Skeena Mall.Terrace 
635-4080 
Toll Free 1.800-636-4080 
"Your F'ra Ronst Wdh A FI~r" 
I 
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From front 
Improved aboriginal hiring 
record needed, Derrick says 
"!'' " :e'l:7::n :i:: " Twi;[enes "' ::rt:::::'lD:ar',i:: iiid" '" ' - ! :~CtL:d°!'i::: n " ri:7::: ~I~ ::i~dhe ' ,i;:l~: ?ii:p? dah:~ 12: .n e~! I ~ '0o0e 
lion are little help, he added, said, "We're not going anywhere. That means new challenges m 
"Even tl~e prov neial and federal Census numbers also point to providing sufficient housing and 
governmenls don t hi!e us, growing numbers of" aboriginal se- health care for them, Baxter says. 
But Derrick says it s important for niors in the decades ahead, demo- "Who will look after these people 
employers and decision-makers to ~rapher David Baxter says. socially - it becomes a community 
accept the growing aboriginal reality Terrace's native population fits issue," he said, 
Native I,anguoageineSr!!de eCho} !Rues 
NORTHWEST aborigina , g g g " .. a 'g' p p y y - 
continue to decline toward extinc- 340, And the number with Haida as ough knowledge to converse in an 
lion, new census results suggest, their mother tongue is down to 145. aboriginal language. That was down 
The nun)ber of people who count The stats show there are more from 29 per cent in 1996. 
Gitxsan as their mother tongue fell people in each case who speak the Dictionaries have been made and 
about 14 per cent to 905, new stalls- language today than who count it as aboriginal languages are taught in 
tics from the 2001 census indicate, their mother tongue, some northwest classrooms, 
Nisga a was the language the The number who say they speak But analysts say the decline in 
second largest number of people Gitxsan is 1,325, while Nisga a mother tongue speakers indicates 
grew up speaking. It declined from speakers number 915 and 505 say many languages are gradually dying 
675 speakers in 1996 io510 in 2001. they speak Tsimshian. off with the elders who know them 
People wit'h Tsimshian as their Nationally, about 24 per cent of best. 
Splashdown Lounge2 for 1 Sweetheart Dinner l 
H ~ ' s h  Game Hen served on a ~ l 
with a Velentine's Day Dessert. 
~ ~ v a t i o n s  now! ?~.~ ~I  
PO Box 550  • Nwy 37  * T~rrace, BC iv~,~ ~,,,~---~--r 
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: i. ~ We' re  modernizing our 
health care system, 
to ensure services are 
, sustainable, accessible 
and provide the care 
you need, whenyou 
need it. 
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public health ca e ;ystem 
: ] 
Our health care system is one of our greatest assets. But rising costs are placing the " . 
Sys~:em under stress: 
• ................... BCspends .the highest amount per capita on health care~df, a.ny.,;.pi:0vince.,s. ~, i,;.,i/.;, ~,~,";: " .~>:~4 : ;: ~: ~3'~; 
increased ..... • ,~,,~,~'~.-,.: .: ' - . " ; ,  . . . .  e,-' Our health care spending .has doubled ove~.the p~st de~ide~a'nd has . . . . . . . .  " : "  ~'":"~" .... 
by $1.1 billion this year alone . . . .  
We now spend $28.5 million each and every day on health care . 
Heal th  care accounts for 41% of the province's total budget, up from 34% 
ten years ago 
Pharmacare costs have grown by 147% in the past decade 
o The federal government used to contribute 50 ~of  our health care funding, 
and today only contributes 14% 
We're modernizing our health care system 
so it's affordable, accessible and sustainable 
while ensuring it's consistent with the values 
of the Canada Health Act: 
A coordinated network of community and 
regional hospitals to increase efficiency 
and improve services for patients 
Restructured health authorities, from 52 to 
Health Care Costs Have Doubled 
Since 1991 
$10.4 
BILLION 
1991 1993 1997 2000 2002 2003 
six, to create efficiency and reduce administrative costs so those dollars 
go to patients 
° New three-year service plans and funding blocks for health authorities " 
to improve planning of resources 
'~ Wellness and prevention programs to help people look after their own health 
;~ Programs to attract and retain the best nurses, doctors and health care providers 
" Fair and affordable Pharmacare rates based on ability topay 
! 
i 
' To learn more about how we re modernizing our health care system: 
i : 
i .Call 1-800-465-4911 orvisit 
www.gov.bc,ca/1 . . . . .  9C  ea l thcare  - .... ..... 
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Name: 
Phone: 
'Columbus Vancouver. .......... " ................ :~::, ::..:.:.*::~. . 1 
oil &FlllerGnange'' :-  . | 1 n i::ili:iVanCouver Canucks will play.~91hb~ : i : , ;  ...... ~ ,~. , 
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us retu.m trip for two 
courtesy Q~iHaw.kair and 
..:..a:ccoM,:,m~dat,ons..:~ 
T & B I : : IAKg:  R A D I A T O R  
108-4526 Greig Ave., Terrace 105-4526 Grei 9 Ave., Terrace 103-4526 Grei 9 Ave., Terrace 
~i 635-0078 635-8100 635-7707 
L 
ii "One stop shopping for  your  vehicle" 
>""" .  Name.  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  " " 
:Phone: • " .... ' : : .  
I iColumbus Vancouver . . . . . . . . .  : ....... 
Participants will be 
of that game an~ 
participating merch"i 
You can enter as~iii~i 
entry/contest fo~ 
Merchants may ei.~i 
own. Prize must b6i~i 
must be :1.8 yearsi~t 
drawn from each iw~ 
~as awarded, Par 
enter. Entry box( 
~w entry box will 
Name: 
Phone: 
Columbus Vancouver  '. : ,. ~-:" ..... 
Kitsumkalum Tem po Gas Bar 
Marine Gas • Fishing Tackle 
Full Service At A Self-Serve Price 
. .OPEN 7.DAYS:A WEEK:iorEN z~HouRs A DAY) 
HWY #.16 .WEST,  TERRACE,  BiC/~, PH{635~0017.  
Name: 
Phone: 
Columbus Van  
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Around Town 
Snow news is 
good news for contest 
WINTER ARRIVED in earnest at the tail end 
of last month, ensuring Terrace Tourism's first- 
ever snowman building contest can go ahead. 
It was originally conceived as a month-long 
event hat was supposed to wrap up at the end 
of January, says marketing coordinator Krystal 
Piper. 
But when the wait for the white stuff - any 
at all - was starting to drag, even as the origi- 
nal Jan. 31 deadline loomed, organizers ens- 
ibly extended the deadline. 
(Hey - it's Terrace. If you don't like the 
weather, wait five minutes.) 
Now, with a sizable dump firmly refusing to 
melt on local lawns, the first entries are start- 
ing to roll in. 
There are four categories: best effort; most 
creative; best dressed and most grandiose (as 
in big). 
Here's how the contest works. 
Step one: build a snowman, snow buddy or 
snow sculpture. Anything goes. Step two: take 
a picture. Step three: send it in to Terrace 
Tourism. You can do that two ways; drop it off 
in person at the Visitor Info Centre on Keith 
Ave., or email it to info@terracetourism.bc.ea 
Be sure to include your name and phone 
number. For more info, call 635-0832. 
Letting it all hang 
out for two decades 
THE TIE-DYE-shifted, Birkenstock-wearing 
denizens of the Bulkley Valley may find this 
hard to believe, but 2003 marks a special an- 
niversary - the Midsummer Festival turns 20 
this June. 
That's right, for 20 years, folkies of all 
stripes have been descending on the fall fair- 
grounds in Smithers on or around the summer 
solstice for a weekend of live music featuring 
dozens of bands from across the region - and 
In full 
bloom 
Terrace entered a national garden 
contest in 2002. The results are in 
By JENNIFER LANG 
PAT YOURSELF on the back, 
Terrace, for a job well done. 
Volunteer efforts have earned 
the city a special mention for 
community involvement in the 
2002 Communities in Bloom con- 
test. 
"The City of Terrace can be 
proud of the efforts of all of its 
volunteers," the judges say. 
Terrace earned four out of five 
blooms overall, which wasn't en- 
ough to win first prize but is wel- 
come news nonetheless. 
Terrace competed against 12 
other Canadian towns its size, in- 
cluding the 2002 national award- 
winner in the 10,001-20,000 popu- 
lation category, Huntsville, On. 
And it's the first time Terrace 
has entered the national competi- 
tion, which evaluates participants 
on a range of criteria, from floral 
displays to heritage conservation. 
Despite a late spring and an 
arid early summer that left lawns 
and fields looking a little par- 
ched, judges had positive tom- 
ments about the cooperation be- 
tween the Greater Terrace Beauti- 
fication Society, city council and 
Terrace Parks and recreation de- 
partment. 
Their combined efforts resulted 
in the Grand Trunk Pathway - a 
park described as a great example 
of people and the city working to- 
gether to change a less-than-desir- 
able strip of land into a beautiful 
landscaped pathway that all can 
enjoy. 
"The judges would like to con- 
gratulate all of the staff and vo- 
lunteers that have worked so hard 
in improving the quality of life in 
Terrace," Ashley Langridge said, 
one of the two judges who evalua- 
ted Terrace July 27. 
Volunteer efforts are even more 
important during times of fiscal 
restraint - placing more pressure 
on volunteer groups like the beau- 
tification society, Langridge said. 
Steve Scott, the city's parks 
and recreation superintendent, is 
pleased with how Terrace scored. 
"We were in pretty tough corn- 
FLORAL DISPLAYS were only part of the criteria judges looked 
at while they were here. They also rated community involvement. 
petition - 13 communities in a l l -  
I thought we did a great job," 
Scott said. "The judges certainly 
recognized where our efforts were, 
in particular the volunteer efforts 
in the community." 
The results are even more re- 
markable considering they were 
achieved after a prolonged dry 
spell when not much sprinkling or 
watering was done. 
Despite doing so well, Terrace 
won't enter the contest again this 
year because the city's resources 
are maxed out, as are the volun- 
teers with the beautification soc- 
iety. 
"To do some of the things that 
are recommended in the report 
would take extra effort and extra 
resources that aren't available 
right now," Scott says. 
"In order to do more, we need 
Continued on Page BS 
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geur attire and a certain young ned-con named 
Alex P. Keaton had millions of viewers tuning 
in to a siteom called "Family Ties". 
Two decades in, the Buikley Valley Folk 
Music Society's Midsummer Festival is now 
easily the largest (and most mainstream) of 
the summer music festivals in a region that 
loves live music - and communing with like- 
minded souls - in equal measures. 
In its melodic wake have followed the Ki- 
spiox Valley Music Festival, the intimate 
Rosswood Jamboree, and Halda Gwaii's Edge 
of the World Festival to name but a few. 
Sadly, Midsummer Fest's live and let 
live/do your own thing ethic seems to be on 
the wane, judging by last year's festival. 
You'll recall how day pass holders and 
campers alike 
were rounded up 
at the stroke of 
midnight and es- 
corted outside the 
gates grounds. 
Forget about 
banging your 
bongo drum in the 
performer's roost 
'til dawn or hang- 
ing around one of 
the many sing- 
along campfires. 
Recent flood- 
ing in the area 
apparently posed 
a threat o every- 
one - everyone 
that is, except for 
dozens of perfor- 
mers and a fair- 
sized group of 
BVFMS mem- 
Pelted by panty 
throwers 
bets, who were all cozily camping right next 
the banks of the Bulkley River. 
Sigh. At least the performers were sociable, 
particularly Prince Rupert's dependably dance- 
able Undecideds, and the boyishly enthusiastic 
Buttless Chaps, who were so inspiring women 
in the crowd felt compelled to toss their under- 
wear up on stage in appreciation. 
Let's face it, those were good times. And 
there's more to come. So if you're feeling 
creatively and musically inspired, why not try 
your hand at designing this year's logo? 
As in previous years, festival organizers are 
sponsoring a contest. The winning entry will be 
used to decorate T-shirts and posters. 
"It's a great opportunity for local artists to 
produce a design which will be seen by sev- 
eral thousand visitors and posted throughout 
the province," the society's Tom Chamberlin 
said. 
Entries should celebrate the 20th anniver- 
sary them. 
The deadline for entries is March 1, Submit 
them to BVFMS public relations committee at 
box 2209 Smithers, V0J 2N0 or to 
pr@bvfms.org 
The prize is two weekend passes to this 
year's festival. 
By JENNIFER LANG 
COMMUNITIES IN Bloom judges gave Ter- 
race a respectable 76 per cent mark overall. 
Here's how the evaluation breaks down. 
Tidiness effort: The judges found Terrace 
generally clean and tidy, although there was a 
small amount of litter and graffiti. They gave a 
rating of 74 out of 100. 
Environmental effort: Judges gave a 
thumbs up to the city's Help Minimize Waste 
recyling brochure and no herbicide policy, but 
suggested more aeration and irrigation might 
be in order for athletic feilds. Rating: 72/100. 
Community Involvement: The volunteer 
program led by the beautification society was 
praised, but judges suggested adult volunteers 
encourage more youth participation with 
Scouts or 4-H groups in order to foster com- 
munity spirit in younger minds. Rating: 85/100. 
Heritage: Terrace also fared well in this 
category, although judges had a number of 
suggestions, including taking advantage of the 
proximity between seniors' housing and Herit- 
age Park Museum by recording oral histories, 
and capitalizing more on the town's relation- 
ship with the logging industry. Total: 79/100. 
Urban forestry: The judges say more 
should be done to develop an inventory of 
what trees exist, their age and condition in 
order to evaluate how well plantings of newer 
trees are faring and what varieties do the best 
under various conditions and situations, Total: 
114/150. 
Landscaped areas: It's time for more ima- 
gination and flare in plant selection, eolour 
and scale, such as the use of ornamental 
grasses or native varieties. Another cost-con- 
scious suggestion includes using more local 
materials like rocks, logs and stumps, adding a 
"Terrace flair". Rating: 115/150. 
Floral displays: Well distributed and main- 
tained, but the judges suggest using mroe or- 
namental grasses and taller annuals to give 
more variety of hiehggt extrure and colour. 
Theme gardens of herbs or wildflowers are an- 
other suggestion. Rating: 116/150. 
Turf and ground cover areas: Evenly dis- 
trubted and in good condition, considering the 
city doesn't use pesticides. Creating a turf 
maintenance plan would help concentrate ef- 
fots on high profile lawns and athletic fields. 
Rating: 107/150. 
The city hasn't used pesticides in 10 years. 
Sports fields are watered on a regular basis but 
this year the city scaled back the amount of 
watering done on some of its decorative areas, 
including the Grand Trunk Pathway. 
A little romance over d inner  
Affections of May opens Friday for three weekends at the golf and country club 
By JENNIFER LANG "As the banker says, 
AN ATTRACTIVE Bed 
and Breakfast proprietor 
who's been left in the 
lurch by her two-timing 
husband is at the centre of 
the Terrace Litt le 
Theatre's upcoming dinner 
theatre romantic comedy, 
Affections of May. 
Penned by the prolific 
and popular Norm Foster, 
a Canadian playwright 
known for his comic situa- 
tions, Affections of May 
looks at how May Henning 
copes with the attentions 
of males in pursuit. 
At the helm is first-time 
director Jerry Stuebing, an 
actor from Kitimat who co- 
starred in last year's Ter- 
race Little Theatre dinner 
theatre production, Drink- 
ing Alone, whleh was also 
a Norm Foster play. 
An electrician at Euro- 
can by day, he's got a per- 
fectly sensible reason for 
trying his hand at direct- 
ing: "I don't have to learn 
any linesl" he laughs. 
With the show about to 
open Friday, he says it's 
been a wonderful exper- 
ience - thanks in no small Henning. 
part because of the four 
actors. 
COURTED: Debbie Haynes, centre, joins Phil Bialobzyski, left, Robert Dugdale 
and Paul Sametz in Norm Foster's colourful comedy, Affections of May. 
feels terrific," he says. solute delight to work and Breakfast. 
The play stars newco- with." Before long, Brian 
mer Debbie Haynes, and May and Brian Henning stealthily plots his escape 
elementary teacher at Up- (Robert Dugdale, an ex- having decided that life in 
lands School, as May perieneed actor who's a Stieksville is not really his 
strong presence, Stuebing cup of tea, leaving May in 
"She's taken on a big says) have taken refuge financial dire straits. 
role," Stuebing says ad- from big city Toronto in a Enter Hank Davis, the 
'You're the closest thing 
this town's got to a single 
person.'" 
He's played by Paul 
Sametz, a former Prince 
Rupert resident who coin- 
cidentally once played the 
role of May's husband in 
Harbour Theatre's produc- 
tion of Affections. 
Veteran TLT performer 
Phil Bialobzyski, an actor 
with a flare for comedy, 
returns to the stage as Da- 
niel Quinn, a handyman 
who's seen better days. 
He played the Starring 
role in the TLT's produc- 
tion of Harvey, a role that 
required him to share the 
stage with a 6-foot tall  
rabbit no one else could 
see .  
Stuebing says audi- 
ences will be well rewar- 
ded, and he's not just talk- 
ing about he food. 
"We can pretty much 
promise them a wonderful 
meal, a relaxing evening 
full of laughs, fun - come 
see it. It's just a wonderful 
play." 
The production runs 
Feb. 7-8, 14-15, and 20~ 21 
and 22 at the Skeena Val- 
ley Golf and Country Club. 
"They,ye got a good miringly, "Debbie's on all remote, tiny seaside town local banker who comes to Reserved seating. Tick- 
work ethic and they've the time, while the boys called Grogan's Grove, help May with her books-  ets at Unlglobe Courtesy 
done their homework. It get time off, She's an ab- :where they open up a Bed land her heartache, Travel, 
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A DETAIL of one : Check out our slte or cal1638-7283 for advertislng lnformatlon 
of of former Ter- 
race resident Ed- 
ward Epp's latest 
paintings inspired 
by the north 
coast. His recent 
GATOR,S PUB: Uve music weekly, works are at the 
.BEASLEY'S MIX: 6th Annual Valentine's Dinner. art gallery. 
Book Bow limited seating. Win a treat suite, spa pack- co, Masala and James Powell. Presented by the Tar- [ ]  Valentine's Family Dance (no charge) Feb. 15 age or one dozen roses. 
GEORGES PUB: The Kingfish. Feb. 7 and 8. race and District Arts Council and Pacific Northwest at the Kitsumkalum Community Hall from 9 p.m to 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night club. Music Festival. Friday, Feb. 14 at the Terrace Art midnight. Games, door prizes. Come out and have fun 
No cover. Free pool Wednesday, college night Thurs- Gallery. Doors open at 7 p.m. performance at 7:30 dancing to the tunes from Us Guys. Sponsored by 
day, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday and Saturday. p.m. Tickets at the door Call Kim at 638-0131 for Northwest Band Social Workers Association and Wilp 
Karaoke contest Sunday and Monday. more information. Si'Satxw Healing Centre. For info call 638-0744 or 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Karaoke Fridays at 635-9330. Ask for Kathy, Geri or Tammy. 
8 p,m. Saturdays, Frank and Friends play. Meat draw []  Uplands Elementary presents the musical 
starts at 4:30 p.m. All members welcome; bring a Tom Sawyer, at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Fun for the 
.guest. Opens at 3 p.m. whole family. Come see Aunt Polley, Becky Thatcher, VISU AL  ARTS 
Huck Finn and all your favourite characters as they 
( " O N C E R T S  get into one adventure after another. Two shows: One []  Edward Epp; Freighters, Ships and Trains: 
on Friday, Feb. 21 at 7:30 p.m. The second is Satur- Paintings from Prince Rupert Harbour, At the 
day, Feb. 22 at 12:30 p.m. Reserved seating, Tickets Terrace Art Gallery from Jan. 31 to March 2. Also 
[] Satirical singer-songwriter Todd Butler brings at Uplands Elementary, 4110 Thomas, from Feb, 5 on, featuring woodwork by Tony Wall and pottery by Dan 
his varied musical selections to the R,E.M. Lee Satur- and at Flowers ALa Carte from Feb, 15 on. All seats Condon. 
.day, Feb. 8 as part of the 2002-03 Terrace Concert $5. For info, call 635-2721. 
.Society line up. He's a veteran CBC contributor. [ ]  The Art Gallery is located in the lower level of the DANCES Terrace Public Library. It's open Wednesdays to Sa- 
'[] Mark Perry and guest Scott Atchison in con- turdays from noon to 4 p,m, and on Sundays from 1-4 
cart Saturday, Feb. 8 at the Elks Hall at 2422 Te- p.m. The gallery is open from noon to 6 p,m. on Fri- 
traulL .Starting at 8 p.m, Tickets at idisty River [ ]  The Kinette Club of Terrace presents the 20th days. For more information, call Aron at 638-8884, 
Books. Call 635-1319 for more information, annual seniors Sweetheart Dinner and Dance. Sun- 
day, Feb.9 at the Elk's Hall. For more information, call 
[] Valentine Coffee House featuring Rick Maras- Helen at 638-1231. 
srcnA o 1 .n mt: 
KITIMAT 632-25251 
JUST  MARRIED I 
FEEL-GOOD FUN'. I 
STARRING ASHTON KUTCHER I 
~ AND BRITANY MURPHY / 
NIGHTLY TP .M.~ COMEDY ,P.G. The Coast MWE:NEISnDAs~:oEo B _~strlct holds Yvonne for detads at 638 0423 
its February board meeting, At the board office 
~.'~ ~ _ " j in Terrace at 3211 Kenney St., at 7:30 p .m,  Community Response to Hungry Kids meets 
at 3:30 p.m. at the Terrace Public Library on 
Soturdoy, Feb. 8, 20 30 7 p.m, Feb. 18. We are committed to finding long-term 
I~~,~1 t"k,,~,.k.~,.,,~ . . . . .  P,~ Changing Minds, Not Bodies, a Look at the . solutions to hungry k!ds in our community. Share 
~ ~  _ t =1~ _ [~ ,~ Lids the Media Told.us About Health~Female qnf6rmationand i efis,.~Join us in.addressing tfiis 
C Grdup of the  'Body  mage. A workshop presented by the Tel;: "gr'0wing'conbi~. Kidswelco~le'; Refre:shment's: 
. . . . .  ~ . - .  - - _ -  - ' -  . . . .  PJI race Women's Resource Centre in recognition of For information, call 638-1863. 
SisS,errara Club of B .CC Iu  B.C. Eating Disorders Week Feb. 2-8. With FIo 
..... i __ , . __  . . . .  vu, Sheppard, community nutritionist. AttheTer. WEDNESDAY. FEB. 19 
RNNI la l  P , l : l l l : l l a l  M I : I f f lNB  ~ race Women's Centre, 4542 Park Ave. Doors Terrace Small Business Association meeting. 
=r===B~=~=r=-- ~--- , . . . , . , ,=, , -  -=-----  . . . .  " [~1 open at 5:30 p.m., the workshop starts at 6-7 If you have a small business (1-2 persons), this 
A ' ~ o r  more information . . - " ' . meeting is for you. Join us Wed., Feb. 19 at 7  ~nformah p m Call 638 0228 for mformatmn 
p.m. at the Country Emporium, 4663 Park Ave. 
. . . .  The monthly meeting of the Terrace Stock For info, Call Jack at 635.6959. 
Car Association takes place Feb, 6 at 4816 
....... ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~  i ~ Haugland Ave at 8 p.m. Items up for discussion SATURDAY. FEB. 22 
~:~:~i~i~ include the 2003 race schedule, and bump to Terrace Tourism has rescheduled a Family 
~i:~i!i! pass rules. For information call 635-9060. Potluck Picnic and Skating Party at the La- 
...... ~. :~:,.:~.:.. "~;~::i~:::~..... <:i<: <i i .. ............................................................ ~:~::,:~;:,: .: ~ +::~ kelse Lake picnic site for Saturday, Feb. 22 in 
;~ i . * "  i!F !~:~;  i:!i::~::~il i i ii!~i~iii!i~i~iii~iii~i!~!~i~!~!~i~!ii~iii~i~i!~!~!~i!!ii~;~iiF:~¢e=~r Y. F~0!  is: : ]}iiiiii!iii!i!iiii i ;i i! !iii .m. :   Grads of '83 . . . I f~  the hopes of better weather. Starting at1 p.m. 
.:~:i!i ::. :~ii::ii::!i :: ii~iii~ .... i! you graduated in 1983 from 
~::::: ......... ~~ , , , ~?~:~i~i~i~.~::ii~i~::~i::::~:;:~, Caledonia Senior Secondary in Terrace and Terrace and District Multicultural Association 
would like to see a reunion this year, come to a presents its 18th annual multlcultural pot- = 
• 2001 B.C. lumber shipments included USA- 72,2%; planning meeting, Monday, Feb. 10 at 7 pm at luck dinner, Saturday, Feb, 22, at the Terrace , = "~ 
Japan- 12.3%; Canada- 12.2%, other-3.3% the Terrace Public Library boardroom. For Arena Banquet Room, starting at 5 p,m, Tickets ~1t Uu~I~' |  , Ak  ,'- 
• The number of housing starts for our top three lumber 
shipment markets in the last three years inlcuded (in thousands): more information contact Carol Laird 615-5508 at Misty River Books, Cost is $5 for adults, . , , . .~ ,~ 
USA CANADA JAPAN Under 10 is $1. For info call Jane at 638.1594. ~ 0  ,, _ l L  1~¢,  ~~1~ 
1999 1,666.5 150.0 1,2t4.6 TUESDAY. FEB. 11 
2000 1,593.8 151.7 !,229.8 The Skeena Valley Fall Fair Association PUBLIC SERVICE 
2001.  1,601.9 162.7 !,173.9 meets the second Monday of the month to orga. OtO~t~ed i  i , .~ .  ~ . 
• B.C. Log PrOduction for the last three years was:(thousand cubic nize the annual fall fair held Labour Day week- AN NOUNCEMENTS meters): ' end. Next meeting Feb. 11 at the Downtown CALLING ALL PHOTO CONTRIBUTORS: 
1999 76.960 Lions Office at the Thornhill Community We're running out of storage spacel lf you would 
2000 78,460 Grounds at 8 p,m. Everyone welcome, like to collect any photographs you have submit- 
2001 77;1.29 ted to the Terrace Standard or the Weekend 
Baby's Name: 
, B.C. Log Exports for the last three years was: (thousand cubic meters): WEDNESDAY. FEB. 12 Advertiser, please drop by our office at 3210 Baby's Name: Tral I(,-dil 
USA Japan Other Alzhelmer's Support andEducation Group Clinton St. between 8 a.m, and 5 p.m. Photo- JoryYolanda Bate&Time of elrtb: 
1999 994,4 746.7 11.2 monthly meeting Wednesday, Feb, 12 at 7 p,m, graphs are available for pick up by inquiring at Date & Time of Birth: Jan. II, 2003 at 6:45 a.m. 
2000 1,424.1 857.9 43.8 We meet on the second Wednesday of each the front desk, jan, 12, 2003 at 6:56 p.m. Weight: 7 Ibs. 6.5 oz, S~: Male 
2001 1,644.0 1,086.3 79.6 month at the conference room at Terraceview weighs 6 lbs, 6 oz. Sex: Female Parents: Patrick & Margot Zips 
Source: Council of Forest Industries Lodge, If Alzheimer's or other geriatric demen- Dad's Group meets Mondays from 5:30-7:30 Parents: Randy& Bizabeth 4, 
tias touch your life, you are welcome to attend, p,m. at 4665 Park Ave, Sponsored by the Tar- 
For further information, call Aveline at 798- race Child Development Centre. The focus is re- Baby's Name: 
2581 or Doris at 635.0223. cognizing and supporting the valuable role fa- Baby's Name: Bri~n.lohn Rod 
there play in their child's life, Parenting sup- Julian I)avidCado Date&Time of Birth: 
Date & Time of Birth: Jan, 15, 2003 at 11:31 a.m. 
The Terrace Public Library has a Valentines port, speakers, Information. Call 635-1830. Jan. 13, 2003 at 8:45 Weight: 7 lbsl 5 oz. Sex: Male 
Day program Feb, 14 from 3:30.4:30 p.m, Welgh.t:81bs, 3oz. sex:Male Parents:Mlchelle&CollnRobb 
Ages 6-8, Stories, crafts, puppet show, to eels. Application forms for Kitimat's Spring 2003 Parents: Lawrence &Lisa Stalls 
brats Valentines Day, Free but please register Arts Craft and Home Business fair now avail- Brother toBrandon &Mitchell 4, 
in person or by calling 838-8177, able. Deadline Is March 3, For information call Baby's ~ame: 
This month  at the R,E,M,. Lee Theat re  ~ Barb at 632-5012 or River!edge at 632.8970. Baby's4,Name: " i Ethanlyr°ne 
February  .... ; Valentine's Family Dance (no charge) Feb, Over 55 and need to find work? Free employ- Rennae]erri Bate& Time of Birth: 
February 8, 2003 - Todd Butler. VarietY, 15 at the Kttsumkalum Community Hall from 9 ment raining at InterConnect, For those not on Date & Time of Birth: Jan, l't12003 at 5:37 p.m, 
exc temen tand surprisesl ! TiCkets p.m to midnight, Entertainment by Us Guys, employment Insurance, Call 635-7995. Jan. 15, 2003 at 6:45 p,m. Jan, 14, 2003 at 5:53 p.m, 
• availableat Cook's Jewellers -.8',O0 p.m. Games, door prizes, Dance to the tunes from Us Wel~l=t: 8 Ibs. 3 oz. Sex: Fen~le WriSt: 4 lbs. 4 oz. Sex: Male 
Februaiy21, 221 2~0~.-U~iands;!~ii~~ntary Guys. Sponsored by Northwest Band Social AI-Anon offers a program of recovery for' Parents:l~va)11eDay& Weight: 41bs. 5oz, Sex:Male 
Workers Association and Wilp Sl'Satxw Healing those whose lives have been adversely affected Korena Quock Parents: Todd &KIm Ilawrylnk 
• : i  : School presehts:To~S~wy~:fli:;::!iil :::S Centre. For more info call 638-0744 or 635- by the problem of alcoholism in a relative, part- ~.,:..~,,.~,,~ ................. 
9330. Ask for Kathy, Geri or Tammy. net or friend. Meetings are Thursdays at 7- B [olni;N6rthern Drugs' Baby Club  and  a 
i i  :,i Friday, Febru$i~i2f<7:3Oii~im. 8:30 p,m, at the Terrace Women's Resource "<{~"~7~i~r~newborn will " the i r  f i r s t  
'~ :~ /~: SaturdaY;~Febi:0~ry 22':~ 12:30 p.m, MONDAY. FEB, 17 Centre 4542 Park Ave. Men and women welcome. ~Y '~ '  recewe 
": ~~:I:'A!i tickets$57Abailable at Uplands The Northwest B,C. Chapter of Harley Ow- Call Carol 636-7884. or Cheryl at 635-9331. Sea r 
, . Elemen{afY:::Sc~ool and Rowers a la Carte. ners Group holds monthly meetings in Terrace 
February 2212OO3~::]01n the Community Band in and Smithers to plan fundraising, motorcyclist Does your loved one have a brain disorder 
celebration of Terrace's 75th Anniversary awareness, riding skill events and to identify ri- such ss schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, de. 
for a FREE CONCERT. 7:30 p.m. ding opportunities, For more info and the loeb. pression, panic/anxiety disorder, personality 
, tion, call Arlene at 635-2035. disorder or OCD? For free information and/or 
Terrace Concert Terrace Little support call Northwest B.C. Schizophrenia co- 
Society Tickets Theatre Tickets The 75th Anniversary Historical Commit. ordinator in Terrace at 635.8206 or toll free: 
tea's Heritage Tea, Featuring a 1927 fashion 1,866-7877 (FAM-SUPP), Or attend the Tar, 
• Available at Available at show and entertainment, All welcome, No charge race Support Group on the third Tuesday of the 
Cook 's  Jewellers• Unlglobe Courtesy Come celebrate Canada Heritage Day Monday month (except Ju y,~ August and December) at SKEENA MALL 
in the Skeena Mall . . . .  TraVel Feb 17 from 1-4 p m at the Skeena MaliCe ` 7:30 plm, at 102,4450Grieg Ave; 
. . . .  : i  i . TERRACE, B,C, 
: < / /•  • </< •> • 
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Where satire meets song 
By JENNIFER LANG 
TODD BUTLER has made 
a career out of lampooning 
the latest political head- 
lines. 
Which is why it's hard 
not to wonder what Butler, 
performing this weekend 
with his trio at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre, will do with 
the recent Maui escapades 
of a certain B.C. premier. 
A frequent satirical 
voice on CBC Radio One, 
he's soon to be featured on 
upcoming episodes of TV's 
This Hour Has 22 Minutes. 
He describes his shows 
as "part stand up comedy, 
part musical journey and 
all fun." 
In addition to his trade- 
mark humour with a social 
conscience, Butler is also 
a talented musician who 
takes the audience through 
such varied terrain as 
funk, reggae, rock, R&B, 
Blues, bluegrass and bal- 
lads. 
Sometimes his tunes 
might seem curiously fa- 
miliar. 
Take his song, Gordon 
Went Down to Victoria, 
which takes its melody 
from the cheesy '70s coun- 
try crossover hit, The 
TODD BUTLER is an accomplished musician in addition to a comedic singer 
who bring s 20 years of performing experience to the R.E.M. Lee Saturday. 
Devil Went Down to Geor- 
gia. 
Butler also writes origi- 
nal songs. He's apparently 
penned a special song ce- 
lebrating Kitimat's 50th 
anniversary that he'll per- 
form tomorrow in the Alu- 
minum City, so who knows 
what he'll have in store for 
Terrace Saturday night? 
Nor does he stick purely 
to politics. 
He's just as likely to 
pull your heartstrings by 
singing about love and 
friendship as he is to zap 
your funny bone with pain- 
ted political barbs. 
He'll be joined at his 
northwest B.C. concerts, 
including the Feb. 8 show 
in Terrace, by Lee Oli- 
phant on bass and Vince 
Ditrich on drums. 
Reserved seating. Tick- 
ets at Cook's Jewellers. 
From B4 
"We need more manpower' 
more manpower," he cation society's profile, qu'iie possible Terrace will Meanwhile, the society 
said. making it easier to bring be back for a future Cam- is working on its latest 
Although Terrace may 
not re-enter the provincial 
or national versions of 
contest in the immediate 
future, the benefits of par- 
ticipating in 2002 will be 
around for a long time to 
come. 
"We've got all these 
good suggestions and re- 
commendations. It made a 
few of us feel quite 
proud," notes Conrad Gan- 
zenberg, treasurer of the 
other volunteers together 
to help make the town 
look its best for the judges. 
The Communities in 
Bloom judges pointed out 
that one of the challenges 
that ahead for the beautifi- 
cation society will be re-' 
eruiting more members to 
help continue the momen- 
tum it's built so far. 
The judges offered sev- 
eral suggestions the socie- 
ty will explore, including. 
beautification society working with other.group~,, 
He said participating in iparticularly ~,u.~+dfizani-! 
Communities in Bloom zations. 
helped raise the beautifi-' Ganzenberg said it's 
Thank  You 
Red Ribbon camp;]'an 
supported by Terrace 
Northwest Addiction Services, a program of Terrace 
and District Community Services Society, has been 
overwhelmed with the support of the community in our 
Red Ribbon Campaign. 
We will be continuing this tradition in years to come, 
and sincerely want to thank everyone who has contribu- 
Dear Sir: 
ted to this year's uccess. 
Northwest Addiction Services 
munities in Bloom contest, 
although to be invited to 
the nationals, an entrant 
has to do well at the pro- 
vincials first. 
project - improving the 
view point overlooking the 
Old Skeena Bridge - and 
hopes to have it completed 
in time for Riverboat Days. 
q 
and receive valuable information on 
Calcium Supplementation 
Wednesday, Feb. 19th, 2003 
To book an appointment, call 615-5151 
:~ NORTHERN HEAL1,HCARE. 
• inthePARK AVENUE MEDICAL:CLINIC i; 
Phi615':S15J "i:. : Oiut'of Town~.i i:800:665-5953 
' 4:634 PARK •AVENUE': suITE 71i ooi TERRACE:: 
NORTHWEST INTERVENTIONS PROGRAM 
(Funded by Northern Health Authority) 
Family violence is abuse of power within 
relationships of family, trust or dependency. It can 
include many forms of abusive power: 
• Emotional abuse Psychological abuse 
: Financial exploitation : Physical ass a~ 
Sexual assault • Homicide 
Would you like to talk with a counsellor about these 
or other issues? We offer individual, couple and 
family counselling, free of charge. For further 
information or toT0ook an appointment, please 
contact our Terrace office at (250) 635-9330 or 
1-888-655-6533 or Prince Rupert office at 
(250) 627-8435 or 1-866'627-8434. 
i i 
I 
, I  
m 
Departure Arrival 
Terrace-Kitimat Vancouver Sun 
7:45 a.m. 9:45 a.m. ~/* 
3:00p.m. 5:00 p.m. v' 
Vancouver Terrace-Kitimat 
11:00 a.m. 1:00 p.m. v ' *  I /  v' 
6:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. v" v' v' 
"Except long weekends 
Please note, schedules are subject to change without notice. 
635-4295 
Man Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat Flight# 
v' v' V' v' v' (101) 
v' V' v' v' v' v' (103) 
V' V' V' V' (102) 
V' V' V' (104) 
0r T011-free 1-866-429-5247 
Book on-line! www.hawkair.ca 
/ I  
m m m  
Want  A 
Photo-  
Did you see a photo in the ] 
you want a copy of.? The Te: 
Standard along with 
Northern Photo Ltd. 
now provides this service. 
Come into our office locate~ 
at 3210 Clinton Street and ir 
the photo of your choice an 
4"x6" 5"x7" Olhersi 
Phone 
Price includes printing he from Northern I 
purchasing fee ~rom Ihe'Terrace Stan~ 
All phoRx:graphs are copyrighted Io the Terra 
(Note: 90% o[ photos taken are digital photos 
of high qualily peg. Black and white prints 
also available from black and white negatives.) 
17: S TANDARD 
northem; hot  
:""~'our Headquarters Fo~'Digital 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Service= 
4-4736 LokeJse Avenue Ph: 638"7283 Fax: 638"8432 J 
;: • ~,, 
"We don't have winter weekends 
like this on the prairies." 
From $69 to $79, double occupancy', including 
continental breakfast. Welcome to our winter 
weekend specials. Tour Victoria - Shop Vancouver- 
Ski and Wine Tour the interior- then 
relax in a clean comfortable room with 
great beds. Perfect. 
* Valid Friday, Saturday, Sunday to March 
31103. Subject to taxes and availability. 
Accent 
Inns. 
qudi~ ~ lt count~ 
1-800-663-0298 
www.accentinns.com 
Canadian owned and operated, 
Smile and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchiatti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri • 8:00 am - 5:00 pm I 
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
By 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatt i  
20 years of mercury-free dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We we lcome 
a l l  new pat ients  ' i 
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PORTS SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 638-7283 
SKEENA ANGLER.. 
ROB BROWN 
1 
Shipwrecked 
n the process of giving the most 
disingenuous apology since Tricky 
• Dick Nixon wrapped his wife Pat in a 
cloth coat then trotted her and his dog 
Checkers out in front of the cameras, Gordon 
Campbell claimed he didn't think he was drunk 
' when he slid behind the wheel of his rental car 
• and jetted off in the general direction of his 
luxury condo. 
. After watching Campbell burn out of an 
intersection like a stock car racer, weave into 
the oncoming lane, careen back into his own 
lane, drive over the shoulder into a bike path, 
'-bump back on the road then, after pulling him 
'over, watching a bleary-eyed Campbell stumble 
out of the SUV and offer a slurred, but lame 
excuse for this remarkable demonstration of 
offensive driving, officer Shannon Griffiths of 
the Maul police had little doubt that B.C.'s CEO 
was in a state of aggravated intoxication. 
Sweep away all the subterfuge and what you 
are left with is the inescapable conclusion that 
if premier Gordon Campbell claims he didn't 
think he was drunk before he slid behind the 
wheel and headed out on the Honoapiilani 
Highway at speeds almost double the posted 
limit, then he - as Tricky Dick and his cronies 
used to say - misspoke himself. 
Campbell's drunken caper, his towering 
hypocrisy and his lack of decency and integrity 
af terwards have lowered the bar of political 
standards to the point ~where ven the'most self- 
serving pohhcmn fears to hmbo for fear of 
winding up in limbo. 
The premier's performance abroad and his 
performance afterward tells us much about the 
man, but his performance in the wheel house of 
the  ship of state is now of more concern than 
' the way he handled his.SUV. When we look at 
:the way Captain Campbell and his crew have 
handled the finances of the province, spending a
large surplus like drunken sailors, then using 
that fiscal gaffe as an excuse to fire civil 
servants and cut sorely needed social services, 
he starts to resemble the skipper of the Exxon 
Valdez. 
I haven't he space and this isn't the place to 
• deal with the deadly effects Campbell's policies 
are having on education and health. This is 
where we talk about fish, so let's. 
Ignoring a large body of evidence that fish 
~ farming is disastrous to wild fish and their 
environment as well as all the creatures 
(including us) that depend on fish for their well- 
being, the Liberals lifted the moratorium on fish 
farming in this province. 
"This is a great day for the fish farming 
industry and for the people of B.C.!" exclaimed 
Minister John VanDongen in front of industry 
representatives in Campbell River as he 
announced the lifting of the moratorium. 
: For the tracts of ocean floor that will die 
: thanks to the pollution from fish farms it wasn't 
a great day. For the commercial fishermen who 
will lose their livelihoods thanks to the 
aggressive marketing of an inferior product o an 
unsuspecting public, the day was less than 
brilliant. 
Fish farms have been operating in Norway for 
:over thirty years now yet the threats to wild 
stocks posed by those farms persist and grow. 
Net pen escapees till represent a serious 
threat to wild salmon as vectors of disease. 
Scientists have warned that, since fish farms are 
by  nature prone to disease, new, potentially 
devastating diseases will inevitably occur and 
be carried to wild salmon. 
' A short time ago an heretofore unknown 
parasite thought o be related to a single celled 
parasite known as Parvicapsula was discovered 
~in two Norwegian farms. Its effect on wild 
stocks is still unknown. 
t Sea lice have always been with us. They are 
now with us in abundance wherever fish farms 
are found. Even low infestations in farms are a 
grave threat to the migrant smelts of wild 
salmon. 
In Scotland it is suspected that wild salmon 
runs have declined by 60 to 70 per cent as a 
result of lice and other problems related to fish 
farming. 
Yet there are plans for the construction of 
f i sh  farms on the approach waters to the 
Skeena,  one of the last, and arguably the 
greatest, wild salmon fisheries in the world. 
Salmon are central to the tourist industry, 
Tourism is the second largest industry in this 
province, yet the provincial Liberals ignore the 
!~ threat fish farming poses to the Skeena fishery 
and allow these proposals to proceed, 
"Damn the torpedoes, Ful ! speed abeadl" 
i•il il '~ i!i:i~,;i'i~i•i~i '!@!ii:?i;ii~i~ii!!ii:i~!iil 
• . . . . .  . . . . .  i : : .  ~ 
! 
l Get in there 
ANDY HOFFMAN was one of more than 100 people who took 
to the ice in the Royal Canadian Legion open bonspiei here 
Jan. 24-26. Two Kitwanga teams and 26 rinks from Terrace 
played in the event. The A event saw the Dave Dennis rink de- 
i/;/iiiii "i ...... 
feat Rick Bennet; the B event went to the Michael Dahms rink 
,who ousted Maurice Bulleid, in C event action Graham Geer' 
aert beat Roy Armagost and Dale Walker beat Scottie Mcll- 
moyle to take the D event. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO 
Games draw dozens 
of Terrace athletes . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
NINETY-TWO athletes from Terrace ~ - . . . . . . .  i : .... ~ ,  ~ ~ 
are on their way to the Northern B.C. : ~  .~.~ ~ ~ : ~  ~, .~ 
Winter Games this week. ::~:?:i::i::~!~ .,~'~ :~;,~," ~ ..... " ~ ...... : ' "  . . . . .  
:::i .~ ' :~ .  ~. :~÷~4 ",z . . . . .  ~ ' "~\  "~ : :" ,. ! ,~:~:~ ........ .: :~ 
From basketball to wrestling and f~:~.:.~i~ I , 
curling to hockey, dozens of Terrace . . . . . . . .  :,~:~ ~,..'-~ :,:.:.,. <. ~ :~;:~:~,~ ::: :::~; =~;~ : ~i~] 
athletes are getting ready to show . ~.. ~:::~:::::: :  , ' , ;~ ,~. . , .~ .  ' :~  , .  
~ ~ . .  
| " '~  ~::~!~!:~ak~ "i i i~:'~: :~: '~ : . . "  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  " ~ *~ . . . . . . .  . ~ ....... ='~::::!'::'~:::' 
TERRACE'S peewee hockey team hits the ice this week as they bat- 
tle it out at the Northern B,C. Winter Games. FILE PHOTO 
to be billeted, more athletes tend to 
come. This year the games are being 
hosted by three different communi- 
ties - Vanderhoof, Fort St. James 
and Fraser Lake. 
That means some events which 
have taken place in the past are not 
being held this year, Wall said. • 
This is the second time the games 
have been hosted by the trl-city 
communities - the last time was in 
1987. 
Organizers expect 1,700 athletes 
from the various regions to attend. 
event. 
Terrace's own peewee rep hockey 
team made up of 11-12 year olds 
will take to the icel 
And in junior boys basketball, the 
Skeena Junior Secondary School 
Wildcats will represent Terrace on 
the hard wood. 
An under 16 junior curling team is 
also heading to the games. 
This year, 10 local figure skaters 
will also be going. It's the largest 
number of figure skaters ever to go 
to the games from Terrace. 
And despite some challenges to 
keep their club going, 14 dedicated 
wrestlers are also taking part. 
Tyler Branch, a senior wrestler on 
the team, has recruited Dave 
O'Brien, their former coach, to come 
along with them as a coach and cha- 
perone. 
Boys and girls indoor soccer 
teams from Terrace are also taking 
part. 
In all, 167 athletes from the Kiti- 
mat-Stikine region are heading to 
the games along with the Terrace 
contingent. 
City of Terrace recreation pro- 
gram director Carol Wall says those 
numbers are down from previous 
years. 
" It 's  down a little bit, we're 
thinking just because of the econo- 
mics with this region," Wall said. "It 
fluctuates also on where it's being 
held." 
In large cities such as Prince 
George where there are more facili- 
ties and plenty of places for athletes 
Kispiox eyes a top three finish 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
COACH MAX STEVENS hopes his Kispiox intermedi- 
ate boys teamwill crack the top three at this year's All 
Native basketball tournament. 
They've been to the event for the past five years pla- 
cing fourth last year and fifth the year before. 
Stevens ays its height is an advantage. "We're taller 
than everybody else. Most teams have one tall guy or 
two but we have about five tall guys over six feet." 
The team will face other strong teams such as Ahou- 
sat, Bella Bella and Skidegate returning from last year. 
Wilson, a 16-year-old with good height, a natural affinity 
for basketball and a desire to work hard. 
Five of the team's players are in their last year of 
eligibility for the intermediate division. Many of the 
other players look to them for leadership on the court. 
Team captain Matt Simpson is an example. "He's 
kind of like the leader out there plus 1 have a third year 
player named Chad Wilson - he's kind of stabilized the 
team a little bit," Stevens ays. 
"He's been on our team for a couple years but I 've 
seen an improvement this year." 
"But there are some good teams up the Nass, too," Stevens ays there's only one way to make the team's 
adds Stevens That includes Greenville - the team Ki- goal of getting to the semi-finals. "There's no tricks - 
spiox faces in its first game. just hard work," he says. "I think that if we work hard 
The team has up and coming players such as Erin and play our own game we'll do well." 
Bantams tally two more wins 
Link, Nick Lindstrom and Brad To- 
manocy rounded out the goal scor- 
ing, each placing the puck between 
the pipes once. 
Bryan Hull had helped out pick- 
ing up six assists assists. 
That game may be the last of the 
season for Terrace's first year defen- 
when he went down he put his arm 
out to brace himself and it just 
broke," Amos said. 
The following day Terrace tra- 
veled to Kitimat to picking another 
win. Calen Findlay, Colby Link and 
Bryan Hull scored for Terrace in the 
3-2 victory over their southern oppo- 
nents, 
"Eric Bevan was solid in net for 
Terrace in this victory," Amos said. 
WITH A weekend free from Skeena 
Valley league play or tournament 
action, the Terrace bantam reps took 
on Kitimat in a pair of exhibition 
games. 
Terrace hosted the Kifimat squad 
Jan. 25 on home ice and beat the vi- 
sitors 9-6. 
Ryland Macdonald picked up a ceman Kelly McColl who broke his 
hat trick, Tristan Murray scored left arm during the match, 
twice and Calen Findlay, Colby "He got hit into the boards and 
Sports 
Scope 
Oldtimers 
battle 
OLDTIMERS from 
throughout the north- 
west are converging 
on the Terrace arena 
for the CFNR Clas- 
sics oldtimers hockey 
tournament over the 
Valent ine 's  Day 
weekend. 
The Classics have 
taken over what, in 
the past, was known 
as the Terrace Tim- 
bermen oldtimers 
tournament. 
The event is slated 
to go Feb. 14-16 and 
promises .to feature 
some exciting hockey 
action. 
Sign up r 
IT'S THAT time o f  
the year when young 
soccer players ign up 
for another season of 
exciting competition. 
Registration takes 
place this Friday at 
the arena banquet 
room 6-9 p.m. and on 
Saturday 10 a.m.-2 
p.m. 
A second chance 
to register your child 
comes next week 
when . registrat ion 
takes place at the  
aquatic centre board 
room Feb, 14-15- 
same times. 
Make sure to bring 
proper identification 
for your child, Eli- 
gible players must 
have been born be- 
tween 1985 and 1997. 
The soccer asso- 
ciation is looking for 
qualified Provincial B 
level Select coaches 
for the 2003 season. 
Anyone interested 
in becoming a head 
coach, assistant coach 
or team manager is 
asked to submit their 
applications before 
February 28. 
Applications must 
be submitting in wri- 
ting to George Bujtas 
at 4101 Benner St., 
Terrace, B,C., V8G 
3B1. 
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Over  10,000 ads  upda'  ed BC Newspaper Group 
m 
ACTION AD RATES 
638,-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word  Classif ied and  Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a star ho l iday fal ls 
on a Saturday, sunday  or Monday,  the deadl ine is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all d isp lay and c lassi f ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. VaG 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1Week (Standard & Advertiser) $14,4~*lm¢..gS GS13 
~ week~ (Standard & Advertiser) ~26.~5"(~c.13a GST) 
*Additional words (over 20) 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$12.88 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $8,4~) cJn 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.98 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$4.75 per Issue, plus GST ($10.17 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 0.49 304 Appliances REAL ESTATE 500-59? 
3 Announcomenh 306 Automotive 506 Acreages/to'~, 
6 Anniversorie~ ~ 308 Building Servicer 512 Cobins/Coffoget 
9 Bi,ths 310 Calering 518 Commercial Butir~tse$ 
| 2 Bil~ay~, 312 Catp~nlx y S24 Commercial Pr~oerty 
15 Chu,ch 314 chlrd Care S3O Co~dos 
I 8 Coming Events 316 Cl~nlng S36 Duplex/Fourplex 
21 Co~arofulatian$ 318 Conslrucfian 5.42 Farms/Ranche'. 
24 ¢n~a~ement/Wedcling~ 320 Drywall 548 Par Sa~ or Rent 
au m N~em.onam 322 Eorur.otion.~uforing 554 Hou~ 
33 C~l~uaries 324 Eted~k: 560 tok~hore 
36 Than~ 326 Excavation 566 N~biles 
328 Elnonce/Mortgoge 572 Madular Home~ 
PER .~W.AL 50-99 330 Han~ymon 578 Open Hou~ 
S5 Bu,inoss Persoeat~ 332 Home In~ovime~t 584 Out o| Town 
60 Hoallfl/bemsty 334 Home Suppoet S90 RV $i1~$ 
65 I.otl & Found 336 House 5iliing 596 Townhou~s 
70 Palsonals 338 fnv0drn~nl 
75 Psychi~ 340 Janitorial P~S/F~Ud ~0.~g9 
80 Si~les 342 Lonckcaping/Gordening 606 Boo,ding 
85 Travol./l"~J rs/Vac a tion 344 Machine/welding 612 Farm Equipmenl 
346 MI~. Sen~i~m 618 Fe~I &Seed 
WANTED 100.149 348 Music Les~s 624 Fruit/Pmduce/M~t 
12S Wanted 350 Painling 630 Horses 
352 Paving 636 Livestock 
MERCHANDISE I...¢0-249 354 Photography 642 perf. 
155 Antique= 356 Plumbing 648 Trailen~ 
165 Airs & Crafts 362 snC~mg ingowp]ow 6601NDUSTRYEqulpment650"699 
170 Auclion$ 
175 Building/VV~erlol~ 364 Travel 670 tog~ing/Timber 
180 Computers 366 rn~king 680 Machinery 
16S Consignmenh. 368 Yard & Garden 690 Mining 
190 Firearms 
19S Filawoad RENTAL 400-499 RECREATIONAL 700-749 
200 Free Give Away 404 ApartmenK 705 Aircraft 
20S Furniture 408 B~xhelor Suile 710 AIV'$ 
210 C-a r qo.~ Sale, 412 ~rrmnl  Suite 71S Boal~/Marir~ 
215 C-a ,d~n Equipment 416 Cabins/Co.ages 720 Housaboat~ 
220 MiKelloneous 420 Commercial 725 Mol~¢)~l~ 
225 Mudc 424 Con~o~ 730 R'V's 
230 Sporting Goods 428 Dupl~/F~urp~ex 735 Renlols 
235 T~t~ 432 For Rent Or Sale 740 SrKn*,~iJe~ 
240 T,ade Or Swap 436 Hails/Auditoriums 745 Trade/Swap 
440 Houses 
EMPLOYMENT 250.299 444 Mi~ellane<)u$ AUTOIHOTIVE 750-799 
254 Business Opportunities 448 MabiJe Homes 756 Canopies 
258 Caleers 452 Modular Homes 762 Cars 
262 Daycare 4S6 Ro~xns 768 Cla~io 
266 Education 460 Room & Board 774 Parts 
270 Help Wanted 464 Bunions/Retirement 780 SUV'$ & 4x4's 
274 Pmlessional Accommodafians 786 Trucks 
278 Skilled Trades 468 Shared Accommodations 792 Vans/Buses 
282 Tutc~ing 472 $1orage 
286 Volunteers 476 Sultes NOTICES/TENDERS 600-849 
290 Wo~k Wanted 480 Tourist Accommodations 815 I.e~l No, lees 
484 Townhous~s 030 Tellers 
SERV~'E$ 300-399 488 Wanlad To Rent 
302 Accounlil~ 492 Warehou~ 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dghl Io classify ads under appropdate h adings and to set rates ~erefore and Io dstermine page location. •
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it Is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate onthe basis of children; manlal s atus and :. 
employment when placing 'For Rent'." ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement a d to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement a d box renlal. 
Box replies on "H01d" instructions ot plcked up within 10 days of expir/of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send odginai documents toavoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher w~th[n 30 days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requestthg space that he liability ofthe Terrace Standard in the event el failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for ~e portion of the advertising space Occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liabllily inany event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address 
Phone Start D a t e ~ #  of Insertions Terrace Standard #__Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIFICATION .Credit Card No, .Expiry Date 
r l  V ISA n MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PRINT YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 
E 
11 12 
16 17 
14.71 14.9e 
27.02 27.29 
16.o5 16.32 
2836 28.62 
Clip & Mail This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VaG 5R2 
13 
le  
15,25 
27.55 
16.5e 
28.8g 
4 5; 
g 10 
1~4 15 
14.,45 
~9 ;~070 
15.52 15.78 
27 .e2  28.ofi 
16.8E 17,12 
29.1E 29.4S 
For longer ad. please use a separate she° ,,E, STA' Phone Fax 
RD 638-7283 638-8432 
: , 
t 
i 
? i 
i 
i 
i 
! 
1 
65 Lost  &F0und : 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA),$26.75.. Addi- 
ttb~'~.~i~r.d~,.ov.er 20. q.251word 
I~g~:,G.ST,;~Pl~0ne 250;638:7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or email to 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
l,l,r .Lco   
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
85 Travel/Tours/ 
Vacation 
254 eusinessi' 
o pportu nities: 
. -. - : . ,  . 
Cathy 
615-9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
~gifts and information,/ 
r IN LOVING MEMORY OF ~' 
MARIE DELLA FORTIN 
NOVEMBER 24, 1924 -
JANUARY 19, 2003 
The family of the late Marie Della 
Fortin wish I0 extend their sincere 
thanks to the LCU nurses of Mills 
Memorial Hospital, Dr. Phillips and 
Dr. Appleton 1or taking care of lheir 
loved one in her hours of need. and 
lor their ~ln(~ words and support 
through er illness. A special thank 
you to the Buck or Two staff or their 
support an~ to Charlie Meek for 
making things easier for the family 
through their loss of a loved one. All 
your kindness and support was 
greatly appreciated. 
Marie will be sadly missed by her 
children Victoria Milton (Regina), 
Laara Lenard (Calgary), Wayne 
Rodwell (Prince George), Llnda 
(Fred] Vandal° (Summerland), Vickl 
(Hank) Vandenbr0ek (Terrace), and 
Ran Fodin (Terrace). 
Grandchildren Jay (Lorraine), 
Darin (Nancy), Joe (Jaclyn), Dallas, 
Crystal (Ivan), Cindy, Deanna 
(Stephen), Mtchelle (Jeff), Jake 
(Marie), Susan and Shawna. 
18 Great-grandchildren, nume- 
rous nieces and neohews. 
Two sisters Jean (Bob) Niesbet 
and Marigold Moore. 
We will miss you terribly a 
wonderful morn. grandmother and 
great-grandmother, a friend. 
confident, sister and Aunt. 
Gone from our lives but never 
forgotten. 
Victoria, Laara, Wayne, 
~. Linda, Vlckl and Ron~ 
1195 F i rewood 
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Simply the Bestl 
Bill 
Lamb 
September 22, 
1945 - 
February 6, 
2002 
Husband, Father, Grampie and Friendl 
Fisherman, Hunter, Trapper, Golfer, Curler, Thursday Night 
Beer Drinker, Wine Maker, Telephone Repairman, Compuler 
Wizard, Renovator (even if he never quite finishedl}, 
Woodworker, Chef ...you name it, he would do it (even if he 
couldn't). 
What a guy! 
He will be missed but he will be celebrated. AI of his 
endearing qualilies will keep him alive in the memories of 
his wife, children, grandchildren and many friends. We love 
you more than any words could ever say. Rose, Lisa and 
Neeno, Michael and Teresa, Pam and David and Ryan, 
Joyson and Trinity. 
Rensentber me. 
Remember me in your heart, your thoughts, 
And your memories of the times we loved, 
The times we cried, the times we fought, 
The times we laughed. 
For i f  you always think of  me, 
.~ ! will have never gone 
"We wish to thank a l l  of you, Friends, Neighbours, TM 
Lions, Employees, Customers & Family. 
Too many to name. You all know who you are. 
Thank You for the wonderful evening, dinner 
and stories, January 17th. A special thanks to 
those who spent hours organizing. Frank & 
Peggy, Bill &He lene ,  Marion and Yvonne. Our 
apologies if we missed anyone, what a 
wonderful gift to receive, a trip to the East 
Coast is very close to our hearts. We love you 
all, Thank You again. 
Dave & Jean  Maroneyj  
Cam/lie Joseph Bruneau 
1921-2003 . . . . . .  
Camille lived life one day at a time, always 
looking at the bright side of things. His love and 
support wil be a great loss for hls loving wife and 
family. The family would like to thank Dr. Fourle 
and the hospital staff for their gentle care. Thanks 
to all our wonderful friends and family for the 
music, flowers and food. Our love, prayers, 
;~ gratitude to Father Terry, Rachel Cot6, Alex 
~"* " Levesque and the CWL for their endless :~ . .  
~ support. God Bless You All. 
, ,~ : .~  ,~, Theresa 6runeau and her Fami~ 
~, '~ i  ~!  heart forever, 
~ Love J.R 
J. R Docicl & Family 
would like to  thank  all of  our fami ly and 
fr iends for  the i r  loving suppor t  o f  Annie 
during her illness, 
We would also like to  thank  the  ent ire 
s ta f f  a t  Mills Memorial  Hospital  f rom the 
office s ta f f  and suppor t  s ta f f  to  the  
nurses and doctors.  You a made Annie feel 
very comfor tab le  and loved, in part icu lar  
doctors  Detoit ,  Evans and Van Herk, J,P. 
would also like to  thank  the Cancer Agency 
in Vancouver. The dedicat ion and care these 
special people give Is inspirational. 
Doctors  LoHrisch and Kanjecki and all 
the nursing s ta f f  were wonderful. 
A special thanks  to  Elaine Pigeau, Dave 
Hull, Char Rilkoff, Julle Klauson, George & 
Gall  Munson,  Nor th  West Communi ty  
College, Skeena Valley Golf  Club, and the 
Terrace Northmen Old Boys Rugby Football 
Club, And a very special thank you to  my 
extended fami ly Darrin & Jacqul ine Eves 
and family, 
Passion Flower - you will be in my 
MASSAGE THERAPISTS in BC 
study for 3 years before becoming 
registered (RMTs). The College of 
Massage Therapists ensures your 
safety In their hands. 
1-877-321-3404. 
LOSE WEIGHT naturally 
without starvingl I lost 12 
pounds in 10 days. Ask me 
how. Distributors enquires 
welcome. 1-250.692-4210 or 
webslte www.slimbucks2.com 
FOUND ON River Drive. A pure 
white cat, hearing Impaired and 
blind In one eye. Looks as if he 
may have had an accident with 
a car fan belt. If yours please 
call 250.635-3561 
LOST A set of keys on Kalum 
street, January 20/03. Subaru 
key and command start on ring. 
If found please return to the 
Terrace Standard: 3210 Clinton 
Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G-5A6, 
LOST: GREY Samsung slip 
cellphone. Reward offered. Also 
lost at Skeena Mall ~arklng lot: 
clip-on sunglasses, If you have 
found these items please call 
250-635-1402 
MISSING FROM Kalum Lake 
Road at Leanto Creek. A fe- 
male black and white Border 
Collie, comes by the name of 
Lightening. If found please, 
please we miss her, Call 250. 
638.8772, 
FOUND: WATCH at Wholesale 
Gas bar. Call to identify. 250- 
635-7518 
MASSAGE IN the privacy of 
your home by Masseur. For la- 
dies, gentlemen and couples by 
appointment. Phone 250-615- 
6221 
MASSAGE THERAPY is a re- 
gulated health profession in 
B.C. The College of Massage 
Therapists ensures your therap- 
ist (RMT) is qualified to care for 
VOU. 1-877-321-3404. 
SGWF 40'S n/s, enjoys out- 
doors, fishing, travel, seeks 
: :S ame:~4~5,5yr~! old wh0.has~.si~ 
lar ' inte~rests ' "and 1s '  honest i 
oyal, romant'c, repies -,confi.~ 
dential, Please reply to 
File#154, The Terrace Stan- 
dard, 3210 Clinton Street, Ter- 
race, B,C, V8G 5R2 
PALMS MOTEL - Vancouver, 
B.C. *Prime location by sky- 
train..transit..&amenitiesl Men- 
tion this ad & receive 10% dis- 
count on weekly/daily ratel Call 
tel free 1-888-435-3347 month- 
ly rates availablet www.palms- 
motelvancouver.com 
I ,.E., I mrs= ho~ou~; ~e r, o r . t /~m,  oF II~ 
Pleo~ molr pur ~ot~ to: 
HEARr and STROKE FOUNDATION ~.w, 
Re. Box 22,Tecmca. B.c. VBG 4A2 %. .~. 
638.|966 . " • 
DOUBLE JOGGER stroller 
wanted. Please call 250-615- 
5581. 
HEAVY DUTY Kenmore wash- 
er/dryer. Like new condition. 
Asking $500/pair. Leave mes- 
saqe at 250-635-3789 
WHITE MAYTAG top quality 
washer, heavy duty, 2 speed/9 
cycle, super capacity. Like new 
$400. White Inglis liberator 
dryer. Heavy duty, 2 cycle/multi- 
ple program. $150. White Frigi- 
daire 22 cubic foot side by side 
frost proof refrigerator / freezer. 
Like new. $650. White general 
electric self cleaning stove. Like 
new. $350, Or get all 4 ap- 
pliances above for $1400. Call 
250-635-1390. 
FLOORING. SAVE at ToPs 
Floors. Save on laminate and 
hardwood flooring, interior door- 
slab and bi-fold doors. Trans- 
itibn moldings and staimosing. 
We also do kitchen and bath re- 
novations. Call 250-638-7074 or 
fax 250-635-0749. ! 
XEROX 5818 photocopier. Able 
to do 18 copies per minute. 40 
sheet automatic document fee- 
der and single sheet feed. Has 
3 paper supplies With stand and 
storage cabinet. Can pdnt on 
transparencies, Comes with 2 
cases of toner. Asking 
$3000.00 abe. Contact Sandy 
at 250-845-2131. 
IPAPER SHREDDIHG- 
Home or OffiCe " 
"635-9780: , 
Heaves floating floor- $2.50 sq/ft. 1- 
800-631-3342. 
FLOORING FACTORY direct 
laminate..$.49sqft. Cork..$1.99. 
1X6" Fir..$.80. 3 1/4"Oak prefi- 
nished..$3.99sqft. 3 1/4"maple 
prefinished..$3.99sqff. Shaw 
realwood, flueless, floating oak, 
maple, birch, cherry $3.25sqft. 
Granite & slate.. $2.50sqtt. Oak, 
maple, Marbal, heavea floating 
floor $2.50sqft TONS MORE! 1- 
800-631-3342 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, AI- 
der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace. 
250-638-7290 
HOUSE CONTENTS, sofas, 
beds, tv cabinet, recliner, office 
furniture, etc. Like new. 250- 
638-1101 
TERRACE SCOUTS are col- 
LOCAL FISHING guide wanting leering bottles and cans, Call 
to purchase and or lease classi- Paul at 250-635-6549 and leave 
fled rod days in region 6. Ser- message for pick-uD. 
ious inquires only. Contact @ 
reqion6quide@hotmail.com DOUBLE MATTRESS, box- 
WANTED: FREEZER burnt spring and bedframe, $190, 
2yrs old, clean good condition. 
meat, fish, and bones for sled- Leave message at 250-635- 
dogs. Will pick up. 250-635- 2211 ext313 
3772 
Request for Proposals 
NWCC is offering a five week Timber Frame course in 
Terrace starting March 31, 2003 and is seeking proposals 
for a building. 
Timber framing uses mortise and tenon jolnery fastened 
with wooden dowels. This building will be built by an 
Introductory Timber Frame Class. so a cabin, barn, 
garage or outbu!lding would be preferred, 
Societies would be given preference provided the 
building meets the course criteria, The owner would be 
responsible for providing engineered drawings (if 
required), materials and any transportation costs, 
This course only provides the f ramefor  the building, so 
the owner will be responsible for the foundation and  
finishing of the bui!dlng, - ,: . 
Proposals will be accepted  Immediately for this building, 
and those not accepted  for this course Will be  
considered for the next course, 
For further InformaNon please contact', 
Dlck Coxford, Trades Coordinator 
Ph: 250-635-651 I, local 5285 * Fx: 250.638-5434 
dcoxford@nwcc.bc,ca 
Proposals are due by NORTHWEST 6 Friday, Feb. 21,1, 2003 ~.~, =.~=~c0..u. , .  COL.~= 
Take a closer look. 
52 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT. 
Natural. Doctor ecommended. 
Call 1.800-237-2908 
www.choosshealthnutrition.cor~ 
Comox Valley established Children's 
Consignment Store, 500¢ active 
accounts. Lease negotiable, Growth 
Potential Investment $10,000.00. 
Serious inquiries - 02/20/03 
Drawer #3056, CV Record, Box 
3729, Courtenay, BC V9N 7P1. 
EMAIL PROCESSORS required. 
Eam great income, on home PC~ 
P/T, F/T, excellent income, No 
Experience necessary. Email: 
netexecutive @canada.cam . 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, grants 
& loans information. For all 
business & farms. Call 1-800- 
505-8866 
OLD HAZELTON Business Op- 
portunity. Take over 50 seater 
restaurant, well established 
turnkey operation, very busy in 
tourist season. 250-847-8747 
OWNER RETIRING. For sale: 
10 unit apartment building in 
Quesnel, completely renovated. 
long time tenants, low mainte- 
nance, ideal for early retire- 
ment. $235,000. Call 250-992- 
9395 
F/Time CDA required N/Okanagan. 
Must be hardworking, tlexible, 
compassionate, for busy Dental 
Practice. Send resume: Dr. Bozak, 
PO Box 238. Armstrong, BC V0E 
1B0 
SKOOKUM TOOLS serving the 
Wood, Metal, Fiberglass and 
Automotive trades. Abrasives,; 
drilling, cutting and hand tools. 
Franchises available. Minimum 
50K investment, www.skookum. 
tools.cam 
EXCITING CAREER opportun- 
ity. Canadian Scholarship Trust 
Plan, the leader in Registered 
Education Savings Plans has a 
sales position available in your 
area. We are offering a solid 
career choice with an in-depth 
tralnlng program and excellent 
earning potential. Deadline Feb 
18. FAx resume to 250-804- 
4756 email to emg@sun- 
wave.net 
CHRYSLER DODGE JEEP 
Salesperson required. Rapdy 
growing dealership In Vernon has 
fmmediate opening for an 
experienced Salesperson. Rare 
Oppodunityf Experienced app cants 
only. Fax Resume's 250-545-7626 
or emall swanlakechrysler@shaw,ca 
Vancouver Island logging, 
roadbuilding company seeking 
expedenced, knowledgeable 
Warehouseman , with abllily, to'  ~ 
prloddze, multi-task In busy;: . : 
environment. Excellent Wages and L '  : :  
benefits. Fax resumes o 250-956* ~ 
4888. 
270 Hel p Wanted  270Help Wanted  302 Account ing 
CLASS" ONE ddver required for 
Intedor based company. 2 years 
Super B flat deck experience 
required on general freight. We 
offer penormance based 
renumeration, assigned units, 
benefits, direct deposit. Company 
operates pdmadly BC/BC-AB. Fax 
resume & abstract. 250-828-1490. ~328 Finance/:i i 
.. Mortgage 
JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER required 
immediately for Fen St. John Co., 
full time position. Wage $26/hour + 
excellent benefit package, Fax 
resume to: 250-787-2350 or Call: 
250-797-1361. 
Madne and Power Products Store 
looking for a parts person. 
Preference given to experience. 
Full time position. Need resume. 
Call 1.250-395-4441. 
Permanent full time Job opportunity 
: in Clearwater. Sales person in a 
retail building snd hardware store. 
Minimum 2 yrs expedence. Benefit 
package. Fax resume 250-674-3285 
: : i  ' No phone calls please. 
LOG BUILDER/TIMBER FRAMER• 
Full time position with high-end 
producer. Experienced only please. 
Learn about us: www.logworks.ca 
Contact John: Fax-250-378-4611, 
Phone-250-378-4977, Email: 
o~works@unlserve.com Merrln, BC 
Madne and Power Products Store 
locking for a pans person. 
Preference given to experience. 
Full time position. Need resume. 
Call 1-250-395-4441. 
FULL TIME TECHNICAL SUP- 
PORT ASSOCIATES to handle 
inbound calls. Qualifications: 
Grade 12/GED, technical pro- 
blem solving skills. Salary 
$11/hr: Apply to Convergys, 
2121 E.T.C.H., Kamloops, B.C. 
V2C 4A6 or fax 250-571-5870. 
Email kamloops.jobs @ conver- 
.qys;com 
290 Work wanted 
• ," . :  
INTATA LOGGING, Burns 
Lake needs an experienced 
PROCESS OPERATOR. Bene- 
fit package. Send resume to 1- 
250-692-7680 or call 1-250- 
692-7680. Fax 1-250-692-7920 
IT'S A HOUSEHOLD 
NAMEr  
• Be Your Own Boss 
• Flexibrc Work Hours 
• INCREDIBLE  
Earnings Opportunity 
• Exciting Incentives 
• Inventory Investment 
Not Required 
• FREE Start Kit & 
Brochures 
Jan..~ ! to Feb. 8 
For more information 
and no obligation 
Cal l  1 -866-718-1895 
~or in Ter race  638-7969 
ACCESS TO a computer? 
Work online from home, large 
international company In 53 
countries around the world. Full 
training, above average Income, 
www.afortunetoday.com or call 
1-800-378.4043. 
EARN MONEY and make a dif- 
ference. Discovery Toys needs 
Reps in your area, Quality toys, 
books, and software, Low start- 
up cost and training provided. 
Call Sue 1-866-238-8697 
THE COSTA-LESSA Motel is 
accepting resumes for a perma- 
nent part-time, and full-time po- 
sition as a housekeeper/desk- 
clerk, Experience is not necess- 
ry, will train, the appicant should 
be energetic, flexible, and able 
to work independently and as a 
team. Please apply in person 
with your resume at the Costa- 
Lessa Motel. 3867 Highway 16 
East. No phone inquiries 
please. 
WANTED: EXPERIENCED 
agricultural PARTS MAN for 
John Deere dealership, located 
in the East Kootenay's beautiful 
Creston Valley. Phone 250-428- 
2261 or fax 250-428-5379 
FOR HIRE: OWNER/OPERA- 
TOR of 2000-CAT 325BL 
Butt'n'top log loader, c/w high 
walker. Looking for work in the 
Terrace forest district. Log load- 
ing as well as forwarding and 
brush piling. I.S.O. Certified, 1st 
Aid Ticket as well as WCB 
Number. Contact Syd at 250- 
847-4628 
HOME RENOVATIONS + Re- 
pairs.Good prices, good work- 
manship. Free estimates. Rea- 
sonable rates. Over 30 years 
experience. Call Alex 250-615- 
5475. 
LITTLE RUGRATS DAYCARE 
wants to take care of your child! 
Our licensed facilities is located 
on Halliwell Ave. We are close 
to uplands school and play- 
ground. Spaces available for all 
ages. For information and regis- 
tration call Robin 250-635-4947. 
• 404Apar tments ,  FELTSTORIESI WANT to 
make storyUme fun? Try a felt 
story. Great for daycares, pre- 
schools, schools and at home. 
Call Sandra 250-635-3191 
eveninqs. 
BUSINESS/EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY 
Expanding industrial supply business is 
considering dev¢ opi0g~op~iiaiion"in ~er,ri~:~,~ BIC',i I 
LBol~ ng ,F~r person,wffh experience in sale, s or 
industrial safely supplies and hydraulic hose and 
fittings to be involved in management and sales, 
Please send resume: 
By Fax to: (250) 964-4365 
By mail to: 6733 Westmount Drive 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2N 6R3 
We are look ing for a 1 /2  T ime C.D.A.  
for our  progressive cosmetic practice. 
App ly  in person with resume to 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
412 Basement  
Suite ' ' 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
HELPWANTED 424 Condos 
We have a full time position available to work in our 
Music Department at our Keith Ave. location. 
The person we are looking for will have a friendly 
outgoing personali~ and have experience in dealing with 
customers and staff. 
This individual should be interested in all types of 
musical instruments and the music indusfry. They will be 
required to work weekends. 
Basic computer skills would be an asset. Please drop 
your resume off at the Keifh Ave. store or fax it to our 
head office at (250)635-3491 
I SlGH'I'< r>SOUND I 
I ~  LAKES DISTRICT  
MAINTENANCE LTD. i 420 Commercial 
BR IDGE JOURNEYMAN - SMITHERS 
This permanent postlion Isopen to both male and female appflcants and Is within 
the Bargaining Unit of the International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 115. 
The Point of Assembly is Smlthers. This position requires extensive travel in 
Service Area #25. 
Under tho direction of the Bddge Manager, the successful applJcant will perform 
bddge repairs, bddge construction a d related uties es they pertain to a Bitdge 
Joumeyman. 
The successful candidate will be required to work in adverse weather conditions, 
*Must be able to adapt to rapldly•changlng conditions dudng emergondes, Some 
shift work may be required. The succ0sstut candidate will be assigned to winter 
road maintenance for the winter months. 
,,Must possess a valid Bddge Journeyman Technical Qualification C0rtiflcet& 
,Must possess a valid Class 3, with air poffnitted, B.C. drivers Ilcance, 
*Must be familiar with Mthlstff of Transpodallon standards that pedaln t0 bddge 
maintenance. 
~:  As per the Collective Agreement ; 
Raase supply resume with references to: Lskss Dlstdct Maintenance Ltd., Box 
396g, Smlth0rs, B.C., V0J 2N0, 
Attention', G.S. Hammedlng, Operations Manager, . 
LOOKING FOR childcare In the 
Thornhill area? Hollybear's fa- 
mily daycare located on 
Queensway has immediate 
openings for 1 full-time under 5 
& 2 Kindergartsn. This family 
daycare Is run by early child- 
hood educator with 3 1/2 years 
experience in infant/toddler cen- 
ter + 1 year managing a pre- 
school programl Flexible hours 
+ competitive rates. Call Tonya 
at 250-638-8931 anytime. 
Looking for 
Chi ld Care? 
Skeena Child Caie Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 638-1113, 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Ministw of S0cia] 
t~evelopment a d Economic Secud~ 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
FREE CREDIT counselling. 
Consolidate debts, one low pay- 
men,. Eliminate or reduce inter- 
est. Rebuild your credit rating. 
Credit counselling Society of 
B.C. NON PROFIT SERVICE. 
1-888-527-8999 
GET BACK on trackl Bad cred- 
it? Bills? Unemployed? Need 
Money? We lendll If you own 
your own home you qualify 1-' 
' 877-987-1420 www.pioneer- 
west.com Member of the Better 
Business Bureau. 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint Fall and Winter interior' 
residiential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% la- 
bour discount. Professional 
quality work. Reasonable rates. 
Free estimates. References 
available. Call Karl. 250-615- 
0199 
Northern Hearing & Safety Training 
WCB OFA Level I 
Sat., March 1 Wed., March 19 .................................... $90 
WCB OFA Transportat ion Endorsement 
Sun., March 2 Thurs., March 20 .................................. S90 
WCB OFA Level I w/Adult Care 
Mon., Feb. 24(Full) Tues., Feh 25 ............................. S115 
WCB OFA Level 3 
March 3-14 ................................................................... $675 
WHMIS  - -  Anytime via computer .............................. $55 
TDG Clear Language 
Anytime via Computer .................................................. $75 
:.Foodsafe Level 1 ...... $99 
Feb 7-8 • Fri/,%ff • 6pm-lOpm/Oom-4pm 
Forklift Cedificale Training $250 
Feb7-9 • Fri-Sun • 6pm-10pm/9am-4pm/9am-4pm 
Infernel  E -ma i l  $89  
Feb 8 • Sat • 9:00am-4:0Opm 
Chlldsafe ..... $79 
Feb8 * Sat • 9:00am-4:00pm ::'i.:;i-i. II 
MS Word 2000 Level 1 ~ ~,, ..:., $169 
Feb I0-19 * Men/Wed • 7:00pm-10:00pm 
MS Excel 2000 Level I : $169 
Feb 11-20 • Tue,qhu • 7:OOpm-lo:00p m 
Discover Photography : :  ~:'~,:,':i : $100.~gsf 
Feb 12-Mar 19 • Wed . 7:00pm-9',00pm i : ,  
Adult Care Component i :  : • i $25 
Feb 13 • Thu • 4:30pm-5:30pm. ... :i -.:';/': ;;,: 
Bum Your Own CD - : ::: '~"i:,i.i i I. $39 
Feb 15 • Sat * 12:00pm-3:00pm /- . 
Inlro Io Accounting • ' ~ ;/:: $79 
Feb 18-20 • Tue/Thu " 7:00pm,i10:00pm{: 
Airbrakes $220 
Feb 18-22 • Tue-Sat , 6:30-10:30pm/8-4pm 
OFA Level I -.. $89 
Feb20 • ]hu • 8:30om-4:30pm 
NORTHWEST 
Take  a c loser  look .  
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Where all o f  your  pr int ing needs are completed 
with fast service at reasonable prices, 
WE SPECIAL IZE  
IN ~ | 
Office Stationary - Business Cards 
Brochures - Flyers - Posters - Newsletters 
- Absolutely Anything on Paper - ! 
Ph: 635-1872 - Fax: 635-1868 
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
• SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• REST. GREASE TRAFS 
• ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• VACUUM EXCAVATION 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES 
• AIR DUCTS 
,BOILERS 
-FIREPLACES 
• ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS 
• PAINT BOOTHS 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-  1 1 32  
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
2BEDROOM UNIT in Thornhill, 
utilities included. Laundry facili- 
ties available. $550/month, no 
pets. Available immediately. 
Damage deposit required. Plus 
"2  bedroom half duplex. In 
town,f/s, w/d, $550/month + de- 
posit. 3bedroom house, wash- 
er/dryer, fridge/stove, fireplace. 
Hosptial area. $650/mo + DD. 
Call 250-635-5992. 
1, 2, A~ID 3BEDRO(~M apart- 
ments available. Heat, hot wa- 
ter, electricity included. Live in 
manager, on site security. 250- 
635-3409 or 250-638-0015 ~ 
1,2,3 BEDROOM apartments In 
various locations in town. Utili- 
ties included/optional. Some 
available immediately. Also a 
basement suite. Rent negoti- 
able. Make an offer. Please 
phone 250-635-6611 
1,2.3 BEDROOM apartments. 
Available immediately. On-site 
management. References requ- 
ired. 250-635-6428 or 250-638- 
0015 or 250-615-0345 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. 
Cable and laundry facilities 
available. New management 
onsite, No pets please. 250- 
615-5441 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units  
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
, Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball. Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
• PRUNING • 
SNOW REMOVAL 
Terrace, B.C. 
Quinton Freeman 
Rob Freeman (250) 635-2652 
J Pfl-  ECIsELMOVING Y R1(31t'1' 
' "~our Moving Prolessionals Silica 1997 
Truck & New 32 & 28 ft Tral/ors at Your Sin, ice/ 
• Across town or the country 
~. • Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
1 -866-615-0002 
i ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUNT 
~,. 6154002 c~l,, 638-6969 
- The Basket Case 
', ,. Coil Si lvana Rigsby 
'~: [~: -~ today for specialty gift 
~ .~;~ baskets&creations! 
~h: 250-638-1716 Cell: 250"615"9702~ 
Giving youth the best driving education that we can 
is important toeveryone! The I.C.B.C. approved 
courses creates better drivers on the road. Reduce 
your waiting period on your Learners from 
6 to 3 months. Earn 2 high school credits 
Sa[er driving ability will help you stay [ 
accldenl free which will result in 
savings on insurance_pre_miums. , : m .r,,.=,~,.3.~ 
i~  usa c0!lbrlnb. 63 ,~'~/~U 
l& 2BEDROOM apartments 
available immediately. Call 
250-635-5136 or 250-635-6428 
2BEDROOM APARTMENT. 
Fridge/stove, carpets through- 
out. Downtown on Lakelse Ave. 
$540/mo, utilities included. 250- 
615-9301 
APARTMENT FOR rent. Top 
floor, southern view, 2bdrm, 
balcony, raquetball and basket- 
ball courts. Laundry facilities in 
building $450/mo, hot water in- " 
eluded. Security deposit and re- 
ference required. Call Kelly at 
250-638-5633 or 250-798-2635 
FOR RENT: 2bedroom apart- 
ments in Thornhill. $325/mo, 
available immediately. 250-638- 
0438 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart. ,  
$600.00 month, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown• 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Apartments 
CLOSE TO : 
SWIt~41NG,POOL 
': AND•TOWN : 
References ; r~ uired: 
Available immediately 
615-7665 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
fo r1  &2 
Bedroom suites 
. Clean, quiet renovated'suites 
, Ample parking 
, Laundw facilities 
, Close to schools & downtown 
* On bus route 
, On site management 
, No pets 
° References required 
To v iew call 
638-1748 
Lose Weight? Yes? IX 
Stick to your New Year's Resolution! I
Guaranteed. Risk Free. Natural J 
Weight Loss & FDA Approvedl J 1 
CaJJ Teresa at 635.1356L7-/1 
I~l~i .~l i• , ,  J h i , i l i i hh l .  I •hh l lhh  i . ' h i V  t 
_ / ] /  
1BEDROOM FURNISHED 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 
LARGE, QUIET 3 bedroorn 
apartment, fridge, stove washer 
and dryer, gas fireplace and 
electric heat, $600/mo. Please 
call 250.635-7321 
NEWER SPACIOUS 2 and 3 
bedroom, security entrance, 4 
appliances, No pets/smoking. 
Walking distance to downtown. 
Available immediately. 250.638: 
0046 or 250-635-4852 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 bed- 
room apartment. Close to 
schools and hospital. $475/mo 
References required 250-635- 
5103. 
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
apartment on Braun's Island 
$300 and $400/me. Pets wel- 
come, Call 250-635-9102 
SMALL APARTMENT in 4 plex 
in Thornhill, Ideal for single per- 
son or couple. To view 250- 
635-8288 
TWO AND A HALF BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS. 4623 Hau- 
gland, full kitchen and living- 
room. Recently renovated, elec- 
tric heat, $600/month plus $300 
deposit. Available February 
lst,2003. Call 250-638-1348 
Maria or 250-635-5600 Tony. 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPUCATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
SS00.00  month. 
One block from swimming pool. 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
COACHMAN 
II APARTMENTS 
|1 4204 N. Sparks 
|1 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts, 
|1 On Site Management 
|1 Security Entrance with 
II I Undercover Parking 
JJ & Elevator. Laundry 
II I facilities on each floor 
I I  On Bus Route 
Ill No  Pets 
Jl To View a Clean & 
II Quiet Building 
|1 on the Bench 
638-8554 
l 
1 BEDROOM BASEMENT 
suite. Bright, clean and quiet. 
Private entrance. N/S, No pets. 
Available immediately. 
$475/month includes heat, light 
and extended basic cable. Call 
250-638-8436. 
1BEDROOM SUITE, close to 
downtown, fenced yard, stor- 
age, newly renovated. $400/mo. 
250-615-9772 
1ROOM SUITE with wash- 
er/dryer. On the corner of 
Walsh & Sparks. Near schools 
and downtown. Utilities Included 
(gas and Hydro) $400/mo. 
Available Feb 1/03. Call 250- 
798-2027 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
in Thornhill, Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets• Recently painted and 
with new appliances, $475/mo. 
Phone Rob. 250-638-7290 
BRIGHT AND CLEAN 2bed- 
room basement suite. No smok- 
ing, no parties, and no pets. 
Call 250-535-9684 
1500 SQUARE feet of a ware- 
house space. Downtown Ter- 
race. $650/month. Call 250- 
638-1648 for more information. 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
2 BEDROOM/BATHROOM, 3rd 
floor, tastefully renovated apad- 
ment. Woodgreen condo. Suit- 
able for 1 or 2 non smoking ma- 
ture adults. No pets, f/s, dish- 
washer , blinds. Available im- 
mediately. $650/month, refer- 
ences and damage deposit re- 
Quired. Call 250.638-0240. 
3 BEDROOM CONDOMINIUM 
1 1/2 bathrooms, close tO town 
and school available February 
1/03. Fenced yard and paved 
driveway. 250-635.6858 
3BEDROOM CONDO, close to 
school and town. No pets, dam- 
age deposit and references re- 
quired. $550/mo. Call 250-635- 
1251 or 250-615-9587 
BIO-  The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 5, 2003 
2BEDROOM DUPLEX carport, 
washer/dryer, dishwasher, utili- 
ties included. Full cable, stor- 
age shed. Available March 
1/03. Upper Thornhill. Call 250- 
635-3756 
2BEDROOM MAIN floor of du- 
plex, close to pool, fenced yard, 
pets ok, fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer. Available March 1st. 
$550/mo. 250-635-6352 
2BEDROOM suite, newly reno- 
vated, close to downtown. Heat 
included, Available now. Call 
250-638-1902. 
2BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in 
4plex. Clean, quiet. Fridge, 
stove, washer/dryer. No pets. 
References required. 250-635- 
3796 
3BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath, above 
ground basement suite at 4721 
Loen. Fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer, storage, $600/mo. 
250-638-8639 
3BEDROOM DUPLEX in 
Thornhill. Close to schools. 
$525/mo. Phone 250-615-9301 
4BEDROOM DUPLEX in Ter- 
race. N/g heat, washer/dryer in- 
cluded. No parties, no smoking. 
Written references and deposit 
required. Phone 250-798-9554 
LARGE 2BEDROOM suite in a 
quiet, high quality four plex. 
Near hospital and bus routes. 
Desire caretakers, 5 applianc- 
es, ng fireplace, mini storage. 
No pets please, $685/mo. Call 
Betty 250-635-6248 
LARGE 3BEDROOM duplex. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer, 
blinds, finished attic, garden 
level basement, fenced yard, 
pets negotiable. Non smokers 
only. In upper Thornhill. 
$700/month + damage deposit. 
Available immediately. For ap- 
plications call 250-635-4368. 
NEWER 3BEDROOM apart- 
ment in duplex comes with 
fridge, stove, washer and dryer. 
Has carport and large yard. 
Quiet area and on bus mute. 
Available immediately. No pets 
please. Phone 250-635-4571 
QUIET COUNTRY LIVINGI 2 
bedroom duplex, 10 minute 
drive from town~ F/s. Pets al- 
lowed, and garden plot. 
$450/month. Call 250-635- 
9266. 
SMALL 2 BEDROOM duplex at 
3735 Pine Ave, Thornhill. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer 
hookup. $375/mo. References 
required. 250-638-8639 
SPACIOUS 2BEDROOM in 4 
plex unit. Working couple 
preferred, 4 appliances. A so 2 
bedroom apartment, security 
entrance, rec facilities, security 
deposit. Both available imme- 
diately. Call 250.635-6824. 
WELL KEPT 2bedroom, 2bath, 
side by side duplex at 3316 
Sparks. 5 appliances, hardwood 
on main floor. QUIET people 
with good rental references and 
no dogs. $600/mo. $600/mo 
250-638-8639 
2BEDROOM MOBILE home, 
washer/dryer, fridge/stove. 
$450/mo 250-635-8772 even- 
in.qs. 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
email kinsmeR@osg.net. Bar- 
tending Services available. 
RENT ME Clean, modern, 
newly renovated 2 and 3 bed- 
room mobile homes. Furnished 
or unfurnished. Fridge, stove, 
blinds, and joey shack. Avai- 
lalbe immediately, to view 
phone 250-638-1885 
RENOVATED SMALL 2/3 bed- 
room house. N/g heat, wash- 
er/dryer, fridge/stove. In Horse- 
shoe area. $550/month + refer. 
ences required. Available 
March 1/03. Call 250.635-4444 
SMALL 2BEDROOM house. 
Horseshoe area close to down- 
town Bad schools. Fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer included. $500/mo 
Call 250-635-6126 days, 250- 
638-0629 Eves. Available Feb 
01/03 
4BEDROOM FULLY furnished, 
hottub, spa tub. 2 1/2 bath. 
$2000/mth US.(250)- 877-9152 
SMALL WELL maintained, 
clean 2bedroom house in 
Thornhill. N/g heat, includes 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer, 
blinds and yard maintenance. 
Ideal for 2 people. $450/mo se- 
curity deposit required..No pets 
or partiesl Call for appointment 
to view or leave a message at 
250-635-7467 
2 BED. TOWNHOUSE J 
near hosp.itol, fridge/stove, 
washer~dryer hook-ups. 
New condition. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
$600/550 per month. 
Call 250-635-8650 
4BEDROOM DOUBLEWIDE 
trailer in Jack Pine Flats, all ap- 
pliances, oil and wood heat. Pri- 
vate setting on 5.5 acre hobby 
farm with numerous outbuild- 
ings. $650 plus damage depo- 
sit. References required. Avail- 
able immediately. Phone 250- 
798-2456 
12X68 2BEDROOM mobile for 
rent in Sunnyhill Trailer Court. 
Available immediately. $450/mo 
plus utilities. Washer/dryer in- 
cluded. References required. 
Phone 250-638-0438 
2BEDROOM DOUBLEWlDE 
trailer on large lot at 4651 Bea- 
ver Cresent. Fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer. $500/month. Call 
250-638-8639. 
3BEDROOM TRAILER located 
on Sunny Hill Trailer Park. In- 
cludes: Washer/dryer, fridge- 
stove. Close to town, no pets, 
please. Available immediately. 
Call 250-635-4571 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
14X70 mobile home with large 
addition. 3bedrooms. Very spa- 
cious, nice condition. $600/mo 
plus damage deposit. 250-635- 
6640 
CLEAN MOBILE. ~, home in 
upper Thornhill trailer park, with 
2large bedrooms, and 12X6' 
addition. Updated and renova- 
ted kitchen and bathroom fresh- 
ly painted. Fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer. $500/mo. Phone 250- 
638-1915 
MOBILE HOME for rent in Tar- 
race Trailer Park. Fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer. 2 bedroom with 
20'x8' addition. $500/month. 
Call 250-837-6788. 
WANTED BUYERS: PLACE 
your word ad in The Terrace 
Standard Bnd Weekend Adver- 
tiser for 1 week and pay only 
$14.45, 3 weeks (3TS) & (3WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
20 - .25/word plus GST. Phone 
250-638-7283 Fax 250-638- 
8432 or email to advertising 
@terracestandard.com. We ac- 
cept Visa/m/c or cash. 
1BEDROOM CABIN in Thorn- 
hill. Electric heat. $375/mo. 
Availaable Feb 1st or March 
1/03. Call 250-635-2319 
1BEDROOM HOUSE tn Thorn- 
hill. No pets. $375/month plus 
damage deposit. Call 250-635- 
9530. 
2BEDROOM HOUSE, half 
basement In Horseshoe. _. _ 
Ffldge/stove, washeddryer 
$480 me or $675/month Includ- 
Ing utilities, Quiet people, good 
rental references required. Call LARGE MODERN bedroom, 
250-638-8639. 
3BEDROOM HOME, fridge- 
stove, laundry room, enclosed 
garage, sundeck, large back 
yard. Non smoking. $600/mo. 
Terri at 250-635-5061 
3BEDROOM HOUSE with gar- 
age, fenced yard. $850/month, 
references required. Available 
February 1/03. Call 250-635- 
3813. 
3BEDROOM UPPER 1/2 block 
from school and within walking 
distance to town at 4644 Welsh. 
$750/mo includes utilities. No 
pets, good references. Please 
call 250-638-1367 after 5pm. 
2bedroom trailer 12X58' at 17- 
5016 Park Ave. $9,900 abe. 
Must sell. Please call after 5pm 
250-638-1367 
FOR BENT 
1 BEDROOM HOUSE 
DOWTOWN, NA1URAL 
GAS HEAT. RENT $540- 
REFERENCES REQUIRED 
PIt  =5o.635-3475 
COZY 2-3BEDROOM home In 
Thornhill, 5 appliances, large 
fenced yard with fruit trees, sun- 
deck and tennis court. No pets, 
non smokers. Damage deposit 
and references required. Call 
250-635-2627. 
LARGE 5BEDROOM house 2 
1/2 baths. Double garage, 5 ap- 
pliances, Minutes from town. 
References and damage depo- 
sit required. $1000/month. Call 
Jim Duffy 250-635-2404. 
with mini kitchen, private bath. 
Includes heat, washing facili- 
ties. Close to bus route for col- 
lege. Available immediately. 
Call after 6:00 pro, ask for 
Wayne 250-635-4294. 
SKI SUN Peaks Resort BC visit 
our website at: www.sunpeaks- 
resBrvations.com or call Sun 
Peaks Online at 1-888-578- 
8369 Hotels, condos, and cha- 
lets, Ski in/ski out, hot tubs. 
Great Accommodation - Great 
Rates - Great Service. 
+ 
3BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, 1 
1/2 baths, downtown. Lots of 
new additions. $650/month 
Please call Andrea 604-607- 
6487 
3STOREY TOWNHOUSE 1 1/2 
bath, Newly renovated. Close to 
schools and hospital. Families 
welcome. Call 250-635-4220. 
$600/month. 
FURNISHED, 3BEDROOM 
house. July 1- September 30, 
2003. Would consider house 
swap- we live in Salt Lake City, 
Utah. Lores. Bt 801-944-0243 
TO RENT or buy. Retired cou- 
ple returned to Terrace, seeking 
pleasant permanent residence. 
Not exceeding $80,000. Horse- 
shoe area preferred. Please call 
250-638-5786 
RIVERFRONT ACREAGE. 1/2 
mile on Bulkley River near Wal- 
colt Road. Forested undeve- 
loped, very private. $169,000. 
More information at www.bulk- 
lev.net/-osborn. 250-846-5956 
ON BC'S largest natural lake. Large 
Log/Frame building. Float plane air 
charter, houseboat rentals. R.V. 
Park or your Tourist Marine 
innovations, www.highwayl 6.cam 
. 250-697-2380 
OSOYOOS, BC enjoy the cli- 
mate of Canada's only natural 
desert located in the South 
Okanagan Valleyl Brand new 
LAKEFRONT apartments and 
townhomes. Prices start under 
$100,000. 1-666-738-1002, 
www.casa-del-lago.ca. Co- 
operators Real Estate Services 
Inc. 
ABBOTSFORD VICTORIAN HOME 
AND B & B - Beautiful home 22 yrs, 
9 ft ceilings, keyhole doorways, 6 
bedrooms on private 1/3 acre. 
Great mortgage helper. 4 Star 
Canada sorest. Everett House Bed 
& Breakfast $428,880. Call Cindy 
604-859-2944. 
3BEDROOM HOME for sale at 
5789 Highway 16 east. Selling 
at assessed value. Call 250- 
635-5704 evenin.qs. 
NORTHERN BC homes for 
sale. Buy/sell real estate online. 
www.hwv16.ca 250-695-6555 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA)$26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 - .25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or small to 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
PICTURESQUE DOLL house 
character home. Big sunny 
deck, cedar fenced yard, huge 
apple tree, 2 bedrooms, one 
bathroom. Hardwood floor, n/g 
fireplace, suitable starter home. 
Double lot. 4601 Haugland Ave. 
Asking $110,000. Call 250-615- 
5581. 
TOWNHOUSE/DUPLEX with a 
;difference; For sale or rent. In , 
new subdivision near College. 
Fer more information call 250- 
638-7074 or www.tors- 
floors.cam 
OSOYOOS, BC. Located in the 
South Okanagan valleyl Brand new 
LAKEFRONT apartmBnts and 
townhomes, *Plus recreational 
facility and private beach, Prices 
start under $100,000. 1-866-738- 
1002, www,casa-del-lago.ca 
Co-operators Real Estate Services 
Inc. 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iooatore. Hauling 
available. Fcc financing oac. 
Dave Crossan. 250-567-2607 
6kin Mapes Road, Vanderhoof, 
B.C. 
HAY FOR sale. $3.50/bale. 
While quantities last. Call 250- 
798-2214. 
RAY VANSTEINBURG HEREFORD 
BULL SALE Sat, Feb. 22/03 1pro 
Kamloops BC Livestock Stockyards, 
45-2 year old Horned Hereford 
Bulls. These are the Bulls for your 
own Top Quality Cow Herd. Phone: 
250-573-3939. 
BULLS FOR sale 190 plus 
quality yearling bulls. Hereford, 
red and black Angus, Gelle- 
viehs, Charolals and Llmousin 
on test at Lazy B Ranch. Please 
call Charlie ant 250-690-7226 
Fort Fraser. 
LONE FIR Ranch- Polled 
Hereford bulls. Good selection 
of beefy 2 year aids. (easy cal- 
ving, proven genetics, excellent 
disposition and AFFORDABLE. 
Phone 250-690-7527 Ft Fraser 
1995 BOBCAT with 5 attach- 
ments. 7000 Ib trailer. Call 250- 
615-0264 or 250-615-9351. 
FOR SALE: 2 logging trucks 
with or without jobs in Chet- 
wvnd. Retirinq 250-788-8177 
NEED 5000 to 6000 metres of 
pine processed immediately, 
Call 1-250-698-7953 
PROCESSOR 1992 Komatsu 
WDP550. $45,000 obo. Service 
truck 1990 4X4 automatic crew 
cab $6000 obo, P.C. 250-964- 
2233 
BOAT TOPS & Frames Boat'- 
top repairs, recovering of boat- 
seats by Satellite vinyl. Fabrics 
and canvas works 4520 Johns 
Rd. Terrace, B.C.250-635-4348 
or 250-615-9924 
2002 Civic DX-G 1995 Ford 4WO Ext 
$17,995 " Cab w/Plow 
2001 Chev Venture WAS $16.995 NOW $14,995 
$17,995 1995 Chev Ext Cab 
2001 Civic DX-G 3/4 Ton, 2 Wh. Dr. $12,995 
$16,995 1995 Civic Hatch 4916 I]W~, 16 ~t  635-7187 
t,I In l  g "o" - ' -  -- 2001 Civic LX-G $8,995 1-800-313-7187 i)LR. 5958 
$18,995 1994 Jeep YJ www.terraceautomall.com 
2000 Honda CRV-EX $9,995 
2 0 %  0 $25,995 1994 GMC Suburban SLE 
F F 1999 Honda CRV-LX NOW $16,995 2001 Dodge 
1 998 Po la r i s  1993 Subaru Loyale Grand Caravan SE 
1999 Vo lks  Go l f  Wolfsburg NOW $8,~5 LOW KM, Auto, NC, Crulso, Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
WAS $19,999 N0W $16,995 RMK 600 1993 Chev S-Blazer Now ONLY $27,995 
*4 ,495.00 $10,995 2000 Chrysler Intrepid 1999 Ford 4 WD S Cab XLT 
i $25~995 1993 $8,995 Civic SI VG, Auto, Air, WindowSwas &Locks, Crui e, Tilt, 15,995 Cassette Pwr
1998 Ford F150 1 ~ ~  Now ONLY $12,995 
1991 Phazer  =,,,.,  ~ ~ - -  , '99Dodge Grand Caravan 
V6,Auto, 4 Dr.Wind0ws, Locks & More Long Track 1996 GMC EXT Cab 4x4 1990 Accord EX-R $17,995 
91 500 00  "°" -,,, '98 Plymouth Gr. Voyager 
! • 1996 Chew Suburban LT 1988 Nissan Pathfinder VG, Auto, Air 
$22,995 $8,.5 $12,995 
2002Kodi.k 1995 Honda Accord EX-R 1998 Nissan Sentra '98 Jeep Cherokee 
:::; Ulli~matic NOW $15,995 $2,995 Sport 
4 0our, 4x4 
:~ ~i4i4; w/w inch  T rracc. )  H o n d a ,+ $17,995 
4838 Hwy 16 W ~J" (250)638-8171 Chrysler Neon 
D# 9662 ~ 1-800--665-1990 4 Dr,, Auto, Air 
www.bchonda.com $9,995 
1996 Arctic Cat '07 Plymouth Breeze 
A/C, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
Powder Special $12,995 
$2  9 9 5  O0 2O0OYAMAHA MM700 SLP 1989 GMC Sierra, 2wd, reD '96 Dodge Dakota 
• • pipes; ekholn gas rack; cobra cab, 305, auto, p/s, p/b, with ca- 4x4,V6,Auto 
windshield, 3300kms. Excellent nopy. Excellent condition. Re- $10,995 
i .... 998  Ar l i  condition. $66o0 abe. Call 250-696.3654 3384.duced $4950 OBO 250-635- '95 Dodge Ram ReD C a b 2 5 0 o ,  4x4,V8,Auto, Canopy, NC 
1+. 4x. ton .,e.e, 
: ZRi5001i~ automatic, loaded. Extended '93 Dodge gakota C!tlb Cab 
i 1909 NISSAN STANZA. For cab. Call 250-615-0264 or 250- 4x~yS~dr,~:i~'!'~, 
salein running condition, needs 615-9351..• ~ ~ ~  
~:~; :::::::::::::::::::::::::: work. $900 abe. Call 250-635- ~495 
792 Vans/Buses : 1998 Yamaha 4507. '85 Jeep Grand Wagoneer 
MOVING OUT of countryl 2001 V8, Auto, 4 Door, 4 Wheel Drive 
[~,LII i - ' : ' e '  Pontiac Sunfire GT. All options 1993 PLYMOUTH Grand ONLY $5,495 
including new summer and Voyager. Awd, good condition, 300 O0 studded tires. Book priced at tow hitch and new tires. Must 
$27,000. Sacrifice $23,500. (of- sell. Asking $8000. Call 250- 
• fers) 250-636-2265 emall: 638-1902. 2001 Ford RangerXCab 
mumsy7205 @ hotmail.com XLT, 4x4, V6, Aut0, Air, Windows, 
............................. . ........... ..... Locks, Cruise, Tilt and More 
$26,995 
iil WR400 D irt Bik  2000 Ford F150 XCab 4x4, VS, Auto, Loaded 
( ~  $24,995 
...BP, rrLm MINISTRY OF FORESTS 2o00 Ford Taurus 
E L..OLUMBIA Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
NOTICE TO BRIDGE CONTRACTORS , Locks & More 
$17,995 
SEALED TENDERS on the forms and in the envelopes provided, occom- '97 Ford F150 Xcab 
panied by bid bond or bank draft as defined in the Conditions of 4x4,VS,Aut0,A/C 
will be received by the Regional Manager, aflention $17,995 I Tender, 
Engineering Section, 3726 Alfred Avenue, Smithers, B.C. up to 2:00 '95 Mem,~m: ~i~ger 
p.m. local time, February 18, 2003, and opened in public at that ime Air Cr~,~ t~~0ws,  
and d a t e . .  ' ~ 9 5 °  ~ '~e"~-  ll/ ll The c°ntracl c°nsists °f Ihe drillin9 and blasting °F rock and placement of rip-rap and gravel to reconstruct submerge<] sections of the Copper '92 Ford F150 4x4 
River FSR between 15.6km and 16.3km. Tl~e junction of the Copper Reg. Cab 
River FSR and Highway 16 is lecaled 7km no~-east oF Terrace, B.C. $9,995 
Tender documents complete with envelopes, plans;.specificatlons'a~ '92 Ford Explorer 
conditions of tender are available for the sum oF $43.86 plus RS,T~.i + = VG, Auto, Air+ Cruise,Tilt, 
So if at times they fall and G.5.T. for a total oF $50.00 ~'om: "1 ..... Windows; Sunr0of, Cassette 
short, let their editors ReD ono Manger, Prince Ruped Forest ReD;on $11~995 
know. Engineerin 9 Section '92 Ford Escort Wagon 
3726 AffTecl Avenue $5,995 
If they can't solve the Smilhers, B.C. 
problem, contact the B,C. V0J 2N0 
Press Council, a The documents may be viewed at the Regional or Ihe District OFfice 
voluntary body that between the hours oF 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p'm' Monday through 2000 Pontiac GR Prix 
looks into and tries to Friday, except holidays. Payment for contract (Jocumentation shall be V6,Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
mediate unresolved made by certified chegue or money, order, made payable to Ihe Windows, Locks 
reader complaints about I Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations. All purchases are non- $20,995 
news and opinion in B .C .  refundable. 2000 Pontiac Grand Am 
newspapers. All inquiries hould be made to Ihe Regional 5tructurol Engineer, S.S. NC, Tilt, Automatic, Cruise, 
, nr-=.,~,~, , .,i. D.M. John, P. Eng., 5mithers, B,C., phone 250-847-7453. Pwr. Windows/Locks and More 
,C. PRESS + COUNC I: . [1 $18,995 
201-1290 Broad Street, This solicitolion is subject o Chapter 5 of Ihe Agreement on Internal TrecJe. '97 Pontiac Grand AM 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 2A5 Auto.Air & More 
No tenders hall be considered having any qualifying clause whafso- $11,995 
Ph, 250-384-3344 ever, and the lowest or any tender will not necessarily'be accepled. '97 Chevrolet 1500 XCab 
Fax: 250-384-3346 4x4, Only 33,o00 Kin. 
E-mail: (ouncil@bcpresscouncil.org I Smithers, B.C. Regional Manager $17,995 
Web: b~resscouncil.org File: t 1250-85/7755 '97 Grand AM 
' A/C, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Power Seat 
~ 1  f ' - '  ~ a To place your 
$11 ,995 
I .(- '~t'Y't 1'3'31 "11"311-X, 7" Comr.unV~ Classified '97 GMC 2000 SLE 4X4 
' ~  ~ J L  JL JUt J. JL ~ ~ BJLI..IL,;I call this newspaper or ~ Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
"~h,'~=.. ~B III BIl l  ,/ III toll free 1-866-669-9222 ;~ Locks&More 
I I  |1  = l¢ :¢ : l l r l r~4 ' l¢  classifledsOIxcommunitynews.com " $19,995 
mR' ~ l ~ ImlP J  I / I  ~q~l~ I~  www.communltydassifleds.ca | ' 95  Chevro le t  4x4  ReD Cab 
' P ' I  REACH 2,3 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,443 o VS, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt & More 
$11,995 
.... =AN_NO_UNCEMEN_TS BUSINESS COMING EVENTS RNANCIALSERVICES RECREATIONAL '94 GMC 2500 Diesel XCab 
ADHD RESEARCHI OPPORTUNITIES 2 GREAT SHOWS for tho DEBT STRESS? Contact VEHICLES SLE, 4x4, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
PARENTS of 5-12 year NEW AGRICULTURE price ol onel The Advll the personal and small OVER 200 NEW and Windows, Locks& More 
aids w~th ADHD wantedto FRANCHISE sells rapidly Outdoor Adventure Show business specialists, used motorhomes, 5th $19,995 
& The Vancouver Golf & mydeblsolutlon.¢om, wheels, trailers, van- lUl out questionnaires, In Saskstchewanll "New" Travel Show-the best In 'Debt Solutions. On-Line. 
receive $20, Call: agricultural franchise outdoor sports & lelsurel Anytime." Tall-free 1-877- conversions, truck 193 Chev SlO Blazer Parenting Lab, UBC 
Psychology Dept, 1-866- rated #1, We provide a BC Place, February 14- 5B6-3500. Since 1987 campem.Tota~ RV Centre 4X4, 4 Dr. 
558-5581 (loll-free), very unlque service to tho 16, Frl 11-9 Sat 10-7 RV LlsUng Service. Free $7,995 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  agricultural Industry. Sun 10.SAdmissIon $10. FOR SALE MISC. p/ck.up Western Canada. 
AUTO FINANCING Fra nchisee/Dealors EDUCATION FREE CATALOGUE from Voyager RV, Hwy 97, 
SECOND CHANCE reaulrad. Investment A NEW CAREER? Train Rocky Mountain DI,ecl Winfield, B,C. 1-800-668- 
FINANCE, We Say Yeslo $30K-$70K. Earning to bo an Apartment/ Merchants, Over 400 1447.www,voyagerRV,ca 
Poor Credit and capacity 1st year Condominium Manager, products including 
Bankrupts, Select from $75,000.$120,000, plus ManylobslJobptacement Jackets, pants, fleece, SERVICES 
asslstanco. All-Ames. gear and more. Call toll- CRIMINAL RECORD? Over 450 Cars - Trucks - re-oocurrlng revenue Government Roglstered free 1-888-377-6259 and 4x4's - Vans. Call Marly 
604-464.3941. therealter. Can provide Program, Information/ quote #7575 or visit Canadian pardon seals 
many references• brochure (604) 081.5456, www.rockydlrect.com record. U.S. waiver Sunroof, Windows, 
2003 Toyota Corolla LE 
• Air, Cruise, Tilt, Leather, 
NEED A CAR? You're Agdculturalor MarkeUng 1 -800-665-8339,  ~ormns legalAmerlcan Locks&More 
a p p r o v e d -  s I o w background a definite www.rmtl.ca, SAWMILL $4995.00 All entry, Why risk $20,995 
new Super Lumbermato repayment, repo, divorce, asset. For Into: Carl Gary BECOME b~ 2000, larger oapaoiUes, employment, ncenslng, 
We can holp-need a st 1-866.821-3464, call: COUNSELOI~ 2001 Subaru Impreza visa? Randy 604-817- more options. Norwood travel, arrest, depodaUon, 
5337, 1-204-228-7466 or small: correspondence or on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  agga~@mts.net campus through Canada's Industries, manufacturer ~roporty confiscation? All Wheel Drive, Air, Cruise 
BUSINESS . . . . . . .  leading acorodlted of sawmills, edgers Canadian - U,S, 
OPPORTUNITIES GREAT CANADIAN tnstltule for thacounsellng and sklddere. Free Immigration specialists. Tilt, Windows, Locks 
LOVE CLOTHES? Our DOLLAR store franchise profession, Vlotoda to Information, 1-000-568- 1-800-347o2540. $24,595 
Fashion advisors are Just oppodunlUes, With more Halllax, Free catalogue. 6899, ext. 4OO,OT TRAVEL 
like you women who love than 100 stores across 1-000-665-7044. Visit: NEED A COMPUTER? 2001 Sgbarg Legacy 
www.counselortralnlng.com Don't have cash? IBM, TIMEsHARE RESALES. tee Balance Fashion Canada, we oiler one o1 4 Dr., Sedan, Low KM, NC, 
Collection. Bslanco, a the most thrilling ana WRITE YOUR OWN Gateway & Compaq as Worldwide Selection. Rfl 
home-based business, is elfordable franchises to NOVEL with our great low as $1 a Dayl No Stmman Since 1979. Cal l  Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
home-study course. Send money dowel Call Brands howl Buyers call 1-800- Locks, AUto, CO 
tailored to you, Full-Time, own. To learn more Io, tho FREE BOOK nowl 1-866.259-1171. 613-7987. SsUors call $23,995 
Part*TlmoorFun-Time visit our webslle: thai explains It all. www.dollaraday.com 1-800 .201-0804.  
offering relaxed career & www.dollarstores,com or 1 - 8 0 0 - 8 5 9 - 7 6 3 2. 
casual wear, sizes XS to call toll Ireo 1-877-388- www,qualltyofcourse.com ROBERT BAREFOOT'S www.tlmesharslink.com =99 Mazda Mists 
axI Starl for as little es O123. Quality ol Course, Coral Calcium Supreme TRUCKS Conver t ib le  
$150.00. no quolasl Toll- Ottawa, eN. for sale in Canada. 
Free 1-877-565-5646. CAREER EXPLORING THE BIBLE, Stsggedng results from all 0 DOWN O,A.C." 0nly 16,800 KM 
ww'~,balancetasNons,com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  OPPORTUNITY a basic Bible degeneratlvo diseases, Guaranteed oredlt $20,995 
ZESTO'S OVEN BAKED PARTS MANAGER correspondence course Home based business approvals. Trusks, 4x4'a, 
Subs & California Style ASSISTANT required designed for everyone, opportunity, Call today crew cabs, diesels, aport '98 Mazda MPV ES AWD 
Wraps are looking for for test-paced parts For your free copy: ETB, 1-866-319-0708. Calgary; unlltles, cars & vans, 
motivated franchisees, department, MUst have P.O, Box 154. Sholbume, w',w~.curecanada.com. Repo's, broken losses, V6, AUTO; Air & More ON, L0N IS0 $1 3,995 Join this dynamic and fast knowledge of A.D,P, PERSONALS hoavy duty equipment. 
growing Canadian Computer System, IT'S THE SOURCE CANADA'S TOP Takeover paymonts. Free 
Of your nlghtmaros, PSYCHICe,.,Aro You delivery, Call Lawrence '93 Toyota 4 Runner 
Company, 1.888-922- Previous Imporl unreasonable tears, Ready to Believe In Slcela, BC'$ largest V6,Auto, AIr Conditioning, 
2294, www,zeslos,com, experience prslorred, upsets and lnsecudty. Get Psychics Again? Call finance broker, 1-800- 
CANADA WIDE GET Fax resume to Kolowna rid of your reactive mind. Cruise, Tilt, Windows & Locks 
PAID BY THE MINUTE, InUnru Nlasan AItLDaryl Buy and read Dlanetlcs. Now. You Won't Bo 993-3673. Vancouver 
Free Into 1.800.771.7430 ' 250-712.0606 $8.99. Call 1-877,499- Dlsappolntedl 1-900.451- 604-327-6377, $14,995 
or small us 9121 7070 ~;2,g51minuts 18÷. 
Referral PIN#2118B. Llvo CREDIT GUARANTEED OPPORTUNITIES STRATEGIES..,Before TODAY. We offer all 
operator 1-888-405-8559 TODAY, We offer all WANTED: PLUMBERS, spending large sums on makes. No hassle. 
makes, No hassle. Pipe and apdnklor fitters legal fees, ca~lTha Family Finance or leasing at 
INVENTORS-PRODUCT Flnanse or leasing at a ppront l cea ,  Law Csntre to understand 6.9% OAC for cars. . ~ . _ _  DEAS wantsdl Free 
information package, 6,5% OAC for cars helpersllabourers for your rights & obllgallone, trucks, vans, Including 
Develop & professionally trucks vans, Including Lower Mainland and Our lawyors will present 4x4 diesels, sen- 
presenl your new producl 4x4 diesels, Self. Whistler area, Full-time you with your opNons, employed, bankrupt, 
work. Fax resume to 604- offer smart ,proven dlvomed, or credit lesues. 4916H~t ,  Idea to manufactutors employed, bankrupt, 276-8426 strategies to he,p ,eduos No b,g d.a, W. hay. 16 West 635-7187 
through DevlSon, an divomed or cmdillssues, 
. . . . .  '~ wlnnln- firm, =+  ^~,.~ . . . ,  w,~ h=~A PARTS MANAGER yourlegalfees, safeguard 
;a~ent a$•latedoe ;he ~'~ money:" "Ca; ~bqeu/r~dofdbYdea?:n~al youresseta&defendyour the money, Cell 1 800  313 7187 child ©uetody & access 1o800-650-482g . . . .  I)~,5958 
aveilable 1ee0s443327 1 800 eso 4829 : " ' " " " " . • Reply to: Box e98o ~i rights. 0oe't be e vlctlml wtw/.eredtt-klng.oom for 
(24 hrs). " www.credlt-klng,com tar Drayton Valley, An, TTA *Separate Smett',.Toll. lnvehtowIIstlngs www,terraceautomall,com 
Inventory listings 193. Fr$01-886-879-3529, 
t~ t !i 
BEST BUY 
(.~.~ BC Newspaper G:oci~, 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 5, 2003-  B1 
Many things have taken place in the last year and the Terrace & District 
Chamber of Commerce has several ideas and plans for the coming year. 
Terrace Standard is publishing the 
Chart c,er's Annual Supplement February 12, 2003. 
For more Information, 
please contact: 
3210 CLINTON ST., •TERRACE 
STANDARD TERRACE, B.C. 
638-7283 
TERRACE 
' r I t  I t . - 
STANDARD 
I ............................... (,i $e,:i'Tq I:TT)' II 
1 are important to the northwest with the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I  
!1 paper that leads the way in l usA and Europe .~ , ,  $152.34 (per 6 mo,)II 
I Quality News c°verage ~ !  
I r  . . . . . . . . . . .  % . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . .  ""1 
= clip & mall to I, _. I1 1 Yes, I would like to receive the '1 
l '  Ca~. . ,T - . .  ~ 1--,11 Terrace Standard every Week. ',1 
e k"~ 1 /..~ [~ I ~ j / . .~U " ' " i, ...................................... I Enclosed ,s$ ,GST included)for a one year subscription. "1 
' 3210 . . . .  ' " 11 
~,. u i inmn:~treet  iB:Address ,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  )@2:1'~ ~ ','. ! ', , i  
., Terrace, B.C. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  :1 
i VSG 5R2 I Phone 11 
m i i i  i i i  i i m I I I  m I n I u m Il l  n i l  I1 u I1 m I I  l i  i m I I I I l l  IB Ill U I I  I I  m m l  
; t  
• f 
CALEDONIA BAILIFF SERVICES 
_ . ~ .  #3-4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B .C . .~~ 
Phone 250-635-7649 ~ ~  
1996 Dodge Light Duly BR1500 Club Cab, 4x4, 149,033 kms 
1994 GMC Light Duly C/K1500 Sierra Ext. Cab, 118,600 kms 
ALSO 
YAMAHA ELECTRONIC PIANO 
For appointment to view, please contact our office. 
HIRED EQUIPMENT 
REGISTRATION 
The Skeena District of the Ministry of 
Transportation is creating its lists of registered 
Equipment for Hire for the fiscal year 2003/2004, 
which begins April 1, 2003. 
If you have construction equipment o register, or 
if your equipment is currently registered and you 
have acquired new equipment or made changes to 
your previously registered equipment, please 
contact the District Office for registration forms. 
Current address, telephone and WCB numbers are 
also required. 
All owners of dump trucks or belly dump trucks 
must provide a current weigh scale slip. (This is 
used for the purpose of calculating houdy rates.) 
Registration forms are available at: 
Skeena District Office 
Ministry of Traneportation 
4825 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, BC, V8G IK7 
Phone: (250) 638-6401 
or 1(800) 663-9910 
Fax: (250) 638-6414 
Re-registration forms wfi; t)e sent to all contractors 
currently registered with the Skeena District. The 
deadline for registration is March 14, 2003. 
Registrations received after March 14, 2003 will be 
recorded on a late registration list and 
consequently may not receive a share of the 
available work. 
cBRnISH OLUMBIA Ministry of Transportation 
Book or reserve your space now. Limited space available. 
7 
TANDARD 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
Act, Section 23, sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No: 33421-0001 
Project Name: Crushed Granular Aggregate in stockpile, 
vadous locations. SKEENA HIGHWAYS 
DISTRICT 
Contract ID: 334MN0395 
Location: All Pits are located with in the Skeena Highways 
District: Kitselas Pit is located 7.2 kilometres 
east of Terrace off North Sparks; Ski Hill Pit #1 is 
located 6.81 kilometres north of Highway 16 on 
the Shames Mountain Ski Road; Jackplne Pit is 
located approximately 8.2 kilometres outh of 
Terrace on Old Lakelee Lake Road; DL 5835 Pit 
is located 6.5 kilometeres nodh of Terrace on 
Kalum Lake Road; Gossen Pit Is located 13.6 
kilometres east of Terrace on Highway 16, B.C. 
Description: Work Generally Conslsts of: 50 mm Well Graded 
Base Aggregate (Kiselas Pit = 5,000 m3); 25 mm 
High Fines Surfacing Aggregate (Ski Hill Pit # 1 = 
3,000 m3); lg mm High FinesSurfaclng 
Aggregate (Jaskplne Pit = 3,000 m3) (DL 5835 Pit 
= 5,000 m3) (Gossen Pit = 3,000 m3). 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Minlstry of 
Transportation at RM 213 - 1011 - 4TH AVENUE, PRINCE 
GEORGE, BC prior to 2:00 p.m. (local time) on February 06, 
2003, when tenders will be opened in public promptly thereafter. 
Fax revisions must be sent to (250) 565-7016. 
A bid security will be required in accordance with the Conditions 
of Tender, 
A pre-tender meeting has not been scheduled 
All interested parties are required to obtain the consent of the 
designated contact person prior to conducting any on-site 
investigation. 
Tender documents are available between the hours of 8:30 to 
12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday, except 
holidays from the Ministry of Transpodation at RM 213 - 1011 - 
4TH AVENUE, PRINCE GEORGE, BG, Phone (250) 565-6185. For 
books $33,00 plus 7% GST and 7.5% PST for a total of $37.79. 
Tender documents may be ordered from all Regional and District 
offices of the Ministry of Transportation. Payment for tender 
documents can be made by cash, cheque or money order 
(Canadian funds only), payable to the Minister of Finance. 
To pumhase a tender document package using a VISA or 
MasterCard, download the order form from the internet 
http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/bchighways/contrects/contract.htm. 
Fax the completed order form and payment information to (604) 
660.8034. 
All purchases are non.refundable. 
For further information contact: 
Greg Ross 
RM 213 - 1011 - 4TH AVENUE 
PRINCE GEORGE BC V2L 3H9 
Fax: (250) 638-6461 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily :~ accepted. 
cBI•rlSH OLUMBF~ MInlstry of Transportation 
Internat ional  Forest  Products  L imited 
North Coast  Operat ions  
~..:: :,:,~.; Major  Amendment  O3-O1 
. . . .  to the  2001-2005 Forest  Deve lopment  Plan 
Forest  L icense A16841 
Notice Is hereby given that International Forest Products Limited [interior) wishes to amend the approved 2001-2005 Forest 
Development Plan Ior Forest License A16841, The Amendment will update proposed development in the Kumealon, Kennedy 
Island. Percher Island, Scotia River, Work Channel, Marion. Scotia River, Surf Inlet. Farrant Island and McDonald Creek 
Administrative Areas In the approved 2oo1.2005 Forest Development Plan. 
Forest Development Plan Amendment 03.01 shows the location of proposed harvesting road development, maintenance and 
deactivation, The approved 2001-2005 Forest Development Plan contains information on the malntenanoa and protection o! other 
resource values within the planning areas, This Amendment is a supplement to the approved Forest Development Plan. The 
Amendment is made available for review end comment to resource agencies, native bands, and the ~ubflc before approval Is 
considered by the Oistdct Manager of the Ministry of Forests, North Coast Forest District, All approved Operallanal P.lans thai 
encompass the Development Plan will be made available during the review and comment period upon request, All completed 
assessments (Sections 13 to 17 el the Operational end Site Planning Regulation) are available for review at the Interfor office at 
lho address below during the review and comment period. 
Forest Development Plan Amendment 03.01 wlff be available for public review and comment al both the Interfor office listed below 
end at the Ministry of Forests. North Coast Forest District office a1126 Market Place, Prince Rupert, 3,C, from Wednesday. January 
2g. 2003 to Monday, March 3t, 2003, during normal business hours [8:30 a.m. to 4:30 ~.m. Monday to Friday), excludipg statutory 
holidays, A representative of International Forest Products Limited will be available . U ~  to review end discuss the 
proposed Amendment at the Inferrer office listed below. The Forest Development Plan Amendment 03-01 will also be available tar 
public review at the Kilimal Public Library at 940 Wakashan Avenue, Kitimat. 9,C.. Iho Terrace Public Library al 4610 Park Avenue. 
Terrace, B.C., and at the Prince Rupert Public Library at 101 6th Avenue West, Prince Rupert, S.C. from Wednesday, January 29, 
2003 to Monday, March 31, 2003, Written comments from all reviews may 0e sent to the Interfor address listed below, ff interested 
parties ore unable to review Forest Development Plan Amendment 03.01 during these times, arrangements can be made to review 
the Amendment at a time that is convenient for them prior to March 31.2003. Please contact Andrew Mackay, R.P.K at Inlernellonal 
Forest Products Ltd.. #206-4716 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. VSG 1T2, phone: (250) 615-6755 or lax: (250) 635-0636 during normal 
business hours to schedule a time to review the Amendment, 
THE PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD FOI~ THiS AMENDMENT WILL BE FROM WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 29. 2003 TO MONDAY. 
MARCH 31. 2003. 
Forest Development Plan Amendment 03.01 may be amended as a result el written comments received by March 31. Written 
comments regarding this proposed Forest Development Plan Major Amendment are tc be forwarded to Andrew Mackay, R.RR at 
International Fores1 Products Limited. #206.47t6 Lezolle Ave.. Terrace. B.C VSG tT2, 
APPLICATION FOR PESTICIDE USE PERMIT 
Application #508 004 03/0.~ 
Pacific Nonhero Gas Ltd. 
2900 Kerr Street 
Terrace. BC  
V8C 4L9 
, . , . • Contact: David Galway 
i.. i.::.::::- -, ix.-iWork (250) 638-5322 Fax (250) 635-4617. • 
Purposet To control vegeiatJon::grow[h 0n el land Gas facilities as required to meet Oil nnd Gas Commission Regulations. 
Application Metl,od; Powerhose and Nozzle backpack sprayer and ATV mounted spray unit . . . . . .  
Location 
Kelly Croak Valve MP 251,21 R/W Plan 6519. Unsurveyed crown land, Range 5, Coast District 
Coppersid¢ RIC Valve MI' 2664 R/W Plan 6508. Unsurveyed Crown Land. Range 5, Coast District 
Coppersid¢ Station 
Thornhill Pressure Limiting Station MP268.83 
Kirkald 7 Gate Station. Haaland Ave. 
Paquette Gate Station• Thornhill MP 271,15 
and Paquetm M/L Valve 
Krum Avenue Gnte Station 
Ten'ace Junction MP 273,45 
Skeena Gate Station 
Water Lily Bay Gate Station 
Mount La~lon Gem Station 
The average size of the location is 1230m =
R/W Plan PRI 42978. L. 4. I Inn 12740 and Pine 1274 I, District Lot 98~ 
Ran[~a 5. Coast District 
WW Plan 6350 nnd Plan IO758, Lot C, Plan 4892, District Lot 312, 
Range 5, Coasl District 
RIW Plan 6530. District Lot 525 and UCL,, Range 5. Coast District 
RPN Plan 6503 and Plan 8430. District Lot 4002, Range 5, Coastal 
District 
Phm PRI ) 14070. District Lot 1908, Range 5, Coastal District 
RPH Plan 6503 and Plan 6478. District Lot 1913. Range 5, Coast District 
Plan 4141, District Lot 374. Range 5, Coast District 
R/W Plan 10873, District Lot 4469, Range 5. Coast District 
Plan 4416. District Lot 684. Range 5, Coast District 
Commencement Dater 2003/04101 Completion Date" 2003110101 
Pesfleld'e Common Name Common Name 
Roundup Glyphosate 
Bnnvil Dicamha 
Copies of the Permit Application and maps of the treetm.nt amos may be examined in detail at 2900 Kerr Street, Terrace. B,C, 
VSG 4L9. 
A person wishing to contribute information about the site for the evaluation of the nppllcation for n use ~rmh must send 
written copies of this information to both the nppllcant and the regional manager of the Pesticide Control Program, 
Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection, Deputy Adminlstretor. Pesticide Control Act. I011 4th Avenue Third Floor, Prince 
George, B.C V2L 3H9, (250] 565-6135. Fax (250) 565-6629 within 30 days of the publication of this notice. 
I i i 
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Swimmers hot 
as winter storm 
rages outdoors 
DESPITE the snowstorm which raged the weekend 
of Jan. 24-26 the Terrace Bluebacks had a good 
showing for its all-level and development swim 
meets. 
Dozens of young swimmers from Prince Rupert, 
Kitimat and Smithers came to Terrace for the 
meets. 
"With the all'level meet we had some addition- 
al qualifying times being met," says head coach 
Mike Carlyle. 
That includes Dakota Algore, 11, who picked up 
her first aggregate medal ever - a bronze. She also 
met the AA (junior provincial) qualifying time in 
her 200 m freestyle vent. 
Connor Simpson, 14, earned himself a silver ag- 
gregate medal for his overall performance. It was 
the first time he's achieved that, says Carlyle. 
Simpson attended a special distance swimming 
training camp in Prince Rupert over the Christmas 
holidays and Carlyle says the extra work is evident 
in his performance at the meet. 
Many of the swimmers put in 100 per cent per- 
sonal best times as well. 
That includes Dakota Algor, Alastair Beddie, 
Emily Reinbolt and Hayley Schmeidel. 
While the all-level meet was going on several 
development level swimmers also competed in a 
meet of their own. 
"It was a very busy weekend for the 
Bluebacks," Carlyle said, "It's the first time in the 
region that anything like that was held on the same 
weekend." 
Several young Bluebacks put in top times and 
were able to log 100 per cent best times. 
"It's really easy for the younger swimmers to 
improve and it's certainly rewarding for them," 
Carlyle said. 
Those swimmers include Nahanni Belfour, 11, 
Kyle Gunter, 9, Taylor Korpi, 7, Kelly McGilliv- 
ray, 10, Emilie Metzmeier, 11, Amelia Nieser, 12, 
Dayna Pedro, 11, Brandon Williams, 8, and Jone 
Wolfe, 9. 
The Blueback team also won top spot at the de- 
velopment meet. 
"That was a great feeling because it's based on 
the percentage of best times," Carlyle said. 
He said extra emphasis is put on how the deve- 
lopment athletes are swimming including how 
many strokes and kicks they log in a given event. 
The fewer strokes and kicks swimmers are doing 
in the course of an event means more power is be- 
hind them. 
"So, if we can teach them at this level to be 
more efficient we'll have stronger athletes as they 
get older," Carlyle said. 
Some athletes from out of town and even some 
Bluebacks whose homes are out of the city were 
unable to take part in Sunday's events due to the 
snowstorm which caused terrible driving conditions 
throughout the weekend. 
Some out of  town swimmers spent an extra 
night in Terrace at the end of the meet to allow for 
a safer road trip home, Carlyle said. 
.Shames opens 
Io skiers' delight 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
AFTER months of patient- 
ly waiting for snow 
Shames Mountain finally 
opened for business Jan. 
29. 
It's the latest opening 
ever in the 13 year history 
of the local ski and snow- 
boarding resort. 
The latest it had opened 
before was in 2000 when 
the chair lift cranked up 
Dec. 22. 
With more than 85 cen- 
timetres at the base of the 
mountain and 185 centi- 
metres of snow at the top, 
more than 180 skiers and 
snowboarders took advant- 
• age of the first day of 
operation. 
Shames spokesperson 
Reyann McDonell says 
there was good showing of 
clients at the hill on its 
opening day. 
About 75 per cent of the 
patrons were season pass 
holders and the remaining 
people bought lift tickets 
for the day, she said. 
Into the weekend more 
people made their way up 
to the mountain to kick the 
season off even if it was a 
little late. 
"I wish it was open ear- 
lier but that's not their 
fault it's just there was no 
snow," says Nathan Perry, 
a snowboarder who hit the 
slopes last Saturday. 
"The snow was nice at 
the top." 
The resort will keep its 
regular hours of operation 
from 9-3:30 p.m. Wednes- 
days-Sundays. 
Shames is not open' on 
Mondays or Tuesdays. 
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Skilled skaters put  
on great show 
TERRACE skaters know their skills. 
Several talented young figure skaters 
proved they're tops in skills as they took 
to the ice at the Pacific Skate competi- 
tion in Kamloops Jan. 24-26. 
"Our kids rock in skills," says head 
coach Cathy Mills. 
"They're really good." 
Four of the 10 Terrace skaters placed 
in the top four in their respective divi- 
sions for the skills competition. 
Jamie Penner picked up a gold medal 
in the junior silver skills competition and 
she was followed up by teammate Joanne 
HiSmeniuk who nabbed the silver medal 
in that division. 
Hayley Lessard placed number one in 
the senior bronze skills competition and 
Samantha Nyee earned herself a bronze 
medal in the junior bronze skills event as 
well. 
Kelsey Minhinnick also picked up a 
gold medal for her bronze interpretive 
skate - "The  Snake." 
Mills says the northwestern perfor- 
mances tood out. 
"We had a lot of comments and com- 
pliments on how well the skaters are 
doing," she said. 
"The biggest hing was everybody was 
really inspired by the competition." 
Kelsey Minhinnick also picked up a 
10th place standing in the senior bronze 
free skate, fifth in gold skills and l l th in 
the three-event triathalon. 
Jacqueline Lenuik took event in her 
junior bronze skills event - the same pla- 
cing achieved by teammate Ashley Than- 
di in the preliminary skills division. 
Shelbey Stach placed eighth in gold 
skills, l lth in interpretive and 13th in the 
gold triathalon event. 
Janet Lewis also picked up a sixth 
place finish in the introductory interpre- 
tive event and ninth in the senior free 
skate. 
SHELBEY Stachand Kelsey Minhin- 
nick were among 10 figure skaters 
who took part in the Pacific Skate 
competition in Kamloops Jan. 24-26. 
Kelsey Wilcox earned llth spot for her 
junior bronze free skate event. 
Mills says all of the skaters put in a 
solid effort which was reflected in their 
standings. 
"These are excellent placing for a pro- 
vincial competition," she said. 
II II II 
Two figure skaters also took part in 
Williams Lake's annual Cariboots and 
Blades competition Jan. 18-19. 
Stephanie Leong received a gold 
medal for overall first place at the event 
in the pre-novice division. 
A first place finish in the free skate 
and a second place finish in the technical 
program helped her on the way to the 
overall ranking. 
Heather Hanna's third place finish in 
the free skate combined with a fifth place 
in the technical program earned her a 
bronze medal overall. 
"We've had some very excellent re- 
sults out of our club," said club spokes- 
person Colleen Nyce. 
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